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42/ 

HOT-BOD WEAPON
This fired-up full body workout from 
the creator of Insanity will kick your 
(tight, toned) butt!

56/ 

SCARY TIRED?
Get your best sleep ever—tonight

87 / 

LET ME HELP YOU...
...boost your online influence

81/ 

BOOST YOUR WILLPOWER
Quick hacks for resisting temptation

39/ 

STROKES OF GENIUS
Row your way to a smokin’ hot bod

70/ 

30 GRAMS
Of fibre, that is. How to make sure 
you’re getting your fat-busting fill

65/ 

CLEAN MEALS IN 20 
MINUTES
Delicious recipes from Lean Living 
Girl’s Carly Rothman make eating 
clean a (tasty) breeze

75/ 

VIVA LA EVA!
Snag fitness, beauty and life secrets 
from the woman who snagged Ryan 
Gosling’s heart (Jealous? Us?)

Features + Cover Stories

JOIN THE 
SISTERHOOD AND 
GET THE INSIDE 
SCOOP ON THE 
COOLEST FITNESS 
CHALLENGES P47

On Our Cover
Eva Mendes photographed 
by Ben Watts. Fashion editor: 
Jacqueline Azria. Hair: Steeve 
Daviault using Oribe. 
Makeup: Angela Levin using 
Chanel/TraceyMattingly.
com. Manicure: Ashlie 
Johnson for Chanel le 
Vernis/The Wall Group. 
For Eva’s look, try Circa 
Color Balance Liquid 
Foundation, Circa Color 
Focus Eye Shadow 
Palette in Provocateur, 
Circa High Definition 
Eyelining Pencil in Ebony, 
Circa Absolute Lash Icon 
Mascara in Extreme 
Black, Circa Ultrasuede 
Cream Blush in La Spezia, 
Circa Color Absolute 
Velvet Luxe Lipstick in Ava, 
and Circa Lustrous Shine Lip 
Polish in Electric Organza. 
Splendid tank, Eva Mendes 
Exclusively at New York & 
Company pants, Lana Jewelry 
hoops, Elisa Solomon Jewelry 
moon necklace, Lizzie Scheck 
Jewelry Zodiac necklace, Vince 
Camuto bracelet. 
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55/   
YOU LOSE, YOU WIN
Kelly Wright sheds 23 kg! 

58/   
15 MINUTE WORKOUT
The step—not just a ’90s fitness 
fad but a fat-torching tool!

Healthy Dose
59/ 

PAIN FREEZE
Can cryotherapy help heal a 
sports injury? We decided to 
give it a try... 

60/   
YOUR BODY ON...
...a haircut

Food Now
61/ 

BITTER? SWEET!
Kale? So 2014! These are the 
greens you should be eating 
now

69/ 

BUY 5, DROP 5
Munch your way to weight loss

73/ 

MY WEEK ON A PLATE
What TV presenter Zahirah 
Variawa really eats

74/ 

TASTES BETTER 
TOGETHER
Miso + Sweet potato

Life + Love 
80 / 

5 JUICY 
QUESTIONS FOR… 
Styck app creator Alex Light

83/ 

FLYING SOLO
We visit a fitness retreat with  
a difference

Best Body

44/ 

FROM BUFF TO BUMP
Blogger and new mum Kat 
Lebrasse spills the secrets 
behind the fittest pregnancy 
we’ve ever seen

47/ 
FIT REVOLUTION
Why women are dominating 
the new generation of fitness 
challenges and events

50/ 

YOGA DECODED
Can’t tell your ashtanga from 
your vinyasa? Check our simple 
guide to yoga styles 

89/ 

LETTER TO MY 
YOUNGER SELF 
BEEM founder Samantha 
Hamilton-Rushforth 

90/ 

LIVED TO TELL
Surviving cancer and emerging 
stronger than ever

Beauty Bonus
4/   
THE WHME BEAUTY HOT 
LIST 2015
Find out which must-have 
beauty products made the cut 
this year   

10/   
UNPRETTY
We investigate body image 
blues in the UAE    

14/   
FACIAL THERAPY
Whatever fix you’re after, we’ve 
picked the facial for you  

18/   
POWER LIFT
The secret to bigger, brighter 
eyes? It’s already in your 
makeup bag 

22/   
MELT-PROOF MAKEUP
Your survival kit for the last 
days of summer

23/ 

BEAUTY SPY
Pick-me-up treats for tired legs 
and feet 

27
ROLLING IN 
THE DEEP

Let your inner 
mermaid swim 

free in the 
season’s sleekest 
colour-pop styles  

IN EVERY ISSUE
10 ASK WOMEN’S HEALTH How to banish 
belly fat, plus other need-to-know answers 
12 ASK THE GUY NEXT DOOR With founder 
of hapi, Paul Frangie 15 DISCUSS! What’s hot 
in health, fitness, and more 54 FITNESS SPY 
Reformer and Tower Pilates classes 72 
FOOD SPY Delicious dim sum 88 THIS 

MONTH We’ve got your social calendar 
covered 91 WHERE TO BUY Plus: Tech Talk 
92 YOU: THE INSTANT EXPERT on grilling

Style

27/ 

H2OH
Take the plunge in these 
dramatic, marine-inspired 
styles

35/   
HAVING A MOMENT
How to print clash like a pro

36/ 

SHOP YOUR SHAPE
As if you needed an excuse to 
buy a new dress, here’s the 
hottest for your body type

38/ 

FITNESS LOOKS
Engage beast mode in these 
animal print picks
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More than skin deep
When was the last time you felt beautiful? When 
you looked in the mirror and liked what you saw,  
and walked out the door with an extra bounce in 
your step? Maybe it was when you slicked on a 
fierce new lipstick or spritzed on your favourite 
perfume, or the last time someone told you that 
you had a great smile. While I’d hope the answer 
is every day, I know that for many of us women—
myself included—this isn’t always the case. In an 
age where typical aesthetic enhancements have 
surpassed a bit of makeup, and cosmetic surgery 
for everything from your face to your booty is 
now commonplace, some might argue that we 
are a society obsessed with beauty. Unless you’ve 
been living under a virtual rock for the past year, 
chances are that you’ve watched one of those 
online videos that show us, in matter of minutes, 
how beauty standards have changed throughout 
history. By now, I think it’s fairly obvious to most 
intelligent women that what is considered to be 

beautiful can vary dramatically based on factors such as what country 
you’re in or what’s currently on-trend in our respective societies. Yet 
while the latter is an ever-shifting perspective, a lot of what has stood the 
test of time when it comes to attraction boils down to our evolutionary 
instincts. For instance, facial symmetry has long been seen as a measure 
of beauty, since it is thought to represent strong and healthy genes. That 
same reasoning is why features like full lips, or ample hips and a narrow 
waist, are seen to be so appealing. Our animal instincts aren’t entirely 
superfi cial—just like how research has shown that a shining personality 

can boost how attractive others perceive us to be, experts have also 
found that confi dence is a pretty surefi re turn-on. Think of it this way: If you’re trying to 

sell the idea of something—in this case, that’s you—you’re going to fare a lot better if people can trust 
that you genuinely believe in it too. Now, I’m not suggesting we all start strutting around like we’re 
the best thing since sliced bread—confi dence may be hot, but egotism is not—but if there are things 
you know make you feel good in your own skin even when you’re feeling fl at, embrace them! If, for 
you, that’s rocking red lips and lush lashes, check out our pick of amazing beauty products in our 
Beauty Bonus section. Perhaps it’s smashing out a killer workout that makes you feel foxy (p.39 and 
42 should help you out there), or it’s eating fresh, healthy meals that make you feel radiant (if this is 
you, see p.61 and 65!)—or maybe it’s all of the above. If something makes you feel lit from within, 
chances are that it’ll refl ect on the outside too—after all, beauty is not only skin deep. I hope you have 
a gorgeous month, and we’ll see you in October! 

YI-HWA HANNA
Editor-in-Chief
yihwa.hanna@itp.com

IF YOU HAVE…

TIME FOR 
A CHANGE

WomensHealthME

WHME ONLINE

@WomensHealthME

@WomensHealthME

10 SECONDS

Try this super-quick test 
(that involves nothing 
but you, your body and 
a fl oor!) that can help 
indicate your longevity 
from a health perspective. 
Intimidating, but important.  
"Discuss: Health," p.16

10 MINUTES

Next time you feel the  
urge to procrastinate, take 
a walk or write a To-Do  
list: It'll help you refocus  
on your tasks afterwards.  
Just stick to 10 mins! "Boost 
Your Willpower," p.81

18 MINUTES

Try this exclusive, high 
intensity interval training 
routine created by Shaun 
T, creater of the Insanity 
workouts, for serious 
results in warp speed.  
"Hot Bod Weapon," p.42

20 MINUTES

Head to the kitchen and 
whip up one of these 
delicious, nutritious and 
super-quick meals created 
exclusively for us, for your 
next chomp-fest. "Clean 
Meals in 20 minutes" p.65

5 MINUTES

Grab your iPod and put 
on some soothing tunes 
as you wind down for the 
night. Doing so can help 
set the stage for sleep, 
ensuring deeper, better 
zzz’s. "Scary Tired?," p.56
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Active yet relaxing escapes 

always make me feel my 

best (and a tan helps, too!)

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 
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ASK

TEAM

WOMEN’S

HEALTH

When do you tend to feel the most confi dent about your looks?
“When I’m on holiday, usually because I’m happy and relaxed, my hair is in 

natural beachy waves and I have a tan. Or when my hair is clean and silky, and 
I’ve been hitting the gym a lot. Hair matters! ”  Yi-Hwa Hanna, Editor-in-Chief 

“When I’ve had my eyebrows freshly threaded and tinted—it sounds like 
such a small thing but it makes such a big diff erence to my face.”  

Hannah Bass, Deputy Editor

“Just after a good boxercise session.”  René Andrew, Art Director

“I always feel fab after a cut, colour and blow dry—a nice mani-pedi helps, 
too!”  Munazza Craghill, Commercial Director

“When I’ve just had my hair done, stepping out of the salon, or when I’m 
ready for a night out, fully made up and dressed to the nines.” 

 Natalie Kisacanin, Advertising Manager



Shift that 
stubborn 
tummy fat

ASK WOMEN’S HEALTH / We have the answers!  

Everybody carries their fat in 
diff erent places, whether it’s 
their hips, bum, tummy, thighs 
or arms. So your belly problem 
might be partly genetic—but 
that doesn’t mean that it can’t 
be helped by a really good diet 
and exercise that’ll help you to 
lose more body fat in general. 
I’d recommend a long, steady 
cardio workout three times a 
week in order to start burning 
fat all over. This workout can 
be as long as you like, but make 
sure you’re not working at 
an intensity where you start 
getting out of breath—aerobic 
exercise makes your body 
use fat as fuel, but as soon as 
it becomes anaerobic your 
body will start using sugar as 
an energy supplier. Then try 
doing interval training or high 
intensity circuits once a week 
to get your heart pumping. 
The heart is a muscle and, like 
any muscle, will get stronger 
and bigger when you exhaust 
it. A bigger heart means a 
fi tter heart, so the next time 
you go for a long, steady 
cardio workout you’ll be able 
to work out at a higher level, 
burning more calories while 
staying aerobic to burn fat. 
Additionally, weight training 

I work out, 
eat well, and 
am in pretty 

good shape 
but I just 

can’t shift 
my belly fat. 

Any tips?
—Katy, Dubai

Q
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HOW SAFE    
IS IT?
FOOT FILES 
A pumice or fi le is the 
most effective way to 
remove calluses from 
your feet, says 
Francesca J. Fusco, 
M.D., professor of 
dermatology, but 
avoid fi les with a 
blade—one tiny slice 
in your skin can up 
your chances for an 
infection. And when 
you’re using your foot 
fi le, don’t overdo it: 
Abrasive scrubbing 
can lead to 
microscopic cuts and 
remove healthy skin, 
too. Pick your tool and 
use it once a week, 
and wash it with 
antibacterial soap 
every few uses.

twice a week will tone up 
your body, and the additional 
muscle mass will increase your 
metabolism and help you lose 
fat. Core exercises are also 
highly recommended when you 
carry your weight around your 
middle—try planks, crunches, 
wood chops and pilates core 
stability moves. 

—Sonja Belgard, Personal Trainer

Does getting a regular trim 
really help your hair grow 
faster?
                     —Juliet, Abu Dhabi 
Contrary to the popular myth, 
your hair is not like a lawn 
where you can stimulate 
growth with regular cutting. 
However, because hair is not 
naturally all the same length, 
and the ends have less volume 
than the roots, keeping it cut 
can make it appear thicker and 
stronger—plus, ensuring your 
ends are always in good 
condition will mean you won’t 
have to take so much off  when 
you do go for a trim. 

—Dr. Mike Ryan, Trichologist

Is drinking soda still bad 
for you, even when it’s a 

no-cal diet variety?
—Sangeetha, Sharjah 

Yes, diet soda is bad for your 
health. Diet sodas usually 
contain a chemical called 
aspartame—an artifi cial 
sweetener that’s 200 times 
sweeter than sugar. There’s   
a lot of controversy over its 
safety—the chemical was 
approved by the USA Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) in 
1974 but problems with the 
safety tests have since been 
revealed. According to the 
FDA’s recommended daily 
intake for aspartame, it would 
be acceptable for an adult 
weighing 70 kg to drink up to 
21 cans of diet soda a day—now, 
does that sound healthy?

—Dr. Carol Smylie, Family Doctor

I’ve recently started dating 
my best friend’s brother 
and she’s really unhappy 
about it. I don’t want to 
break up with him but 
I don’t want to lose her, 
either. What should I do?

—Zhu, Abu Dhabi 
It sounds like you’ve found 
yourself in quite a tricky 
situation. In all circumstances 
like this, it’s best to sit down 
and talk it through with your 

friend. You may fi nd that  
what she fears most is your 
friendship breaking down   
if something goes wrong 
between you and her brother.
Additionally, issues between 
you and her brother may put a 
strain on their relationship, 
and she may be scared of 
feeling like her loyalty is torn 
between the two of you.  
Try putting yourself in her 
shoes—she may not want to be 
in the middle of you both if 
there are relationship disputes 
but she may also fi nd it hard to 
be neutral, given the loyalty 
that she will naturally have 
towards her brother. However, 
this can hopefully be managed 
with a chat where you reassure 
her that your friendship 
means a great deal, but that 
you really have a good feeling 
about a potential relationship 
with her brother. If you really 
want to give it a go, then speak 
to her about it, tell her how you 
feel, that you’re aware that she 
may fear a loss of friendship 
should it not work out, but that 
you want to follow your heart 
and that you’d like her to be 
supportive of the relationship 
and remain your best friend.

—Ross Addison, Counsellor

I’ve always been skinny 
and I’m trying to put on 
some weight by building 
muscle—what should I  
be eating?

—Kendra, Dubai
Assuming you’re skinny with 
both low muscle mass and low 
body fat (rather than “skinny 
fat”) you should start by 
making sure you’re consuming 
enough calories to allow for an 
increase in overall mass—
otherwise you’ll just become a 
more toned but still skinny 
person! Since you should be 
aiming to increase your weight 
by building muscle mass, 
rather than putting on fat, you 
should make up your calories 
with lots of cruciferous 
vegetables, such as cabbage 
and broccoli, dark, colourful 
fruits and veggies, adequate 
carbohydrates in the form of 
sweet potato, oats, quinoa, and 
similar low-GI carbs, and 
plenty of protein. Consider 
adding in a good pre- and 
post-workout supplement to 
your diet—fuelling your 
muscles with the right stuff  
after training is essential for 
getting the best results out of 
your body. 
—Derryn Brown, Personal Trainer 

Three doesn’t 
have to be a 
crowd!
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Decoding guy 
emoji-speak: It’s 
not as easy as 
you think...
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Ask the Guy Next Door 

Paul Frangie

Q
My husband stays out for 
ages when I have no idea 
what he’s up to, and we’ve 
been arguing.  Could he be 
cheating, or am I paranoid?

– Karen, Abu Dhabi

There’s really only two 
things you can do: Either you 
ignore those feelings and try 
to keep your mind busy—go 
out with friends, or spend 
time on a hobby—or confront 
him with it. Start easy, asking 
him what he got up to and 
who he was out with. Then 
you can dig a little deeper 
and fi gure out if you think 

he’s telling the truth. Just 
because he likes to spend 
time away from you doesn’t 
mean he’s cheating—he may 
just need time to himself. If 
you’re arguing try to fi gure 
out the cause of it, together.

What does it mean when a 
guy sends a kissing emoji? 
Is it fl irty or just friendly?

– Nermeen, Bahrain

Trying to fi gure out the tone 
of a WhatsApp or SMS 
conversation is always 
diffi  cult because you cant  
see each other and read  
body language and facial 
expressions. I think you have 
to bring it into the context of 
the written conversation 
you’re having—is it generally 
a friendly conversation, or 
are you asking each other out 

on dates and so on? Some 
guys use emojis a lot, and for 
them the kissing emoji 
might not have any big 
meaning behind it. On the 
other hand, some guys 
might use it sparingly and 
really “mean” it when they 
send you a kiss. 

My hubby and I are stuck 
in a rut. Please help!

– Rana, Dubai

This is a common problem 
that many experience, 
getting caught up in the 
daily grind and forgetting 
what’s more important— 
either they consider their 
careers as a higher priority 
than their relationships, or 
they just have trouble 
fi guring out the right 
work-life balance. Often, 
couples that do really well at 
keeping the romance in 
their relationship actually 
plan time together as part of 
their daily life. Plan a few 
times a week where you do 
something romantic, fun, or 
new together. Stick to it like 
your work schedule, and it’ll 
eventually become a habit.

My friends keep saying a 
guy pal is fl irting with me 
—then I fi nd out he has a 
girlfriend. What gives?

– Christine, Al Ain

What’s seen as fl irting by your 
social circle could actually 
just be his way of showing 
friendly interest in you. Or 
he could really be fl irting and 
perhaps he’s not happy in 
his current relationship. If 
you do start to consider him 
romantically, then just ask 
him about his girlfriend. You 
could also just point it out 
by asking what his girlfriend 
would think if she knew he 
was such a fl irt—be direct but 
also keep it light-hearted. See 
how he reacts to that one!

Paul is a Chef and TV Personality. He is the 
founder of hapi - a lifestyle consultancy 

specialising in health and wellbeing. For more 
information visit www.paulfrangie.com

TO P  P I C K S

Terrace 
Weather

Vii, Conrad Hotel Dubai
The Conrad Hotel on Sheikh 
Zayed Road is home to Vii, a 
spectacularly lush, green, secret-
garden-inspired bar terrace. 
The best part? The canopy of 
leaves shelters a temperature 
controlled greenhouse, which 
means you can enjoy the terrace 
in any weather. For reservations, 
call 050 169 6777.

40 Kong, The H Dubai
Get your glad rags on and head 
out for a glam girls’ night at 40 
Kong’s al fresco lounge and 
restaurant atop the H hotel. 
The intimate atmosphere, 
great tunes, friendly service 
and signature cocktails sparkle 
against stunning panoramic 
views of the city—definitely a top 
spot for treating out-of-town 
visitors! For reservations, call  
04 355 8896.

Sho Cho, Abu Dhabi 
Whether it’s to-die-for rock 
shrimp, super-fresh sushi, a 
killer drinks menu or gorgeous 
coastal sunset views you crave, 
Sho Cho’s Abu Dhabi outpost 
is the place to be if you’re in the 
capital. For reservations, call   
02 558 1117.
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YOU 
GUYS, 
THIS 

BITES! 

SAVE HIS LITTLE FISHIES 
Are there pesties in his testes? Well, new research published in the journal 

Human Reproduction found that guys who regularly ate pesticide-laden fruits 
and veggies had lower sperm counts and more oddly shaped spermies (which 
can impact their ability to glom on to eggs) than those whose diets contained 

fewer toxins. Among the biggest offenders were celery, strawberries, and 
grapes (…of barren wrath!). Researchers didn’t examine whether women’s 

fertility is equally affected—or whether the damage is reversible—but if you 
and your husband are looking to put a bun in the oven, have him nosh on 
produce with low chemical residue, such as avocados, pineapples, and 

cabbage, says study author Jorge E. Chavarro, M.D., an assistant professor of 
nutrition, epidemiology, and medicine at Harvard University, U.S. These three 

were found to have lower contaminant levels.

!discuss{ juicy news. shareable stats. convo starters.

P H O T O G R A P H  B Y  M I T C H  M A N D E L
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{ discusshealth 

LET’S TALK ABOUT…

High blood pressure 
runs in my fam. 

Please say I don’t 
have to give up salt!

You may be in 
luck. Sodium’s 

link to BP may be 
overstated. What’s 

more, a recent study 
suggests that the 

amount the average 
person consumes 

(equivalent to about 
a teaspoon and a 

half of salt daily) was 
linked to a lower risk 
for heart problems.

Phew! Chocolate-
covered pretzels 

are my jam.
Easy, tiger. Excess 

sodium could 
still damage your 

kidneys and brain. 
Plus, sugar may 

be linked to blood 
pressure hikes.

Ugh. Can’t win.
Just chill with 

packaged foods, 
which tend to be 

high in both S’s. And 
eat a banana for 

some BP-lowering 
potassium.

SALT

1 / THE SECOND WIND
Combine: 1 oz each lemon, 

lime, and grapefruit 
juices + ¼ oz each Thai 
basil tea and kaffi  r lime 

tea + honey to taste. 
Garnish with lemon peel.

Toss it back: After a 
long fl ight. The natural 
sugars give a quick jolt 

of energy. 2 / THE IMMUNITY 

BOOSTER 
Combine: ½ oz honey-

jalapeño syrup* + 1 oz lemon 
juice + 1 drop ginger tea + 
¼ oz fresh ginger juice + 

1 Tbsp juiced turmeric + 2 oz 
OJ. Garnish with jalapeño.

Toss it back: To ease a 
sniffl  e. The jalapeños help 
clear your sinuses, and OJ 
off ers up immunity friends 

such as antioxidants 
and vitamin C. 3 / THE HANGOVER 

HELPER
Combine: 4½ oz ginger 

kombucha + 1 tsp 
lemongrass tea + 1 tsp 

fresh ginger juice + 2 drops 
Peychaud’s Bitters. Garnish 

with ginger.
Toss it back: After too 

many block-party brewskis. 
Ginger helps soothe a 

queasy tummy.

*Blend 2 Tbsp each honey and water with 

�� medium jalapeño, stem removed.

Recipes: Kerry Mekeel, resident mixologist at 

Hotel Wailea in Maui, Hawaii

4 / THE REHYDRATION 

STATION  

Combine: 3½ oz coconut 
water + 1 tsp allspice 

tea. Garnish with mint.
Toss it back: On a hot, 
air-ain’t-moving kinda 
day. Research shows 

coconut water may replace
 fl uids better than 

plain ol’ H20.

LINE ’EM UP! Our defi nition of a cool tumbler feed: these delish, 

booze-free shots that’ll cure whatever ails you.

How Long Will You Live?
Call us morbid, but this trick had us on the fl oor—
literally. To start, give yourself 10 points just for 
standing up. Now lower yourself and sit cross-

legged without leaning on anything. Then stand 
up. Subtract one point for each time you used a 

hand or leg for an assist (even just placing a 
palm on your knee), and half a point every 

time you wobbled. You want a score of 
eight or above, says researcher Claudio 

Gil Araújo, M.D., Ph.D. Here’s why: 
Strength and balance are 
considered key indicators for 

longevity. If you’re 
younger than 40 and 

scored sub-seven, 
it may be time 

to try out 
a yoga 

class.
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045561800
www.fitrepublik.com

Challenge feels good. Self-esteem feels good. Knowing I’m going 
to be fit at fifty feels good, especially when I felt unfit just three 
months ago. Now I just feel valued—and like I can do anything. So 
yes, I owe a lot to my personal trainer, but it’s me I’m really proud of!

Sara Kenaghan - Member

WHEN SOMEONE 
BELIEVES IN ME, 
I BELIEVE IN ME.



{Relationships discussationshipsationships

WORK 
IT, GIRL

Tell the 
Truth

The cliché 
goes like this: 

Men only 
want to date 

women 
who’ve had 

fewer 
romantic 

partners than 
they have. 

The truth, per 
a Singles in 

America 
survey from 
dating site 

Match, is that 
fi nally both 

genders 
are cool with 

seeing 
someone who 
has had more 
relationship 
experience 
than them,  
says Helen 

Fisher, Ph.D., 
Match’s chief 

scientifi c 
advisor.

They’re not just slackers: 
Telecommuting or 
freelancing can help reduce 
stress, freeing up your mind 
(and schedule) for quality 
time, says relationship 
expert Jane Greer, Ph.D. 
Want in? Ask to work 40 
hours in four days, says NYC 
career coach Lynn Berger.
Source: FlexJobs.com survey

42 PERCENT OF U.S. 

EMPLOYEES SAY THAT 

HAVING A FLEXIBLE 

JOB WOULD IMPROVE 

THEIR LOVE LIVES.

As most women know, trying to fi nd a   
work-life balance isn’t easy—and it can   
be even harder when you have children.   
So when working mums get fl ak for not   
being able to spend as much time on   
their little ones—or suffer from feelings  
of guilt about it—it can be frustrating. So it’s 
good news, then, that the percentage of 
people who think working mums are bad for 
kids has been dropping: According to new 
reports from Iconoculture, in 2010 just 22% of 
survey subjects thought this, compared to 
34% in the 2990s and 68% in the 1970s. While 
we fi rmly believe that the most important 
opinions when it comes to this are your own 
and those of your family, if working mums have 
less sass to deal with from society, we’re all for 
it—three hurrahs for progress!

...is the number of people who had at 
least one pet, out of a May 2015 online 
Harris Poll of more than 2,205 U.S. 
adults. The poll, which explored pet 
ownership and pet owners’ attitudes 
and behaviours, found that GenX-ers 
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.were the most likely to have a pet (71% did) followed by Millenials (65%). Dogs were the most 

common (71% of pet-owning families included one), followed by cats (49%), and fi sh (11%). The 
percentage saying their pet is a “member of their family” rose from 88% in 2007 to 95% in 2015. 
That’s a lotta love for Fido, showing that we truly do love our “furry kids”! If you’re looking to get 
a pet, why not consider adopting one from a shelter rather than buying from a shop? You can 
fi nd many loving bubbas that need a home from K9 Friends (k9friends.com), Feline Friends 
(felinefriendsdubai.com) or the Sharjah Cat and Dog  Shelter (scads.ae). 
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discuss{fitness 

Those cute, 
sorbet-coloured 

boardwalk bikes may not 
whip you into shape like a 

built-to-train road bike. But with 
most ringing in at well under 

Dhs2,000, they can be a smart 
summer buy, says exercise 

physiologist and cycling coach 
Todd Parker. Three reasons to 

join the joyride: 

Unhealthy meals happen, but the good 
new is that a little well-timed exercise can 
minimise the damage. 

SWEAT OUT A 
SPLURGE 

2 / YOU CAN SKIP THE 
CAFFEINE. 

Let joe eat your dust: Easy 
pedaling pumps up your 
energy and churns away 

fatigue  by 20 and 
65 percent, respectively. 

3 / YOU’LL CRUISE 
THROUGH CALORIES. 

More precisely, up to 
300 cals per hour, while 

also stoking your 
metabolism and fi ne-tuning 

your quads and calves. 

1 / IT’S PERFECT FOR 
NEWBIES. 

Rusty at riding? No prob. 
There’s usually only one 

gear (three at most), which 
means you simply can’t 

speed out of control. 

Smell Sweat, Boost Your Buzz
Get a whiff  of this: You might owe your post-

kickboxing high to the chipper chick drippin’ buckets 
next to you. A Psychological Science study found that 

smelling the sweat of happy peeps can inspire you 
to feel all smiley-emoji too. The researchers believe 
that because we subconsciously associate our own 
perspiration with crushing a workout (and feeling 

pretty rad about it!), sniffi  ng the hard work of others 
can intensify that vibe. Organise a group boot camp 

session or outdoor volleyball game and share the love.

WEIRD STUFF THAT WORKS

WORTH IT?

HOT 
STUFF! 
THE LIV 
SUEDE 2 
IS A SWEET 
RIDE. SEE 
GIANT-
BICYCLES.
COM/AE FOR 
RETAILERS
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 >  When you 
and that double-
chocolate 
brownie are 
locked in a 
staring contest…

 >  When you 
already know 
you’re going to 
face-plant into 
that nachos 
platter with your 
chicas tonight…

 >  When you’ve 
successfully 
eaten your way 
to a (not cute) 
food baby…

Go for a brisk 15-minute walk. 
Research shows that speeding 
up your steps can calm even 
the most raging stress-induced 
cravings. 

Just eight minutes of high-
intensity exercise (like running 
sprints) an hour or more 
before eating reduces the 
artery-clogging effects of 
a fatty meal. Researchers 
believe the spike 
in heart rate and blood 
pressure “trains” the vessels 
to work more effi ciently. 
Excelente! 

Scheduling a moderate 
workout (like cycling) an hour 
post-gorge can prevent a rise 
in levels of triglycerides (a 
type of fat). Low triglycerides 
= a lower risk for heart 
disease.
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 HAIR TYPE 

Thick and Straight

FRIZZ FIX 
Goldwell Kerasilk 
Keratin Treatment 
won’t leave already 
straight hair looking 

like a mop; the 
formula is blended 

exactly for the 
thickness of your 
strands (i.e., using 

less of the curl-
relaxing chemical, 
more of the puff-
busting one). See 
goldwell.com for 

salons

 HAIR TYPE 

Fine and 

Wavy/Curly

FRIZZ FIX
 Kérastase Discipline 
contains a complex 

of lightweight 
polymers, 

strengthening 
amino acids, and 

silkening ceramides 
to prevent pouf 

and loosen coils—
and all without 

leaving hair limp, 
says Saviano. See 
kerastase.com for 

salons.

 HAIR TYPE 

Thick and 

Wavy/Curly

FRIZZ FIX 
Ask for Cezanne 

Perfect Finish 
Keratin Treatment, a 
blend of botanicals, 

vitamins, and a 
unique silk protein 

that “slightly relaxes 
curls, making them 

easier to straighten,” 
says New York City 
salon owner Nunzio 

Saviano. See 
cezannehair.com for 

salons.

Blazers and 
boyfriend jeans 
aren’t the only 
items we’ve lusted 
over in J.Crew 
catalogues. The 
models’ oh-so-
fresh matte lips 
have been 
catching our eye 
for years! We’re 
stoked that Troi 
Ollivierre, the 
makeup artist 
behind the punchy 
looks, has created 
his own line of 
pigment-packed 
lipsticks inspired 
by his work for the 
brand. In the past, 
Ollivierre mixed 
multiple colours to 
nail that “perfect, 
vibrant shade.” 
But now, George, 
a bold orange red 
(shown below); 
Louis, a poppy 
petal pink; and 
Atticus, a divine 
salmon, deliver 
insanely gorg 
hues directly to 
your pout. Dhs103 
each, troiollivierre 
beauty.com.  A
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Humidity: 1. Your hair: 0. Even the score with these new salon 
smoothing treatments that are targeted to your hair type and last 
up to fi ve months. The real coup? They’re free of formaldehyde, a 
straightening ingredient that’s also a known carcinogen.

KEEP CALM AND DE-FRIZZ

LET’S TALK ABOUT… SKIN CHAFING 

minimise skin-to-skin 
contact. Twice a day, slather 
on an ointment with healing 
zinc and soothing aloe, like 
SkinFix Rash Repair Balm 
(Dhs196, desertcart.ae). 

And if I rub it on before 
hitting a rooftop happy hour, 

no one will know, right? 
Not on fair skin. If yours 
is darker, mix a dab of 

foundation into the balm to 
neutralise any chalkiness.
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This is so not sexy, but 
my inner thighs chafe like 
crazy in the heat. Help.

Have no shame—it’s super 
common. When you sweat, 
salts and minerals in your 

skin worsen friction, making 
the rub feel like sandpaper. 
That abrasion can cause 
microscopic skin tears, 

leaving you red and infl amed. 

Lame! I live for cutoff s. 
Go with a longer pair to 

discussbeauty



• Adventure HQ Delma Mall 02-4456995 • Adventure HQ JBR 04-4304419 • Adventure HQ Times Square Center 04-3466909 
• Foot Locker Alain 03-7552866 • Foot Locker Al-Wahda Mall 02-6958177 • Foot Locker Yas Mall 02-4926582 

• Foot Locker IBN Battuta Mall 04-4190633 • Foot Locker Mall of Emirates 04-4190475 • Foot Locker Mirdif City Center 04-4190708 
• Foot Locker Sahara Center 06-5301331 • Foot Locker The Dubai Mall 04-4190291 • Intersport Deerfields  02-5646390 

• Intersport Al-Ghurair Center 04-2567279 • Intersport Dubai Festival City  04-2066581 • Intersport Times Square Center 04-3418214 
• King Sports Fujairah 09-22416161 • Orlando Sports Alain 03-7645055 • Orlando Sports Al-Wahda 02-4437356 

• Saucony Al-Wahda Mall 02-4459360 • Orlando Sports Al-Raha Mall 02-5566629 • Orlando Sports Al-Maktoum 04-2288876 
• Orlando Sports Al-Manal Center 04-2286571 • Saucony Dubai Mall 04- 3398081 • Saucony Sunset Mall 04-3337155 

• Stadium The Dubai Mall 04-4340641  • Star Sports RAK 07-2365811 • Sun & Sand Sport The Dubai Mall 04-3253929
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{ discussfood{food

Ready, Set, 
Courgetti!
Spiralising—

making veggie 
noodles—fi rst 
caught on with 
the paleo, raw-

food, and gluten-
free crowds. But 

even if wheat and 
carbs  aren’t your 
mortal enemies, 

slender ribbons of 
produce are easier 
on the palate than 

slabs of squash 
and courgette. 

And tasty sauces 
cling to them so 

you get plenty of 
amped-up fl avour. 

No wonder DIY 
devices are blowing 

up! Our faves? 
The twistable, 

handheld Veggetti 
is budget friendly 

(Dhs80, desertcart.
ae); the Paderno 

Spiralizer 4-Blade 
(Dhs199, raw-bites.
ae) has changeable 
blades and doubles 
as an arm workout; 

and the new 
KitchenAid Stand 
Mixer attachment 

(Dhs549, desertcart.
ae, shown) 

pops on to pump 
out dinner. 

HOW SAFE IS IT? 

PLAYING THE MARKET 
Grocery shopping is less of a drag if you can avoid screaming 
kids and impulse buys. We’ll help with one of those things.

2. DOWN THE 
AISLES 
Stick to your must-
buy list as you fill up 
your eco-friendly tote. 
A Harvard Business 
School study found 
that people may 
reward themselves for 
being green by buying 
more junk food.

1. ON YOUR 
WAY THERE 
Eat a Fuji. Shoppers 
who gobbled an apple 
before a grocery run 
bought 28 percent 
more fruits and 
veggies than those 
who had a cookie, per 
the Cornell Food and 
Brand Lab.

3. AT THE 
CHECKOUT 
Resist the candy urge. 
According to a recent 
study, guilty splurges 
happen at the end of a 
trip. Make the produce 
section your last stop 
before checking out 
and you’ll be less likely 
to cave at the register.

STEEP WHILE 
YOU SLEEP

The hottest thing in 
coffee right now isn’t 

hot at all: It’s cold 
brew. But we don’t 

mean regular ol’ joe on 
the rocks. Super 

popular in 
trendsetting Brooklyn, 

NYC, this version is 
steeped overnight, 
then strained for a 

much smoother taste. 
To brew up a batch...

Mix one cup each 
ground medium and 
dark-roast beans in a 
12-cup French press. 
Add six cups of water 
and the seeds from 
half a vanilla bean 

(split it lengthwise, 
then scrape ’em out).  
Cover and let it sit at 
room temp for up to 

20 hours. Press cofffee 
and pour concentrate 

into an airtight 
container, then 

refrigerate for up to 
two weeks.
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Low-cal and a top source 
of lean protein, this 
sea fare has a very 
healthy hook. But 
some catches-of-the-
day harbour a cocktail 

of pathogens, per 
Consumer Reports. 
About 16 percent of 

ready-to-eat packaged 
shrimp purchased in the 
U.S. tested positive for 
disease-causing bacterium, 
including vibrio and E. coli. 
Shudder. The likely source: 
According to the FDA, 
nearly all of our supply is 
imported from 
India, Ecuador, and 
Vietnam, where the critters 
are often raised in tanks or 
ponds swimming with 
antibiotics, chemicals, and—
hungry yet?—faecal matter. To 
eat clean, buy wild shrimp that’s 
been responsibly caught—check 
the fresh fi sh counter at Organic 
Foods & Café. Labels that say 
Natural or No Antibiotics may not 
be legitimate as there’s currently 
no law governing them. 



Go Healthy with DinnerTime
www.dinnertime.me 
055-790 87 33

Go Healthy with DinnerTime!
055-790 87 33



Swipe right for a spare tire? You may 
have noticed restaurants (mostly 

chains) rolling out touchscreen tablets 
that let you order without having to fl ag 

down  a server. Convenient—and 
potentially fattening. “You may be 

more likely to overindulge because the 
tablet removes the judgment you may 

feel when you have to say what you 
want,” says nutritionist Kristin Reisinger, 
R.D. The mouthwatering dessert photos 
don’t help either! Your move: Just order 

old-school style (using the  
gadgets is optional). Humans 

aren’t scary—we promise.

Hug-It-Out Challenge
File this under best news ever: A too-hot-to-touch love life can also earn 
you a more bangin’ body. Sexually and romantically satisfi ed spouses 
are less likely to seek pleasure in other areas (read: the fridge), says New 
York City weight-loss expert Jena La Flamme. Three other ways staying 
loved-up can slim you down: 

1 / IT’S QUALITY 
EXERCISE! The 
average 30-minute 
make-out sesh 
burns 69 cals. 
Extend that smooch 
as long as possible! 

2 / HIS SEXY 
COMPLIMENTS 
= MOTIVATION. 
Saying you look 
fab can rally your 
weight-loss eff orts, 
a study found. 

3 / ROMANCE 
ON THE REG 
CAN LOWER 
CORTISOL. It’s the 
stress hormone that 
makes you want to 
inhale greasy grub.

{weight 
loss  

ghtght 
s  s
gg

YIKES! IT TAKES 

ONLY 24 HOURS OF 

EATING HIGH-FAT, 

SUGARY FOODS 

TO CHANGE THE 

MAKEUP OF YOUR 

GUT BACTERIA. 

The messed-up buggers 
can spur weight gain , says 

Gerard Mullin, M.D., author of 
The Gut Balance Revolution. 

To fertilise your belly with 
chub-melting microbes and 
restore balance, nosh a cup 
of unsweetened, probiotic-
rich yogurt the day after a 

splurge. Look for Streptococcus 
thermophilus, Bifi dus, 

Lactobacillus bulgaricus, or 
L. acidophilus on the label.

A LOVE 
LETTER TO CRUNCHY BEAN SNACKS

We were dubious that any healthy, savoury snack could usurp our beloved kale 
chips, but—swoon—it was love at fi rst bite. You’re as crisp as any carb-laden 
potato or tortilla chip, but with three times the protein and fi bre to keep us full 
and satisfi ed. Our munchies subsided after a single serving instead of a whole 
bag (hello, fewer calories!). You best believe we’ll stock up 
on our faves:  Beanitos Hint of Lime (shown), which 
are the perfect, zesty base for a dollop of salsa, and 
Mediterranean Snacks Baked Lentil Chips in Sea 
Salt  for their airy texture (both desertcart.ae).

THE SCREEN 
ADDS 10 LBS
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Make like a mermaid and embrace this Make like a mermaid and embrace this 
seasonseason’s marine-inspired makeup s marine-inspired makeup 
collections, paired with dramatic fabrics collections, paired with dramatic fabrics 
and  bold pops of primary colour that'll and  bold pops of primary colour that'll 
have you rolling in the deep...  have you rolling in the deep...  
S T Y L I N G BY G EM M A J O N E S 

P H OTO G R A P H Y BY J U L I E T  D U N N E

TRUE BLUE
Aquamarine, scuba blue 
and beveled glass, a lush 
turquoise, were all hot hues 
for colour guru Pantone 
last season—this autumn, 
embrace rich classic and 
royal blues paired with 
neon-worthy yellows to 
make some serious waves.

Lace Detail Top, Dhs329, 

Topshop. Shorts, Dhs239, 

Morgan. Bangles, Dhs40, 

Stradivarius. 
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OCEAN SPRAY
Take the beauty of the 
deep onto the land in a 
rippling shade of aqua- 
marine or turquoise. Bonus 
points if you can do so in 
billowing fabrics that let 
your imagination sail away. 

Jumpsuit with Cape, Dhs1,751, 
Madiyah Al Sharqi. Set of 
Bangles, Dhs99, Bikiniworld. 
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BEYOND THE SEA
When your swimwear is this 
stylish, don’t just save it for the 
beach or pool—let it double as 
a bodysuit by tucking it into 
your favourite shorts or skirts, 
or take it from the beach to 
the bar by tossing on flowy 
cover-ups or kaftans and 
statement-making jewels.

Swimsuit, Dhs2,698, Ola Swimwear. 
Longline Waistcoat, Dhs329, 
Topshop. Statement Necklace, 
Dhs120, Morgan. 
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EDGE OF THE 
OCEAN
The next best thing to a 
mermaid tail? A haute,  
body-skimming dress 
glittering with shining 
sequins in a rich shade 
that’s bound to stop 
passers-by in their tracks. 

Sequin Dress with Lace Cut-Out, 
Dhs4,370, Dima Ayad. 
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LADY IN RED
Don't be afraid of mixing 
primary colours like yellow 
and red—just keep the main 
colour feminine, the other 
bright shades as accents, 
and blend in subtle hints of 
other hues, so the inspo 
looks more Mondrian than 
Ronald McDonald.

Tiered Crepe Dress, Dhs1,645, 
Bec & Bridge at West L.A. 
Boutique. Yellow Cut-Out Bikini 
(worn underneath), Dhs650, Ola 
Swimwear. Tasselled Bangle, 
Dhs40, Stradivarius. 
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HOLD BACK THE 
RIVER
Get into the groove with 
70’s-inspired pieces that 
simply ooze cool. Who says 
you can’t have sass when 
you’re wearing lace? It’s all 
in the ’tude, girl.

Lace Bikini, Dhs855, For Love & 
Lemons at West L.A. Boutique. 
Duster Coat, Dhs2,760, 
Endemage. Sunglasses, Dhs170, 
Spitfire at West L.A. Boutique. 
Necklace, Dhs95, Stradivarius.
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BLUE BAYOU
Pair timeless sunnies, a 
beautifully tailored pair of 
shorts in an unexpected 
hue, and a laser-cut easy-
wear crop and you’ll never 
be at sea in the style stakes. 

Laser-Cut Crop Top, Dhs107; 
Maaji at Sivvi. Lace Overlay 
Trousers, Dhs817, Madiyah Al 
Sharqi. Sunglasses, Dhs150, Quay 
at West L.A. Boutique.

Shot on location at Per Aquum 
Desert Palm, with thanks to 
Epicure. Visit desertpalm.
peraquum.com or call 04 602 
9333 for reservations. Hair and 
Makeup: Lorna Butler at 
Bareface, using Clarins. Model: 
Krysia at FLC Models. 
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Wool Dress, Mary 
Katrantzou at The 

Luxury Closet, 
Dhs1,300.

Dress, Forever 21, 
Dhs159.

Playsuit, 
BCBG Max Azria, 

Dhs920.

Handbag, 
Coach, 

Dhs3,500.

Heels, Lucy Choi at 
Sivvi, Dhs920.

Handbag, 
Call It Spring, 

Dhs149.

Cage Heels, 
Steve Madden, 

Dhs499.

Blazer, Mango at 
Sivvi, 

Dhs199.

Body Con 
Dress, Bebe, 

Dhs630.

Printed Jeans, 
Mary Katrantzou at 
The Luxury Closet, 

Dhs390.

Slingbacks, 
Charles & Keith, 

Dhs249.

Fashion Feed

 HAVING A MOMENT: 

Print Clash
For a totally luxe look this autumn, layer 

opposing prints and textures. These eclectic 
pieces are an easy way into the trend 

Turtleneck Dress, 
H&M Studio, 

Dhs349.
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Dresses
 ••• SHOP your SHAPE ••• 

Aah, the humble dress. So reliable, so 
convenient—just throw one on for 

instant chic. And for extra ease, we pick 
the sassiest styles for your shape

Apple
Go short to reveal your slender 
legs—the loose empire line and 
ruffl e detail will fl atter your 
tum. Dress, Dhs199; Wedges, 
Dhs129, both H&M. Miracle 
Gel Nail Polish, Dhs43, Sally 
Hansen. Bag, Dhs5,433, Chloé 
at Saks Fifth Avenue. Bracelet, 
Dhs45, Call It Spring.

Hourglass
Fitted dresses love curves, and you’ve got ’em all, so opt for block colours to 
keep the emphasis on your enviable silhouette, and add a belt to define your 
waist. Bodycon Dress, Dhs1,000, Bailey44 at Bloomingdale’s Dubai. Belt, 
Dhs199, Charles & Keith. Fringed Bag, Dhs229, Call it Spring. Cage Heels, 
Dhs499, Steve Madden. Red Lip Crayon, Dhs70, Kardashian Beauty.

Athletic
Swimmer shaped? A fl irty 
full skirt can give the illusion 
of curvier hips and narrower 
shoulders—bonus points for 
these uber-feminine ruffl es. 
Denim Dress, Dhs 1,799, Diesel. 
Handbag, Dhs2,100, Coach. 
Nail Polish in Prismatic, Dhs85, 
Illamasqua. Chunky Heels, 
Dhs2,990, Christian Louboutin. 
Earrings, Dhs3,500 each, Mrs. 
T Jewels at Bloomingdale’s 
Dubai.
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Petite
Pair killer heels with the miniest of mini dresses—block 
colours and vertical fold deets will also help create the 
elongated physique you desire. Dress, Dhs394, Lipsy. 
Bracelet, POR, Joanna Laura Constantine at Bloomingdale’s 
Dubai. Heels, Dhs500, Vince Camuto. Handbag, Dhs349, 
Steve Madden. Lip Crayon in Peach On The Beach, Dhs63, 
Bourjois.

Boyish
A cinched waist dress in a bold

leopard print adds curves to
your lean’n’lithe bod. Dress, 

Dhs275, Mango at Sivvi.
Feather Necklace, Dhs120, 

Aldo. Wedges, Dhs380, 
Topshop at Namshi. Handbag,

Dhs1,100, Vince Camuto. 
Lipstick in Black Dahlia, 

Dhs245, Tom Ford.

Pear
A fi tted, high-neck top gives the illusion of a larger, 
lifted bust while this cute tumy cut-out shows off 
your toned waist. Dress, Dhs395, Topshop at Namshi. 
Belt, Dhs149, Charles & Keith. Bag, Dhs450; Heeled 
Boots, Dhs695, both Gaudi. Necklace, Dhs250, 
Bebe. Lipstick in Capucine, Dhs167, Chantecaille at 
Bloomingdale’s Dubai.
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Fitness Looks

Animal 
Print

It’s a jungle out there, so make sure you 
look fit and fierce in autumn’s wildest 

prints. Beast Mode: Engaged.

Yoga leggings 
adorned 
with tiny 
fl amingos! 
What’s not to 
love? The Hot 
Box Kit, Dhs299.

The sports/
fash collab to 
be spotted in 

this season. 
Adidas StellaSport, 

Dhs300.

Perfect for cross training, 
the Nike Frees now come 

in a croc-inspired print. Nike 
at Net-A-Porter, Dhs544.

Wear your beats 
on your sleeve. 

H&M, Dhs79.

How to 
make a 
hoodie 
hot? 
Just add 
leopard 
print. 
Vie Active 
at Fitplum, 
Dhs685.

Cut down your workout-to-
shower time with a front-

zippered sports bra. Vie Active 
at Sivvi, Dhs300.

Hit your hike hard in this 
sleek shoe. Steve Madden, Dhs499.

Colour clash your leopard 
prints for sexy surf style. 
Duskii at yApparel, Top: Dhs725; 

Bottoms: Dhs555.

For a print with a diff erence, 
opt for shimmery scales. 

Oysho, Dhs60.

Not ready 
for full-on 
leopard? Try 
dipping your 
toe in the 
trend with 
this subtle 
trim. Bebe, 
Dhs395.
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bodybest

Get on board, because 
the old-school rowing 
machine could be your 
ticket to a peak physique. 
By Mar i ssa G ain sb urg 

Strokes of
Genius



They’re a staple in most CrossFit boxes. Trendy 
fi tness classes are being created in their honour. 
Even Kevin Spacey and Robin Wright are sharing 
serious screen time with them on House of Cards. 
Yep, rowing machines that once collected dust 
at gyms are coming back in a big way—and that’s 
sweet news for your bod. “People are starting to 
see the erg—short for rowing ergometer—as a 
one-up on more popular cardio machines,” says 
Stella Lucia Volpe, Ph.D., R.D., an exercise 
physiologist and nutrition professor at Drexel 
University. “Which is great, because it is.”

More precisely, rowing is a 
total-body, strength-meets-
cardio activity. In one stroke, 
you engage your calves, 
hamstrings, quads, glutes, abs, 
lats, shoulders, biceps, and 
(phew) triceps—in total, using 
70 percent of all the muscles 
in your body. And you won’t 
just tone up: Research shows 
you can crush more calories in 
one sesh on the erg than on the 
elliptical or bike when sweating 
at the same level of intensity, 
since you’re using all those 
extra muscles. Plus, similar to 
cross-country skiers, regular 
rowers generally have some of 
the highest VO2-max levels, 

meaning they’re aerobically 
fi tter than many athletes. “I 
call rowing the SAT of fi tness, 
because it’s a good test of your 
power and endurance,” says 
Olympic gold-medal rower 
Erin Cafaro Mackenzie. “If 
you are superstrong but 
don’t have a ton of aerobic 
endurance, you’ll feel it in your 
lungs. If you have endurance 
but not strength, you’ll feel it in 
your limbs. Rowing will show 
you what your weakness is.” 
Until it becomes your strength. 

So have we sold you on 
your new gym bestie? Thought 
so. Now go row, row, row this 
boat! (Sorry, had to.)

5 /5 /5 / To get To getTo get///

back to start,
think arms,

midsection, legs. No
need to rush—this is

your moment of
recovery at the end

of the stroke.

You’d think you could just hop on and go (it’s a piece of stationary equipment, for goodness sake), but getting the right motion down takes a little 
practice and coordination. These pointers will help you fi nd your fl ow.

1 / After
securing your

feet, lean forward to
the 10 or 11 o’clock

position, bending your
knees so your shins are 

vertical. Extend your arms
to grab the handle—

this is called “the 
catch.”

2 / Keep/

your back straight 
and abs engaged.

Press through your heels 
as you push off to stretch

out your legs. This is 
known as “the 

drive.”

4 / When 
your legs are

nearly straight, lean 
back to 1 or 2 o’clock,
elbows lifted, as you 

pull the bar just
below your bra 

line.

3 / Think/

legs, midsection    , 
arms as you start to s
move—your power 

should come mostly 
from your lower 

half. 

6 / Don’ttt/

sacrifi ce form for
speed! Start slow 

until you’ve got the
motion down, then pick 

up your pace as the
stroke feels more 

fl uid.

YOU  ROW, GIRL 
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LOVE TO ROW BUT CAN’T ALWAYS HIT THE GYM? 
We got you. This slim erg features padded handles 
(crappy grips = serious blisters), an adjustable seat, 
and an easy-to-read LCD screen—plus it folds up and 
rolls away until you’re ready for round two. Pro-Form 
550R Rower, from Dhs1,833   ■

Row at a 
moderate 
pace. (Not 
sure if you’re 
in the right 
zone? You 
should be 
hitting about 
500 metres 
by the end of 
the interval.)

Keeping your 
arms straight, 
push with just 
your legs for 
10 reps, then 
do 10 normal 
strokes. Push 
with just your 
legs for fi ve 
reps, then do 
fi ve normal 
strokes. 
Continue 
alternating this 
pattern.

Row hard, 
covering 
500 metres in 
two minutes. 
(This should 
feel more 
diffi cult than 
the fi rst three 
minutes.)

Row 100 metres 
at max intensity; 
then, keeping 
your legs extended, 
pull the handlebar 
to your torso 
(these are called 
handlebar isolations) 
for 10 reps. Row 
200 metres, 
then complete 
15 isolation reps. 
Row 300 metres, 
followed by 20 reps. 
Then work your way 
back down (rowing 
200 metres with 
15 reps; 100 metres 
with 10 reps). 

Go all-out for 
20 seconds, 
then slow down 
to an easier 
pace for 
10 seconds. 
Continue 
alternating. If 
your heart feels 
as if it might 
jump out of 
your chest, 
you’re doing 
it right.

Sprint for 30 
seconds, noting 
how many 
metres you hit 
(you should log 
at least 125). 
Then row at a 
moderate pace 
for 30 seconds. 
Repeat the 
circuit twice 
more, each time 
trying to beat 
the distance you 
rowed in the 
previous round. 

Row 500 
metres at a 
moderate pace. 

DO TRY THIS AT HOME!

Okay, so you know how to use the machine. But seriously, what does a full rowing workout look like? Glad you asked. Three times a week, complete this 
cal-sizzling, 20-minute interval sesh designed for WH by Annie Mulgrew, program director at New York City’s buzzy new studio CityRow.

0–3:00 3:00–6:00 6:00–8:00 8:00–12:00 12:00–14:00 14:00–17:00 17:00–20:00
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Sorry, Einstein. Trainer Shaun T’s 
definition of insanity: never doing 

the same thing and expecting 
amazing results. His current fitness 

twist will lean you out.
By Je n Ato r 

Hot-Bod 
Weapon

His name is synonymous with 
Insanity (the DVD he created in 
2009), but there’s nothing crazy 
about Shaun T’s training approach. 
Take this exclusive workout. 
Inspired by his latest DVD series, 
Insanity Max 30, it features heart-
pounding intervals designed to 
spike your metabolism instantly; 
you’ll also sculpt leaner arms and 
abs and sleeker, more defi ned legs 
and shoulders. Yes. Please. 

How it works: Complete as many 
reps of each exercise as you can 
in 20 seconds, resting 10 seconds 
between each move. At the end, rest 
30 seconds, then repeat the circuit, 
doing as many reps as you can in 
45 seconds and resting 15 seconds in 
between moves. Rest 30 seconds. 
Finish by performing as many 
reps of each exercise as you can in 
60 seconds, moving from one to the 
next every minute without resting.

THE SLALOM

THE JUMP CROSS

Get-Fit Tricks

Stand with your 
feet hip-width 
apart, knees 

bent and fists raised 
to shoulder height (a). 
Jump off the ground, 
raising your arms 
overhead (b); as you 
land, pivot to the left 
and punch your right 
fist in front of you (c). 
Quickly return to start 
and repeat, this time 
pivoting to the right and 
punching your left fist. 
Continue alternating. 

Stand with your 
feet together 
and bend down 

to reach your right 
hand to the floor (a). 
In one motion, quickly 
swing both hands in 
front of you, elbows 
bent, and jump to the 
left (b); land softly, and 
immediately bend your 
knees to reach your left 
hand onto the floor (c). 
Reverse the movement 
to return to start. 
Continue alternating. 

Do It

Do It

A

A

B

C

B
C

“BUILDING THE 
DURATION 

AND 
INTENSITY 
OF YOUR 

INTERVALS 
HELPS YOU 

GO HARDER, 
LONGER,” SAYS 

SHAUN.
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DIVE PUSHUP

PUNCHING ABS

SWITCH KICK 
PUNCH

SCISSOR 
STANCE JACKS

Place your hands shoulder-
width apart on the floor and 
extend your legs; raise your 

hips, keeping your arms straight 
and back flat (a). In one motion, 

lower your hips so that your body 
forms a straight line, and bend 
your elbows to lower your chest 
toward the floor (b). Reverse the 
movement to return to start.  

Sit with your legs extended and feet 
together, knees slightly bent. Brace your 
core and lean back slightly, with your 

fists at each side of your chest, elbows bent. 
Punch your right fist forward at shoulder height 
(a), then quickly return to start and repeat on 
the other side (b). Continue alternating.  n

Stand with your left foot 
in front of your right, 
knees slightly bent and 

fists raised in front of you, elbows 
bent (a). Bracing your core, kick 
your right foot in front of you, 

leg straight, while punching your 
left fist toward your foot (b). 
Quickly return to start, place 
your right foot in front of your 
left, and repeat on the other 
side. Continue alternating. 

Stand with your feet 
shoulder-width apart,  
and hinge forward 

at the hips to lower your torso 
toward the floor, reaching your 
right hand in front of your left 
foot (a). Jump up, bringing 

your hands toward your chest 
and crossing your right foot 
in front of your left (b); land 
back in the starting position, 
this time reaching your left 
hand in front of your right foot 
(c). Continue alternating. 
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Best Body

From Buff to Bump
Think that being pregnant means you have to put your 

fitness regime on hold? Think again. Blogger Kat 
Lebrasse put this to the test with a well-rounded 

programme that knocked up her workout routine while 
keeping her overall health—and her bump—at its best.
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There is a popular misconception 
about keeping fi t while pregnant. 
Many people believe that working out 
can cause harm to your unborn child 
and make the birthing process more 
diffi  cult. I beg to diff er. At around the 
4-month mark of my pregnancy, I 
made a decision to take charge of my 
health and fi tness. 

It’s not just that I liked the idea 
of bouncing back to my former 
pre-baby body as quickly as 
possible post-birth—it’s also 
that I wanted to be my best self, 
pregnant or otherwise.

Studies have shown that 
maintaining regular exercise 
during pregnancy has many 
benefi ts, such as helping with 
weight gain, preparing for the 
physical challenge of labour 
and birth, improved moods and 
an increase in energy, better 
sleep and of course, the 
possibility of getting back into 
shape a little more quickly and 
easily after the baby is born.
When I fi rst fell pregnant, 
although I was training 
regularly at the time, I was told 
that I should take it easy, at 
least for the fi rst 12 weeks. 
Being cautious and wanting to 
give my baby her best chance, I 
listened to the advice and, well, 
took it easy. Thing is, then I got 
into the habit of taking it a little 
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too easy and then this habit was 
hard to break. And so I enlisted 
the help of professionals to 
keep me on track for the 
remaining months.

Rather than just commencing 
the ritual walking-swimming- 
yoga regime that many 
pregnant women adopt, I opted 
for a more intense schedule, 
which included weight 
training, cardio and functional 
movement, coupled with 
frequent chiropractic, 
osteopathic and myofascial 
treatments. I certainly don’t 
have anything against the 
walking-swimming -yoga ritual 
of other pregnant women— 
it’s actually a fantastic 
combination and has a low 
injury risk. I just personally 
decided to go down a diff erent 
road... and my road led me to 
the Diversifi ed Integrated 
Sports Clinic (DISC). 

A Health Haven
A preventative medical clinic 
that consists of chiropractic, 
osteopathy, physiotherapy, 
rehabilitation, sports therapy, 
massage and nutrition, I knew 
DISC was going to be my haven. 
Working closely with the team 
to manipulate, adjust, massage 
and strengthen my body felt 
like the best thing I could do for 
myself during pregnancy.
Dr. Tamara Ghazi, DISC’s 
medical director and a doctor of 
chiropractic, says, “Unless you 
have a medical condition that 
prevents you from stressing the 
body, non-impact training in a 
controlled environment with a 
knowledgeable coach can be 
super benefi cial to the birthing 
process and mother’s recovery.” 
It is commonly misconceived 
that movement can be 
dangerous for the baby while 
pregnant, but I quickly learnt 
that is not the case. Strength 
and conditioning coach, Jens 
Lofgren, worked with me to 
focus on pelvic stability and 
upper back exercises to avoid 
me slouching with the 
excessive weight on my belly,  
in turn improving posture for 
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things like breast feeding now 
that our little one has arrived. 
While Jens was tough and 
worked me hard, he didn’t have 
me doing anything I couldn’t 
handle and was very conscious 
of the fact that I was pregnant. 
He had to adapt several 
exercises to accommodate my 
burgeoning belly—as did Ben 
Ford, my other trainer. Also   
a strength and conditioning 
coach at DISC, Ben’s method- 
ology focuses primarily on 
functional movement. Training 
with both coaches aff orded me 

the ultimate balance. Ben 
worked with me to loosen up 
muscles and re-train my brain 
to allow me greater control 
over my movements. It was a 
less intense type of workout but 
I saw great results: An increase 
in fl exibility, better breathing 
and more effi  cient posture. 
With Ben’s techniques, we also 
worked at opening up my 
hips—a big help for childbirth!

Being fi t and healthy isn’t 
just all about exercise though. 
As DISC is somewhat of a 
one-stop shop when it comes to 

health and fi tness, I also visited 
the clinic regularly to see Dr. 
Tamara Ghazi for chiropractic 
adjustment and Dr. Pierric 
Morel for osteopathic 
manipulation and mobilisation, 
as well as myofascial therapist, 
Lauren Forsyth.

Invaluable Release
Using a combination of sports 
and deep tissue massage, 
trigger point therapy and 
myofascial release, Lauren 
worked on the tension in my 
glutes and hamstrings—that 
could otherwise be a cause of 
sciatica—as well as some work 
on my legs to battle the dreaded 
swollen feet and ankles that so 
many women struggle with 
during pregnancy.

Why add in the chiropractic 
adjustment and osteopathic 
manipulation, you ask? For me, 
I feel the two work hand in 
hand. With all the extra weight 
you carry during pregnancy, 
the body starts to bend and 
shift, causing strain on muscles 
and joints. By receiving regular 
manipulation, I was doing my 
best to off set these negative 
shifts. With an extra 10 kilos 
lobbying around my mid 
region, my back began to arch 

signifi cantly more than before 
to accommodate the weight 
and therefore triggered some 
other body issues: An arched 
back, the capability to sleep 
only on my sides and the need 
to do wide squats instead of 
simply bending over meant a 
lot of changes to my body’s 
joints and muscles, especially 
those of my neck, back and hips. 
Seeing Dr. Tamara and Dr. 
Pierric on a weekly basis kept 
my muscles and joints more 
fl uid and prevented them from 
causing me more problems 
along the line. Paired with 
better sleep and reduced pain 
all over, the treatments were 
invaluable. Now that my little 
one has arrived and I’m ankles 
-deep in motherhood, I can 
honestly say that maintaining a 
regular exercise schedule and 
undergoing consistent 
treatments was one of the best 
decisions I made throughout 
my pregnancy. And contrary to 
popular belief, nothing I did 
caused any harm to my 
beautiful baby girl.   ■

Kat LeBrasse is a Australian- 
Mauritian fashion and lifestyle 
blogger based in Dubai. Find her 
blog at LeBrasse.com.            

With all the extra weight  
you carry, the body starts to 
bend and shift, causing strain

Try a 
system 
as well- 
rounded 
as your 
bump!
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It’s 8pm on a Friday night and 
the crowd is heaving. There’s  
so much energy that the air is 
practically crackling with 
electricity, and around 1,000 
women are getting their groove 
on to some killer tunes. No, it’s 
not a hot new bar —it’s the 
Dubai edition of the NTC Tour. 

A now-global event run by 
Nike Women—the 2015 edition 
travelled from cities across the 
USA to places as far-fl ung from 
the brand’s home in Oregon as 
Stockholm and Tokyo—the 
Nike Training Club fi rst started 
as a humble training app, before 
morphing into a worldwide 
phenomenon incorporating 
events that bring it to life. Just  
a quick click on their website 
already sucks you in to the 
irresistible energy that has 
made it such a success: “Nike 
Training Club has no borders,” 
it says, continuing: “Its 
members train in all corners of 
the globe,” explaining that the 
goal is to bring together 
thousands of female athletes  
 to ignite their love for fi tness.

It’s a clever set of wording, 
no doubt, but it’s precisely this 
sort of truly inspirational 
language that has enabled Nike 
to galvanise women around the 
world into realising that they, 
too, can be a part of it, previous 
stereotypes and barriers be 
damned. As a brand that boldly 
claims: “If you have a body, you 
are an athlete,” particularly at  
a time when health, fi tness  
and wellness are all the rage,   
it reminds any woman, 
anywhere, that she, too can be 
 a part of the movement—even 
if she didn’t think she could 
have in the past. It may be a 
club, but it isn’t snobbishly 
elite. Rather, it’s practically   
a cult of positivity, embracing 
anyone who wants to be a part 
of it with open arms—be that a 

Gone are the days of sporting events being reserved solely for 
professional athletes—taking part in one of the burgeoning 

celebrations of fitness that have become so popular around the 
globe, from races and workout camps to obstacle courses, 
danceathons and more, can be a sisterhood that will help 

propel you into your strongest, fastest, and best self… 
By Yi-Hwa Hann a 

Fit 
Revolution
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pro athlete or the average girl 
—promising nothing but a 
stronger, happier, and 
generally better lifestyle as   
a result, and it’s here that lies 
the key to their success. 

A Widespead Reach
“It’s [for] the fi tness girl who  
is training for life, and also the 
athlete who is training for 
sport. NTC is rooted in 
functional training, which is 
good for everything: If you 
want to be a better runner, if 
you want to look lean, if you 
want to be faster, or jump 
higher, or be more fl exible, or 
whatever the case is for you, 
the training philosophy really 
accommodates everything,” 
says NTC Master Trainer 
Marie Purvis. And she should 
know, as one of the driving 
forces behind it all. “As a 
high-performance coach,   
I used to run the speed and 
agility programmes for a 
football team, for a whole 
competitive league, in 
Oregon. Nike was on the  
brink of wanting to bring 
sport, training and fi tness to 
more women—and they were 
wondering what women want. 
I was the only female trainer 
where I was that was doing 
this, so they came to me. 
Coming from personal 
experience, I played sport  
all through high school and 
growing up, but when I went 
to university, I stopped. I was 
among the 80 or so percent of 
women who play sport, then 
go to college and just don’t 
anymore. The only way I knew 
how to train was for a sport—  
I didn’t know how to train for 
life. That’s kind of where my 
vision for what I wanted the 
NTC to be, and with Nike 
coming in with their athletes 
and being so rooted in sport,   

I think this combination is 
what became NTC and why 
it’s so successful today. It’s a 
hybrid of the two—‘normal’ 
girls who want to keep fi t and 
healthy, and the athletes.” 

While the NTC Tour does 
charge a fee for an entrance 
pass in each city it comes to, 
the amount is nominal, and 
the Nike Training Club also 
off ers classes in various cities 
internationally that women 
can take part in entirely for 
free. The app, where it all 
started, it also free of charge, 
and boasts more than 100 
full-body workouts that you 
can do anytime, anywhere. So 
what’s in it for the brand, you 
might wonder? “I think the 

reason why Nike does it is 
because we’re really 
empowering women,” Marie 
says. “We never wanted it to 
be exclusive,” she continues, 
explaining: “We didn’t want 
the girls to be intimidated 
because I know how it can be 
when you’re going into a 
training session or weight 
room, and there’s all these 
guys working out… and you 
know you’re paying for it, not 
knowing if you’ll like it or not, 
and it can be really awkward. 
We just wanted to empower 
and motivate women to be fi t, 
and just try something new 
and get outside their comfort 
zone, because you’re never 
going to make a change unless 

you do so. With my 
philosophy and the way 
Nike thinks, that’s why we 
don’t charge for classes. We 
wanted everyone to feel like 
they’re super welcome, and 
that you can do it—as soon 
as you try it, you’re going to 

love it, and be like, “I’m 
hooked!” Consider it social 
responsibility. And so the app 
—designed to be a personal 
trainer in your pocket, if you 
will—was born. As for that 
tour? Yep, Nike’s keen eyes 
recognised the skyrocketing 
growth of the wellness 
industry here in the Middle 
East, and answered by 
bringing it to Dubai, putting 
serious smiles—and a lot of 
sweat—onto the faces of the 
yearning masses. “Dubai was 
amazing—it was my biggest 
surprise,” Marie says. “It was 
so inspiring, to see all these 
girls [from all walks of life] 
who just want this: You could 
see a covered girl next to one 
wearing a tank top… It was my 
fi rst time there and I loved it. 
The girls were so excited. I 
loved that there already seems 
to be a community—I think 
because it is fairly new [in  
the region], everyone is 
experiencing this for the fi rst 

Finally, 
axxx
xxxht xxxht 
side. 

We are consistently seeing an  
increase in the amount of women 
entering a mass-participation 
fi tness event for the fi rst time

Yep, it looks like 
#TheFitLife is 
here to stay!
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time. You feel like you’re at the 
start of something, and all in it 
together,” Marie adds. 

Hangin’ with the boys
It’s not just with the girls that 
this sense of belonging has 
created an ultra-strong 
community of women wanting 
to take part in sporting events 
—even in races typically 
dominated by men, more 
women than ever are showing 
up en masse. “There’s no doubt 
that women’s involvement in 
sport and fi tness in general is 
rapidly growing throughout 
the world, and Dubai is no 
exception to that,” says Troy 
Gillham, Director of the Desert 
Warrior Challenge, one of the 
region’s most popular and 
challenging obstacle courses. 
Indeed, one of the event’s 
partners is Lorna Jane, a brand 
known for its dedication to 
female empowerment in sport. 

“We are consistently seeing 
an increase in the amount of 
women that enter our events 
(our last event was 41% 
women), and in particular the 
amount of women who are 
entering a mass-participation 
fi tness event for the fi rst time. 
For us this is extremely 
encouraging, showing that 
more and more women are 
choosing to become active and 
live healthy lifestyles. We 
predict women’s involvement 
in fi tness is going to keep 
growing rapidly, with most 
large sporting companies 
focusing a huge part of their 
marketing budget on women; 
there’s no doubt of the way the 
trend is heading. At DWC, we 
are very conscious of our 
women Warriors, and 
therefore ensure that our 
courses have that military feel, 
while still staying female-
friendly and not over-
masculine. We have also 
introduced the women-only 
category to help promote 
women to really challenge 
themselves to ‘Release Your 
Inner Warrior’, as we like to 
say. We will continue to 
encourage everyone in the 

community to try something 
diff erent and enter a DWC 
event, get involved in the 
training programmes and 
make a lifestyle change for the 
better,” Troy says. 

Another event typically 
perceived as so gritty that it’s 
“one for the boys” is the 
Spartan Race—and they, too, 
are seeing a strong female 
presence, especially here in the 
Middle East. “Our mission is, 
through the sport of Spartan 
Obstacle Racing, to inspire 
people to get off  the couch and 
redefi ne their sedentary lives. 
We embrace being 
uncomfortable to get 
comfortable. Globally, our 
male to female ratio is 65% to 
35%—however, Dubai’s fi rst 
Spartan Race had an almost 
equal ratio of 55% to 45% male 
to female ratio,” says Rayyan 
Agha, Managing Director for 
Spartan Race MENA. Perhaps 
it’s the event’s connection to 
Reebok, a brand whose 
relationship with CrossFit has 
also seen increasing amounts 
of women join the laborious  
sport prove themselves to be 
just as tough as the guys—that 
made it feel so natural for 
women to take part in this type 
of race too. “By all measure, our 
female Spartans redefi ned ‘fi t’ 
as mums, teenagers and 
grandmothers all raced side by 
side, with the oldest female 
Spartan being almost 60 years 
old! We’re continually inspired 
by our female Spartans, and 
look forward to seeing them in 
our next race, sending them a 
massive AROO!” Rayyan adds.

Even the region’s fi rst-ever 
Urbanathlon, the fl agship 
event run by our brother brand 
Men’s Health Middle East in 
October last year, saw a 
higher-than-anticipated 
number of women take part. 
“The Men’s Health 
Urbanathlon wasn’t, as it 
sounded, all about the boys—
women came out in force, 
either as individuals or in 
teams, to take part in a series of 
gruelling challenges around 
the Yas Marina Circuit. 

Although the event was a Men’s 
Health initiative, suggesting a 
masculine feel to it, over 20% 
of participants were female, 
whether individually or as part 
of a team. And this year, we 
expect this fi gure to double— 
talk about girl power! With 
events like the Urbanathlon, 
you can really see how strong is 
becoming the new skinny, and 
seeing women storming ahead 
of the men in these challenges 
is so empowering,” says Laura 
Holmes, Men’s Health Middle 
East’s Marketing and Events 
Manager.

There’s no doubt about it— 
the heat surrounding a fi tter, 
healthier lifestyle is here to 
stay, and has fi red us up so 
much that it’s propelled an 
entire generation of women 
into taking up a seemingly 
endless scope of incredible 
new sport-related challenges. 
The only question is—what are 
you waiting for? We’ll see you 
at the next one!

T O P  T I P S
No matter what you’re 

training for, it’s important 

to make sure that you 

keep things fun so you 

never lose your spark. 

Here, NTC Master Trainer 

Marie Purvis shares her 

top three tips for that:

1. Maintain variation: 

Always change up your 

training, to keep your 

mind, body and your 

motivation consistently 

challenged.

2. Train with a friend: We 

are all a little competitive, 

whether we admit it or 

not, and you’ll push each 

other in a positive way.

3. Change your 

environment regularly: 

Don’t get bored of your 

surroundings, and don’t 

get overstimulated. It’ll 

help keep things fun!
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Ashtanga
The physically demanding 
Ashtanga means the “eight-
limbed yoga” in Sanskrit.  
The ancient practice was fi rst 
taught by Indian yogi Sri K. 
Pattabhi, and was brought 
to the West in the 1970s. If 
you want to lose weight and 
detoxify your body, consider 
taking this one up: It will 
typically see you get sweaty, 
thanks to its advanced moves 
that synchronise your breath 
with progressive postures. 

Iyengar
Iyengar is one of the oldest 
forms of yoga, developed by 
BKS Iyengar in 1936. It focuses 
on a slow pace and attention 
to detail with the help of 
props such as belts, blocks, 
sticky mats and wall ropes. It’s 

increase their fl exibility or 
even recover from injuries. 
The sauna-like atmosphere 
will facilitate your stretching 
ability by increasing your 
pulse rate and blood fl ow to 
the limbs. One thing to bear 
in mind before hopping into a 
class, though? You will sweat 
from almost every pore and 
angle, so bring a towel, plan 
for a solid shower afterwards, 
and get ready for a big bottle of 
water to be your new BFF. 

Hatha
If you’re a yoga newbie, 
the classic system of yoga, 
Hatha—initiated by Yogi 
Swatmarama—is the one for 

suitable for anyone who wants 
to work on perfecting their 
alignment or those suff ering 
from injury. The use of props 
helps alleviate stress to your 
muscles and joints. An Iyengar 
yogi would slowly move into a 
pose, hold it for a minute or so, 
and then rest for a few breaths 
before stretching into another.

Bikram
Founded by Bikram 
Choudhury in 1946 is the 
so-hot-right-now Bikram 
yoga—and we mean that 
literally: It is practiced in 
a room sweltering at about 
37-40ºC. It can be practiced 
by anyone who wants to 

you. The word Ha-tha means 
“sun-moon” in Sanskrit. 
In Hatha, you will meld 
your negative and positive 
forces by learning basic yoga 
postures, relaxation and 
breathing techniques which 
are foundations for all yoga 
types. Practicing Hatha helps 
you achieve deep meditation, 
spiritual enlightenment and  
stress management.

Jivamukhti
Jivamukhti yoga was developed 
by David Life and Sharon 
Gannon in 1984. Since both 
founders were supporters of 
a vegetarian lifestyle, they 
invented this yoga style for 

Sometimes, it’s not easy 
trying to distinguish 
your Ashtanga, Bikram 
and Hatha from your 
Iyengar, Jivamukhti and 
Vinyasa— and as any yogi 
will soon discover, each 
type of yoga practice 
off ers a diff erent set of 
benefi ts.  Here, we break 
down 12 common types…

The practice has gone from being an activity only 
reserved for hippies and tree-huggers to something 
that countless people of all walks of life enjoy. But 
with so many types of yoga now out there, how do 
you know which is right for you?    B y  Ma i  E l s a y e d

Yoga 
Decoded
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anyone who is not a meat-eater. 
Jivamukhti focuses on the 
spiritual and ethical aspects 
of the practice by combining 
the intensity of Ashtanga 
moves with fi ve principles that 
include scripture, devotion 
and kindness. It’s all about 
realisation and enlightenment 
(aka “Samadhi”), and seeing 
animals as a less superior 
beings is an obstacle to 
achieving Samadhi.  

Vinyasa 
Vinyasa yoga synchronises 
breath with movement to 
create smooth, dance-like 
movements. It started out 
as Ashtanga Vinyasa by Sri 

reducing unproductive, 
negative thinking.

Viniyoga
Created by Sri Tirumalai, 
viniyoga is a highly 
personalised style that focuses 
on the needs and abilities 
of the practitioner. This 
makes it suitable for anyone 
to practice—even those who 
suff er from injuries. In fact, 
the Sanskrit term Viniyoga 
denotes diff erentiation and 
adaptation. It works on the 
principle of Proprioceptive 
Neuromuscular Facilitation 
(PNF), which simply means 
warming up the body before 
stretching it, which is said 
to help in promoting self-
discovery and personal 
transformation.

Kundalini 
Kundalini, also known as 
Laya, is one of the oldest 
forms of spiritual yoga that 
was brought to the West by 
Yogi Bhajan. The Sanskrit 
term Kundalini means 
“coiled” and represents 
what’s described as the coiled 
snake at the end of the spine. 
The practice itself focuses 
on breath and movement 
to uncoil the snake and 
discharge any energy within 
it. Any beginner or pro can do 
Kundalini to relieve stress, 
improve concentration and 
balance the glandular system. 

Aerial 
On the more innovative end 
of the spectrum is aerial 
yoga—aka anti-gravity yoga— 
invented by Christopher 
Harrison, a former gymnast 
and Broadway choreographer. 
Using a suspended piece of 
fabric (a hammock), you can 
experience traditional yoga 
moves while “fl oating” in the 
air. It promotes fl exibility, 
lengthening your spine and 
relaxing your nervous system. 
Although aerial yoga is not for 
individuals who are pregnant 
or suff er from cataracts and 
vertigo, you can enjoy it even 
if you are a yoga beginner. 

Tirumala, but a few years later 
Parrabi Jois separated the 
Vinyasa from the Ashtanga, 
making it suitable for 
beginners. The synchronised 
movements re-energise 
the body by encouraging 
sweat and expelling toxins. 
It also relaxes the mind by 
releasing any energy blockage 
throughout the body. 

Chair 
Chair yoga is for anyone 
who wants to boost their 
spirit and especially those 
who suff er from arthritis, 
weight challenges or physical 
disability (such as those who 
are wheelchair-bound). The 
chair becomes an extension 
of the human body, so that 
one can benefi t from several 
yoga postures without being 
pushed beyond their limits. 

Yin 
If you’re looking for a chilled-
out exercise than can soothe 
your squeaky joints, this is the 
answer! It was founded by the 
martial arts expert Paulie Zink 
and taught by psychologist 
and yogi Sarah Powers. A 
typical session would involve 
moving slowly into poses after 
holding them for about fi ve 
minutes. These static poses 
help you handle stress by 
relaxing the body’s connective 
tissues and pausing so-called 
mind chatter.

Kripalu 
Kripalu is a three-stage 
practice that was originated 
by Yogi Amrit Desai and is 
commonly known as the 
yoga of consciousness and 
self-discovery. The fi rst stage 
focuses on learning yoga 
postures and exploring the 
body’s ability. In the second 
stage, you’ll hold your posture 
for an interval, developing 
concentration and inner 
awareness. In the third 
stage, movement from one 
posture to another becomes 
spontaneous. This allegedly 
helps in alleviating mental 
and emotional problems by 

LIGHTEN 
UP
I know it’s better to 
eat within 30 mins 
of a workout, but by 
the time I’m home 
and showered, it’s at 
least 1.5 hours later. 
Will this aff ect my 
weight loss, and is it 
worth sacrifi cing 
my hygiene for?

—Dareen, Abu Dhabi
Our bodies are incredibly 
resourceful, and the 
research relating to the 
degree of effectiveness of 
the immediate post-work-
out snack changes and is 
somewhat inconclusive. 
Having said that, when 
workouts totally exhaust 
stores, nutrient replenish-
ment and muscle repair 
will increasingly be 
resourced by the body 
cannibalising itself the 
longer it is left. Long term, 
this can hinder perfor-
mance, body composition 
and metabolism. The 
importance of the post-
workout snack depends 
on the bigger picture; the 
size and timing of the 
meal before the workout, 
the type, length and fre-
quency of workouts, and 
when you eat afterwards. 
A modest 1pm lunch, fol-
lowed by a 6pm 60-90 
min high intensity work-
out, followed by a 9pm 
dinner, is likely to warrant 
a post-workout snack. 
The old favourite of a  
protein shake is a perfect 
solution: Practical to carry 
a powder serving in your 
bag throughout the day, 
and being low calorie and 
high protein, it’s most 
likely to allow your body 
to bounce back faster fol-
lowing workouts without 
sabotaging your goals.

Q

Dylan Eiffe, 
Founder and Coach at BARE, 
bare.ae
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The Workout
Tower Pilates at Club 
Stretch; clubstretch.ae.

The Workout:
Reformer Pilates at Naya Yoga 
and Pilates Studio; naya.ae. 

What It Promises
Pilates using the tower, 
or trapeze, resistance 
equipment for toning and 
strengthening (Dhs95).

What It Promises:
A Pilates-based workout using  
a self-contained system of 
resistance equipment to build 
strength and fl exibility (up to 
Dhs100 for new clients).

The Verdict
If you’re looking to tone 
your core—or kick Pilates 
up a notch—try this high-
resistance version.

The Verdict:
Weight room-phobic? 
Reformer Pilates is a great way 
to add strength building and 
conditioning to your fi tness 
routine. If you already lift?  The 
emphasis on stability, control 
and fl exibility makes it the 
perfect active rest day 
compliment to pumping iron.

Our Experience
Tower Pilates is similar 
to reformer in that it uses 
resistance equipment 
to ramp up the strength 
training, but the equipment 
consists of a low, static bed 
in front of a “tower,” from 
which hangs different 
springs attached to bars 
and loops for the hands 
and feet. The resistance 
these springs creates is 
intense, and I really felt it 
in all the slow, controlled 
moves we performed—
such as punching forward, 
underhand bicep curls, 
or lying on our backs 
circling our legs in the 
air, all the while pushing 
against the force of the 
springs. Trying to create 
your own oppositional 
stability puts a particular 
emphasis  on core strength, 
heightened with specific ab 
exercises. Again, the focus 
is on control—instead of 
pumping out a hundred 
crunches in the gym, we did 
just two or three, but lifting 
our straight backs from the 
floor an inch at a time until 
I was shaking harder than 
during a two-minute plank.

Our Experience:
Call me behind the times, but 
until yesterday I had never 
tried ultra-trendy reformer 
Pilates. If, like me, you’ve been 
living under a rock, allow me to 
explain: Reformer classes use 
the same kinds of moves and 
fl ows you’ll recognise from 
your regular Pilates class, 
except they’re performed on a 
“bed” that uses a system of 
diff erent springs, ropes and 

pulleys to create resistance 
(and frankly make the 
infamous Red Room of Pain 
look like a nursery playground). 
While it might look a little 
intimidating, I discovered that 
it essentially allows you to 
combine weightlifting moves, 
like the ones you might do on 
the cable machines at the gym, 
with Pilates’ emphasis on slow, 
controlled movements—ideal 
for building long, lean muscle. 
So there were plenty of 
moments when, as a longtime 
amateur bodybuilder, I 
thought, ‘Oh! I recgonise this 
feeling!’—moves like a leg press, 
only lying horizontal on the 
moving bed; bicep curls and 
tricep lifts using the cables, 
performed at a fraction of the 
speed with which I’d usually 
pump them out at the gym; and 

squats, but standing with one 
foot on the carriage and one on 
the static foot bar to create 
challenging instability. Like 
many girls who lift, I’m a bit of  
a secret meathead, and have 
been prone to a shameful 
snobbery towards disciplines 
like Pilates in the past, but this 
class really pushed me and left 
me feeling worked out from 
head to toe—I could even feel it 
in my abs and legs the next day.

Pilates Remixed
Fitness Spy



LIGHTEN 
UP
Can having one 
cheat meal a week 
ruin my chances for 
weight loss? 

—Dayna, Dubai
A properly done cheat 
meal will not directly hurt 
your diet, your body or 
your progress—in fact, it 
can actually help with 
long term diet adherence. 
However, don’t use your 
cheat meal as an excuse 
to totally overindulge. 
Instead, opt for a meal 
that is still well-balanced, 
while being higher in both 
calories and carbs than 
your normal diet—for 
example, a cheeseburger, 
two slices of pizza, pasta 
with a protein-rich sauce, 
chicken or shrimp fajitas, 
chicken stir fry with rice 
or noodles, or fi let 
mignon with baked 
potato and veggies. The 
best way to cheat is to 
plan ahead! Remember, 
while cheat meals help 
satisfy cravings and give 
you a chance to loosen 
the reigns, they shouldn’t 
turn into cheat days. 

What’s the 
healthiest kind of 
yoghurt to snack on? 

—Priya, Abu Dhabi
Plain Greek yoghurt is 
best. Many yoghurts 
contain pureed fruit, yet 
nearly no vitamin C, and 
fl avoured ones can 
contain several packets of 
sugar. Avoid yoghurts 
with the word “puree” in 
the ingredients list, and 
add whole fruit instead. 
Plus, many fl avoured 
yoghurts have less than 7 
g of protein, whereas 
plain Greek yoghurt will 
give you more than 15g 
per serving.

Q
Kelly Wright, 27, had always been 
slim. That is, until she fell prey to 
the infamous relationship weight 
while with her previous boyfriend. 
“I was so comfortable I was just 
eating anything,” she remembers. 
“Big portions, snacking on bad 
foods, not doing any exercise… I 
gained weight quickly—and at only 
5’1” it really showed.” And it wasn’t 
just her dress size that was 
increasing—her struggle with 
asthma was, too: “It got so bad I 
was having to use my inhaler just  
to walk up stairs.” 

The Change
The real “kick in the bumper,” Kelly 
says, was a dangerous asthma 
attack. “I never thought that would 
happen to me, so it was the shock I 
needed to start looking after my 
health.” Kelly joined her mum on   
a healthy eating plan and lost a 
couple of stone that way before  
she started working out. “My 
confidence had been at an all-time 
low,” she says, “and I felt self-
conscious about going to the gym.” 
Eventually she started going to Les 
Mills classes, “Because it takes the 
attention off you. You’re with 20 
other people, all different shapes 
and sizes, all on their own fitness 
journeys. It’s motivational.” It was at 
her gym in the UK that she met her 
now-partner, personal trainer Jon 
Ashwood, and moved to Dubai, 
where health and fitness has 
become her “obsession”.

The Lifestyle
Now Kelly works out with her 
partner, doing a mix of ViPR and 

kettlebell training, as part of the 
360 Synergy programme he leads 
at Smart Fitness. She’s also started 
weight lifting. “I used to believe the 
stigma that women shouldn’t lift 
heavy because they’ll get really 
muscly,” she says, “but it’s made my 
body fat drop significantly.” She’s 
continuously working to get her diet 
as clean as possible. “Obviously I’m 
not a robot—I love a brunch every 
now and then,” she says, “but I try to 
keep everything in moderation. The 
thing that's had the biggest impact 
on my weight loss has been cutting 
out processed sugar.”

The Rewards
On top of feeling fitter and more 

confident, many of the rewards 
have been social, says Kelly: “I’ve 
made so many friends at the gym, 
and I’m so much happier and 
healthier now I’m with a guy who 
has the same interests. I also love 
being able to inspire others and 
help them on their own journeys—
people always ask because nobody 
can believe the size I was!”

Kelly’s Tips:
> Join The Gang: If training alone in 
the gym scares you, try a class.
> Carb Up: Don’t be afraid of good 
carbs—your body needs them! 
> Get Schooled: Read blogs and 
articles, and try out new things to 
see how they affect your body.

“Nobody 
believes the 
size I was!”

smart picks
STAY ON TRACK WITH THESE HEALTHY OPTIONS

BEFORE 

81 KG
AFTER  

58 KG

Avantika Shah, 
Fitness Manager at Gold’s 
Gym.

Keep a jar of these spicy 
crackers, made with peppers 
and carrots, for 
when the crunchy 
munchies hit.
Dhs38, Detox Delight

Get in on the chia 
seed craze by adding 
these babies to 
smoothies and 
porridge.
 Dhs65, Raw Bites

Eating out? A salmon and 
avocado ceviche will give you 
tonnes of fl avour and health 
benefi ts without 
loading on cals.
Dhs45, Café Rouge
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You know who’s chasing more women than 
Leonardo DiCaprio and Gerard Butler combined? 
Nope, not John Mayer. The Stress Monster. Over 
43 percent of women cop to being more stressed 
today than they were fi ve years ago. It’s a 24-7 terror, 
messing with your day-to-day—think candy binges, 
raging breakouts, soaring blood pressure—and, it 
turns out, your every night.

Despite the fact that 37 percent of adults say stress 
makes them feel dead tired, nearly half of adults with 
extreme stress gripe that it also keeps them from 
a solid sleep, per a recent American Psychological 
Association report. “By bedtime, you might have 
150 life events—some agonising, some annoying—
swimming around in your head, which is why it can 
take up to an hour to nod off , even if you’re beat,” says 
Edward Suarez, Ph.D., a professor of psychiatry and 
behavioural sciences at Duke University. 

Scary 
      Tired? 

It’s the stuff of 
nightmares: You’re 

so stressed that you 
can’t sleep, which 
leaves you even 

more tense the next 
day. Annnnd…

repeat. These genius 
hacks will help you 
end the madness—

for good. 
B y  Je n n y  E v e re t t

Insult, meet injury: Research 
shows one of the surest ways 
to court mental strain is by 
failing to get enough z’s. Put 
simply, daytime mayhem 
equals bedtime bedlam. And 
bedtime bedlam equals more 
daytime mayhem, which 
equals more bedtime…ugh!!

Vicious Cycle, Part 1
In a perfect world, your dozing 
hours look something like this: 
As you kill the lights, receptors 

in your eyes signal your body 
to prep for the sandman. Your 
brain releases the snooze-
inducing hormone melatonin, 
slows your heart rate, reduces 
your body temp, and puts a 
stop order on stimulating 
stress hormones like cortisol. 
After you fall asleep, you 
oscillate between light and 
deep slumber every 60 to 90 
minutes; it’s in the latter stage 
that your cells may fi ght off  
illness and recover from injury. 
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> BANISH GLARE. 
Harvard University 
research shows 
that the light from 
computer, tablet, and 
cell-phone screens 
suppresses melatonin. 
If you must watch 
How to Get Away 
With Murder in bed, 
set your gadget’s 
brightness to the 
lowest possible level.

> PLAY A 
LULLABY. Those 
struggling to catch 
suffi cient z’s might 
want to crank up the 
tunes. Well, sort of. 
Studies suggest that 
listening to soothing 
music can help you 
relax. To set the stage 
for sleep, try songs 
with a continuous 
rhythm of about 
60 beats per minute 
(such as “Weightless” 
by Marconi Union), 
which sync up with 
your resting heart rate, 
according to Lyz 
Cooper, founder of 
The British Academy 
of Sound Therapy. 

> DON’T STEW. 
To keep from lying 
awake itemising all 
your worries, grab a 
pen and paper a few 
hours before bed each 
night and jot down 
your to-dos or qualms. 
“When you address 
what’s bothering you, 
you’re actually 
mentally checking it 
off a list,” says Kushida. 

> STRAP ON A 
MONITOR. Sleep 
trackers use motion 
sensors to measure 
even your most subtle 
wake-ups throughout 
the night, plus how 
long and how well 
you snooze—all info 
you can use to get 
better subsequent 
shut-eye. Try out 
the super-affordable 
Sleep Cycle app 
(iTunes, Android, 
US$0.99), which 
works with smart- 
phone technology to 
analyse your every 
dozing moment, then 
wakes you during your 
lightest sleep stage.  

> SEE THE LIGHT. 
Within fi ve minutes 
of waking, try to 
expose yourself to up 
to 30 minutes of 
sunlight to give your 
brain the “It’s 
morning!” signal, 
says Clete Kushida, 
M.D., Ph.D., medical 
director of the 
Stanford Sleep 
Medicine Center. 
Then continue to 
spend time in sunny 
spaces: A recent 
study found offi ce 
workers who scored 
natural light during 
the day got an 
average of 46 more 
minutes of sleep per 
night than daylight-
deprived coworkers. 

> EXERCISE IN 
THE A.M. Not 
only can early-bird 
workouts squash 
cortisol levels for up 
to 12 hours, but new 
research shows that 
people who do 30 
minutes of moderate 
cardio in the morning 
fall asleep quicker, 

snooze for longer, 
and spend up to 
75 percent more time 
in deep sleep than 
those who sweat 
later in the day.

> OR GET SOME 
OMS. Yoga also 
works, at any hour. 
The practice is ace at 
zapping stress, and 
studies show that 
dedicated yogis have 
better overall sleep 
quality, says Sat Bir 
Singh Khalsa, Ph.D., an 
assistant professor of 
Medicine at Harvard 
Medical School. 

> SAVE CARBS 
FOR DINNERTIME. 
The insulin spike 
you get from eating 
fare such as brown 
rice, yams, or pasta 
may help you fall 
asleep faster, per 
research published 
in the journal Cell. 
Aim for around 15 to 
20 grams at your p.m. 
meal, about the 
amount in half a cup 
of quinoa or whole- 
grain spaghetti. 

But if you had a hectic day, 
stress can trigger your brain to 
pump out excess cortisol, which 
may hurt your ability to power 
down, says Natalie Dautovich, 
Ph.D., an environmental scholar 
at the National Sleep Foundation 
(NSF). That means tossing and 
turning and a racing mind (Is my 
bank account overdrawn? Is my 
relationship on the rocks?). It also 
means you won’t reach the deeper, 
restorative phases of sleep. Come 
morning, you feel like a vengeful 
member of The Walking Dead. 

Vicious Cycle, Part 2
When you’re totally spent, 
even routine tasks can seem 
Herculean—and nothing begets 
more stress than feeling exhausted 
and overwhelmed. (Or harping 
on how buried you feel: One study 
found that people who analyse 
or bemoan their stress have higher 
rates of long-term insomnia.) 
Sadly, this is especially true for 
women. Suarez’s research has 
shown that sleep-deprived females 
experience signifi cantly more 
stress, anxiety, and anger than 
overtired guys. “When men lose 
sleep, their testosterone can help 
limit the eff ect of stress hormones,” 
he explains. Women don’t pump 
out enough T to counteract that 
free-fl owing cortisol.

Now, trying to rally the day after 
one crappy night’s rest is annoying. 
But when sleeplessness piles up, 
things can get utterly unhealthy. 
Inadequate shut-eye suppresses 
the immune system, upping your 
odds for infections; it’s also been 
linked to diabetes, heart disease, 
obesity, and mood disorders. In 
addition, research suggests that 
people who take longer than 30 
minutes to drop off , or who wrestle 
with insomnia, are 10 times likelier 
to suff er from clinical depression.

The solution, of course, is to 
saw more logs—at least seven 
uninterrupted hours per night. 
According to the NSF, the average 
woman comes in at six hours and 
41 minutes. But it’s not as simple 
as tacking on that extra 19 minutes, 
because quality is as important 
as quantity. You need to tweak your 
habits to reduce stress, keep 
your sleep-wake clock humming, 
and calm your mind before bed. 

DAYTIME PLAN BEDTIME PLAN 

YOU’RE GETTING 
VEEERY SLEEEEPY... 
In a study, women who underwent hypnosis 

before snoozing got up to 80 percent more deep 
sleep than those who weren’t treated. For a similar 

eff ect at home, try this bedtime exercise from 
clinical hypnotherapist John McGrail, Ph.D.: Sit in a 
relaxed pose, arms on thighs, palms down. Raise 
your index fi nger and imagine it becoming lighter 

as it rises. Lower it as you silently count down 
from fi ve. When you reach zero, think “deep sleep” 

and let your fi nger relax. 
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 Get-Fit Tricks 

Squat with your right foot on the fl oor and your 
left foot on the step, your left-hand fi ngers lightly 
touching the step (a). Leap into the air (b), landing 
with your left foot on the opposite side and 
your right foot and hand on the step (c). Quickly 
reverse the move to return to start. That’s one rep.

Don’t get your bodysuit 
in a twist—we’re not 
bringing ’90s-style step 
aerobics back. (As if!) 
But the step itself? “It’s 
one of the most versatile 
and underutilised pieces 
of equipment,” says 
Amber Edwards, a group 
fi tness instructor at 
Equinox in New York 
City, who created this 
routine (and not a cheesy 
grapevine involved). 

Just as the platform 
revolutionised cardio back 
in the day, this newer 
take gives a fat-blasting 
boost to your strength- 
and interval-training 
workouts. Starting with 
the fi rst move, complete 
as many reps as you 
can in 60 seconds. Proceed 
immediately to the next 
exercise without resting, 
and repeat. Continue 
until you’ve fi nished all four 
moves, then rest for one 
minute. Do three circuits 
two or three days a week. 

—Caitlin Carlson

Get in a pushup position with your feet on the step and 
your hands planted shoulder-width apart on the fl oor, 
your body forming a straight line from head to heels (a). 
Lift your right foot off the step and slowly draw your right 
knee toward your chest (b), then return to start. That’s 
one rep. Repeat with your left leg; continue alternating.

Stand about two feet in front of a step; extend your right leg back 
and place your foot on the step and your hands on your hips (a). 
Bend your knees to lower your body as far as you can, keeping 
your shoulders back and chest up (b). Pause, then press through 
your left heel to return to start. That’s one rep. Complete as many 
reps as you can in 30 seconds, then switch sides and repeat.  

Bulgarian Split Squat

Offset-Pushup Crossover

Get in a pushup position with your left hand on 
the step and right hand on the fl oor (a). Do a 
pushup (b). That’s one rep. Walk your hands over 
the step until your right hand is on the step and 
your left is on the fl oor and do another pushup. 
Continue alternating.

1

Squat 
Pop-Over

2

ver 
d

3

4

MINUTE
WORKOUT
STEP UP 
TO SEXY
Who says you can’t 
torch fat while 
strength training? 
One throwback tool 
helps you do just that.

a

a

b

Decline Mountain Climber

a

b

t Squat

a

b

b

c
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I’ve always been a sporty 
person and, as a stylist 
whose job description 
includes trekking round 
the malls of Dubai, I have a 
very active lifestyle. So you 
can imagine my frustration 
when, a year ago, I was 
faced with not being able to 
pick up so much as a 
grocery bag without my 
shoulder dislocating. A 
tennis injury had given me 
a subluxing shoulder joint 
that, with time, left me 
with no tissue surrounding 
the socket. In short, there 
was no glue sticking my 
shoulder to my body. I got 
used to having to pop it 
back into place, despite the 
indescribable pain, but 
when my shoulder started 
to dislocate in my sleep   
I realised enough was, 
fi nally, enough. 

And so, a year ago, I under- 
went keyhole surgery to insert 
pins to attach my socket back to 
my shoulder, and therefore 
stop the dislocation. 
Physiotherapy followed; in 
hindsight, I should have kept 
up the physio for longer than 
was suggested, but my 
movement seemed like it was 
back to normal and the daily 
grind of getting back to work 
got in the way. 

Since then, I’ve struggled 
daily with my neck and 
shoulders. It doesn’t dislocate 
like before, but the muscle 

infl ammation around the 
injury means I suff er terribly 
with tension and migraines. It’s 
also set off  an old injury in my 
lower back, and now it’s all I can 
do just to get through my 
day-to-day, and collapse into 
bed in pain at night. And the 
cherry on the cake? I’ve had to 
completely forget about 
attempting any strenuous 
sports or exercise.

Like most people struggling 
with a sports injury, I’ve tried 
everything to relieve the pain 
and tension, from sessions with 
a chiropractor, to manipulation 
by a sports musculoskeletal 
therapist, to acupuncture and 
sports massages. I’ve had heat 
and ice packs on repeat at home 
for months, and, at its worst, 
anti-infl ammatory painkillers. 
Then, after hearing a lot about 
cryotherapy, I even decided to 
give that a try.

It works by exposing your 
body to extreme cold, which 
increases your metabolic rate, 
reduces infl ammation and 
improves muscle recovery 
mechanisms. Deciding it was 
worth a shot, I visited Dubai’s 
Cryo Health and opted for the 
10-day recovery treatment 
package. I had no idea what to 
expect when I found myself 
stepping into the ice cold, 
smoke-fi lled body chamber for 
a full three minutes. That may 
not sound long but, believe me, 
three minutes at -140°C is no 
mean feat—although luckily it’s 

just about bearable! Stepping 
out, it felt like my skin had 
crystallised, but a short jog on 
the spot started to warm me 
back up. After the full-body 
experience, I went straight into 
the local treatment, in which a 
‘handgun’ of liquid nitrogen 
was concentrated on my 
infl amed area for another three 
minutes. The result was 
instant, massive relief—like an 
ice pack but on an extreme 
level. I repeated this for the 
next 10 days, experiencing 
more and more relief – plus the 
odd added eff ects of sleeping 
better and feeling hungrier and 
thirstier overall due to my 
raised metabolism.

Two weeks on, I’m still 
experiencing near to no tension 

and am planning to pop in for a 
few sessions on my way to or 
from work (or even in my lunch 
break!). Looking back, all the 
methods I’ve tried to relieve my 
pain have helped in diff erent 
ways. The physio exercises and 
stretches fully restored my 
movement, but didn’t do much 
to relieve the tension pain. 
Acupuncture gave me 
immediate relief by targeting 
specifi c pressure points and 
releasing tension, but the relief 
was often short-lived. For 
longer-term pain relief, 
combining intensive sports 
massage with cryotherapy has 
been the most eff ective for me. 
As with most things in life, it’s 
all about variety and fi nding the 
mix that works for you.  ■

Pain 
Freeze

When an injury calls time on your gym 
schedule, you’ll try anything to get back 

into fighting shape. After suffering a painful 
shoulder injury, I decided to see what all-
the-rage cryotherapy would add to my 

rehab routine  
B y  G e m m a  Jo n e s

Healthy Dose



YOUR BODY ON…
                 A HAIRCUT             How even a routine trim 

                      can get you giddy—or       
blunt your brain powerAt the Sink

  You’re on time, eager…
and unsettled? That 
queasiness—a subtler 
form of what you’d feel 
pre-plane or pre–roller 
coaster—is called 
anticipatory anxiety. 
It stems from relinquishing 
control and prompts a 
mini stress response. Enter 
faster heartbeat and 
clammy palms. 

  Luckily, the antidote is 
near: As a stylist lathers up 
your scalp, she presses on 
skin receptors that tickle 
your brain’s vagus nerve, 
which, in turn, triggers 
relaxation. Ahhhhh. Blood 
pressure and heart rate 
slow, stress hormone 
levels sink, and “happy” 
chemicals like serotonin 
kick in.

  The deeper the head 
massage, the bigger the 
potential benefi ts, 
including a cheerier 
mood, bolstered immune 
system, and higher 
likelihood you’ll sleep 
soundly tonight. (So, 
yeah, ask for your 
money’s worth.)

In the Chair
  Don’t be shy—studies 

show Chatty Kathys score 
at the salon. Sharing 
positive news activates 
feel-good neural 
networks and releases 
hormones such as 
dopamine.

  Can’t bring yourself to 
dish personal deets? 
Gabbing about celebs  
(or, better yet, celeb 
scandals) has a similar 
effect—even if you 
consider yourself above 
gossip.

 The closer you are with 
your stylist, the less 
concerned you tend to be 
about the cut, regardless 
of how it’s shaping up. 
Trust can act like an 
anti-anxiety medication: 
Just putting your hair in 
her hands can unleash 
oxytocin, the potent 
so-called love hormone. 

In the Mirror
  Awesome! You look like 

a bombshell! Made-over 
’dos may ignite the part of 
your brain that handles 
novel sensations and 
experiences. Think: the 
thrill you get from a fi rst 
date. 

  Dude! You look like a 
poodle! When your cut 
ain’t all that, your brain 
takes a hit too: Self-
esteem slides, insecurities 
heighten, and you could 
be saddled with 
performance issues at 
work. Oy.

  Chances are, you’re no 
stranger to this emotional 
seesaw; one survey found 
the average gal will love 
or hate a new style, 
colour, or cut some 150 
times in her life. Good 
thing hair grows 
back. 

—Jessica Migala

Sources: Vivian Diller, Ph.D., 
New York City psychologist; 
Tiffany Field, Ph.D., Touch 
Research Institute, University 
of Miami Medical School; 
Simon Rego, Psy.D., 
Montefi ore Medical Center–
Albert Einstein College of 
Medicine
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Stuck 
on One Style? 

Look to your 
hormones. A drop in 
oestrogen may curb 

women’s “mental 
flexibility.” Hence, as 
you age, you’re more 

and more likely to 
have a signature 

look. Own  it!
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{Mustard Greens }
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at’ll
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 up your 

sa
lad bowl. (

Not a
 ka
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af in

 sig
ht.)

 Bitter? 

   Sweet!

I’M WILLLTING!
   But don’t trash 

me. At more than 
90 percent water, 
limp greens will 
perk up with a 

quick drink. Just 
submerge in an 

ice water bath for 
30 to 60 minutes.By Robyn Jasko
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{SPECIMEN}

Dandelion
Greens
Hold off  on weed killer—
the tender leaves of this 
common lawn pest can aid 
digestion and supply more 
beta carotene than carrots. 
Pluck before fl owers appear 
(for the freshest fl avour) 
and be sure to pick only 
from pesticide-free areas.

{TASTE}
From subdued to piquant, 
with grassy undertones

{BEST USES}
Steamed or raw to give a 
subtle kick to salads and 
sandwiches

{SPECIMEN}

Beet Greens
These leaves get the shaft in 
favour of the root veggie that 
grows below them—but 
FYI, people, they deserve 
attention too: They contain 
compounds called flavonoids, 
which can help protect against 
cancer and heart disease. 

{TASTE}
Earthy, with a slightly 
sugary tinge

{BEST USES}
Lightly steamed or sautéed 
to soften their toughness 
and bring out the greens’ 
natural sweetness 

Poached Eggs 
over Garlic-Infused 
Beet Greens
Add 2 teaspoons white 
vinegar to a saucepan 
of salted water (about 3 inches 
deep). Bring to a simmer 
over medium heat. Swirl 
the water in one direction, 
then gently add 4 cracked 
eggs one at a time. Poach for 
4 to 4½ minutes  . Remove 
with a slotted spoon. 
Sauté 3 cloves sliced 
garlic in 1 teaspoon 
olive oil until 
browned, about 

2 minutes. Add 2 cups beet 
greens and cook until soft, 
about 5 minutes. Divide 
between 2 bowls and top 
each with 2 poached eggs.
MAKES 2 SERVINGS Per serving: 160 cal, 
11 g fat (3 g sat), 4 g carbs, 1 g sugar, 
210 mg sodium, 2 g fi bre, 12 g protein

Grilled Brie, 
Mushroom, and 
Dandelion 
Greens Sandwiches 
Sauté 1 small sliced onion 
and 2 sliced portobellos in 
1 tablespoon olive oil over 
low heat until caramelised, 
about 8 minutes. Top each of 
4 whole-wheat roll bottoms 
with ¼ of the mushroom 
mixture, 1 ounce brie, and 
½ cup raw dandelion greens. 
Place the tops on the rolls and 
grill sandwiches for 4 minutes 
per side or until golden. 
MAKES 4 SERVINGS Per serving: 
270 cal, 14 g fat (6 g sat), 28 g carbs, 
6 g sugar, 430 mg sodium, 5 g fi bre, 
11 g protein

WEIGHT 
WATCHER

Some bitter greens 
may have the opposite 
effect that sweets have 
on blood sugar levels, 
which could help ward 

off issues like 
obesity and type 

2 diabetes.  
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THE DIRT ON 
LETTUCE

 Leafy greens can be 
hazardous to your health in 
one important way: They 

were the leading source of 
food poisoning over a 

10-year period,    according 
to data from the US Centres 

for Disease Control and 
Prevention, and accounted 

for one in five   illnesses—
more than any other type 

of food ! To stay safe, 
completely immerse greens 
in cold water, rinse well, then 

dry using a salad spinner.

{SPECIMEN}

 Chicory
Spiky boy-band hair…
or chicory leaves?    Another 
incredible, edible weed, 
this cousin to radicchio 
and endive is chock-full 
of calcium, vitamin A, 
and potassium and has 
antibacterial properties . 

{TASTE}
Woody, with liquorice-like 
notes. (Its roots have been 
used to fl avour coff ee.) 

{BEST USES}
Boiled or sautéed to tone it 
down, or partnered with 
equally strong fl avours like 
garlic and Parmesan {SPECIMEN}

Mustard
Greens
They sound like a 
colour you would 
never paint your 
kitchen, but the actual 
dark hue of these   
frilly-edged leaves is  
an indication of the high 
amounts of phytonutrients 
they contain. 

{TASTE}
Pungent  and spicy, like 
the condiment that bears 
their name

{BEST USES}
To weaken some of the bite, 
lightly sauté or stir-fry.   
A slightly sweet Asian 
marinade does the trick too. 

Sautéed Chicory with 
Parmesan Crisps
Preheat oven to 204°C. Line 
a baking pan with parchment 
paper and spray with cooking 
oil. Sprinkle ½ cup freshly 
grated Parmesan cheese 
in circles about 4 inches in 
diameter, ½ inch apart on the 
sheet (should make 12 small 
circles). Bake until brown 
and crisp, about 5 minutes, 
then cool. Sauté 2 cloves 
minced garlic in 1 tablespoon 
olive oil for 1 minute, then 
add 1 large bunch of chicory 
and cook for about 5 minutes 
until greens are wilted. 
Remove crisps from baking 
sheet and serve over greens. 
MAKES 4 SERVINGS Per serving: 90 cal, 
6 g fat (2 g sat), 3 g carbs, 0 g sugar, 
180 mg sodium, 2 g fi bre, 5 g protein

Sesame Oil–Marinated 
Mustard Greens 
with Steamed Shrimp
Whisk together 3 tablespoons 
reduced-sodium tamari 
sauce, 1 tablespoon honey, 
and 2 tablespoons each 
sunfl ower seed butter, lime 
juice, and sesame oil. Season 
to taste with black pepper, 
and pour over 1 large bunch 
of mustard greens, cut into 
2-inch pieces. Use your hands 
to crunch greens until they 
are half their size. Toss with 1 
pound steamed shrimp. 
MAKES 4 SERVINGS Per serving: 
270 cal, 12 g fat (1.5 g sat), 10 g carbs, 
6 g sugar, 660 mg sodium, 2 g fi bre, 
32 g protein
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{SPECIMEN}

Collards 
When the Southern 
soul-food staple isn’t doused 
in butter, it’s good for your 
bod. Its antioxidants and 
loads of vitamin A are 
necessary for vision and 
immune system function.

{TASTE}
Mild, like a slightly 
stronger-tasting kale

{BEST USES}
Pairs well with salty foods. 
The leaves’ sturdy texture 
stands up to marinades, 
soups, and stir-fries and 
also makes them a low-carb 
stand-in for wraps  .  

Collard Sushi Rolls 
with Peanut Sauce
Steam 4 large collard leaves, 
cut in half with spines 
removed, until bright green 
and pliable, about 1 minute. 
Slice 1 avocado and 1 red bell 
pepper into strips. Whisk 
together � cup creamy peanut 
butter, 2 tablespoons low-
sodium soy sauce, 
1 tablespoon rice vinegar, 
� cup water, 1 pressed clove 
garlic, and 1 tablespoon 
sugar until smooth. Place a 
collard leaf half width-wise 
on a cutting board and spoon 
2 tablespoons cooked brown 
rice onto the bottom third. 
Add strips of avocado and 
red pepper and roll leaf up 
tightly. Using a serrated knife, 
cut the roll into bite-sized 
pieces. Repeat with remaining 
leaves. Serve each with 
2 tablespoons peanut sauce.
MAKES 4 SERVINGS (24 PIECES) 
Per 6-piece serving: 220 cal, 14 g fat 
(2.5 g sat), 22 g carbs, 4 g sugar, 
190 mg sodium, 6 g fi bre, 6 g protein

{SPECIMEN}

 Watercress
Just because it’s the 
dainty fi lling of choice for 
tea sandwiches doesn’t 
mean it’s a lightweight: 
Gram for gram, this 
green beats out apples 
 for vitamin C, spinach for 
iron, and whole milk 
for calcium. No wonder 
research from William 
Paterson University 
deemed this member of the 
mustard family the most 
nutritious in a ranking 
of powerhouse produce. 

{TASTE}
Peppery, with a 
sweet, rose-like 
aroma when cooked

{BEST USES}
In soups or smoothies, 
where other ingredients 
such as peas or potatoes 
can mellow its strong 
taste, or paired with 
fl avours that play up 
its tang, like citrus 

Watercress Salad 
with Citrus Vinaigrette
Whisk together juice 
of 1 orange and 1 lemon, 
2 tablespoons olive oil, 
1 diced shallot, and 1 teaspoon 
honey. Toss with 8 cups 
watercress to coat. Top with 
2 peeled, segmented mandarin 
oranges and 2 tablespoons 
sliced almonds. Season with 
salt and pepper to taste.
MAKES 4 SERVINGS Per serving: 140 cal, 
8 g fat (1 g sat), 16 g carbs, 10 g sugar, 
25 mg sodium, 2 g fi bre, 3 g protein  ■ 

COOKING 
CAVEAT  

This large-leafed cousin 
of kale  shares the 

unfortunate tendency to 
emit sulphurous smells 

when overcooked, 
so steam lightly! 

Eat Smart
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Eat Smart

Grilled Nectarine and 
Mozzarella salad 
SALAD 
1 ½ ripe nectarines, sliced
¼ cup pine nuts
125g mozzarella, sliced
Large handful of rocket 
8 mixed cherry tomatoes 
1 Tbsp balsamic vinegar
1 Tbsp coconut oil 
Pinch of rock sea salt

DRESSING
2 Tbsp extra virgin olive oil
1 Tbsp balsamic vinegar 
1 Tbsp honey
Juice of ½ lemon
Salt and pepper to season

1. Halve the cherry tomatoes 
and place them in a bowl with 
balsamic vinegar and sea salt, 
then set aside. 

2. Heat up a pan with 1 Tbsp 
of coconut oil. Add the pine 
nuts and toast for 3-4 minutes, 
tossing regularly, until they 
start to turn golden brown. 
Remove and set aside. 

3. Place a grill pan over a 
medium to high heat. Grill the 
sliced nectarines for 2 minutes 
on each side until they soften 
and grill marks appear. 

4. Make the dressing by 
combining all ingredients in a 
bowl and stirring well. 

5. Place the rocket on the plate 
and add the sliced mozzarella 
followed by the nectarines. 
Sprinkle over the toasted pine 
nuts and soaked balsamic 
cherry tomatoes. 

6. Top the salad with the 
dressing and serve. 

MAKES 3 SERVINGS

Clean 
Meals in 

20 Minutes
  Struggling to keep your diet full of 
fresh, healthy food when you’re rushed off 

your feet? Don’t stress: Here’s how to 
keep it clean  in the kitchen without 

sacrificing time or flavour

By Carly Rothman

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  G R A C E  G U I N O



Food Now

Spicy Shrimp Tacos 
with Avocado Cream 
SHRIMP TACOS
6 wholewheat tortilla wraps
600g shrimps (roughly 7 
shrimps per wrap)
½ tsp smoked paprika
2 large cucumbers, shredded
300g red cabbage, shredded
Large handful fresh 
coriander, chopped
1 Tbsp extra virgin olive oil 
Juice of 1 lime
Salt and pepper to season

AVOCADO CREAM
1 avocado
2 Tbsp Greek yoghurt
Juice of ¼ lime
1 Tbsp water 
1 Tbsp extra virgin olive oil
Pinch of chilli fl akes
Salt and pepper to season

1. Pre-heat the oven to 150°C. 

2. Drape each soft tortilla over 
two bars of the oven rack, 
upside down. Bake for 5-6 mins 
and then carefully remove.

3. Make the avocado cream by 
combining all the ingredients in 
a blender. Mix until smooth and 
set aside in the fridge.

4. Add the olive oil and 
lime juice to the shredded 
cucumber and cabbage, mix 
and set aside. 

5. Place a grill pan on a med-
high heat and add the shrimps, 
followed by the smoked 
paprika, salt and pepper, and 
remaining lime juice. Shake 
the pan so that the shrimps are 
coated in the mixture and cook 
for 2 minutes on each side until 
they are opaque throughout. 

6. Build the tacos: Start with a 
layer of avocado cream, then 
add the shredded cabbage and 
cucumber. Top with the spicy 
shrimps and another layer of 
avocado cream. 

7. Sprinkle on the chopped 
coriander and serve hot.

MAKES 6 SERVINGS
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Greek Salmon with 
Creamy Cucumber & 
Dill Salad 
GREEK SALMON
2 organic salmon fi llets
1 Tbsp extra virgin olive oil
1 tsp dried oregano 
Juice of ½ lime
Pinch of sea salt and crushed 
black pepper
Handful of fresh 
pomegranate seeds

CUCUMBER & DILL SALAD 
2 medium sized cucumbers
4 small radishes
2 Tbsp greek yoghurt
1 Tbsp chopped fresh dill
Salt and pepper to taste

1. Place the salmon fi llets 
in a bowl with all the other 
ingredients. Mix well and set 
aside. 

2. Prepare the salad by fi nely 
slicing the cucumber and 
radishes lengthways. For ease, 
use a mandoline.

3. Place the sliced cucumber in 
a colander to drain off excess 
water and then combine with 
the radishes, greek yoghurt, dill 
and seasoning in a bowl.

4. Place a pan on a med-high 
heat and leave for 2 minutes. 
Add the salmon fi llet and cook 
for 3-4 minutes on both sides 
until just pink in the middle. 

5. Spoon the cucumber salad 
into a dish and top with the 
salmon. Sprinkle pomegranate 
seeds over the top and serve 
the dish hot. 

MAKES 2 SERVINGS



Food Now

Mixed Berry and 
Granola Crumbles 
BERRY MIX 
450g mixed fresh berries
1 tsp cinnamon 
1 Tbsp honey 

GRANOLA TOPPING
1 cup gluten-free oats
½ cup unsweetened 
desiccated coconut
¼ cup fl aked almonds 
½ Tbsp honey 
2 Tbsp raisins
1 tsp coconut oil

1. Pre-heat the oven to 200°C.

2. Add all the ingredients for 
the granola topping, except 
coconut oil, to a blender and 
whizz for a few seconds on a 
high speed.

3. Put the blended granola 
into a frying pan with a 
teaspoon of coconut oil and stir 
continuously on a med-high 
heat for 3-4 minutes until 
starting to turn golden brown. 

4. Place the berries in a pan 
with the cinnamon and honey 
on a medium heat for 2 minutes 
until they’re softened and the 
juices start to run. 

5. Divide up the berry mix into 
two ramekins and top with 
granola. 

6. Bake in the oven for 10 
minutes until the crumble 
topping is golden brown and 
berry juices are bubbling.  
Serve hot. 

MAKES 2 SERVINGS

MEET THE AUTHOR

Carly Rothman is best known as Lean 
Living Girl, author of the healthy 
lifestyle blog LeanLivingGirl.com, 
where she shares her secrets—and 
recipes—for a “gulit-free” lifestyle. 
She’s also a qualifi ed personal trainer 
and nutritionist based in Dubai.
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Scale Down
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Put these power foods on your plate and eat your way to a smaller size.

By Ke r i G la ss m an , R . D. 

Artichoke 

Fibre-rich ’chokes help you 
slow down (peeling and 
scraping the fl esh from each 
leaf takes time), which 
keeps you from overdoing it.

Mango

Move over, orange. This 
tropical fruit packs 
major vitamin C, an 
antioxidant that stokes 
fat-burning fl ames.

Black Beans

By slowing the enzymes 
that turn starch to sugar, the 
plant-based protein helps 
keep blood glucose levels 
(and appetite!) in check. 

Oats

One recent study found 
that eating this hearty 
grain every day can 
lower BMI and may help 
whittle belly bulge. 

Beets 
Certain compounds in the 
sweet root veggie may 
increase your stamina, 
so you can work out for 
about 15 percent longer. 

Buy 5, Drop 5

P H O T O G R A P H S  B Y  L I S A  S H I N

DON’T GET 
CAUGHT 

RED-HANDED: 
PEEL AND 
CUT BEETS 

UNDER COLD 
RUNNING 
WATER TO 

AVOID STAINS.   

BREAKFAST

Mango Oat 
Smoothie 

Combine ½ cup ice, 1 cup 
almond milk, 1 cup cubed 
mango, ¼ cup rolled 
oats, and ½ tsp cinnamon 
in a blender and puree 
until smooth.  

LUNCH

Black Bean Soup* 
Saute ¼ cup chopped 
onion in 2 tsp olive oil 
for 4 minutes. Add half 
a 15.5-oz can of beans; 
1 cup vegetable broth; 
and 1 tsp each cumin, 
garlic powder, and lime 
juice. Simmer, then puree 
in a blender. Return to 
saucepan with remaining 
beans. Simmer 5 minutes. 
Serve with a steamed 
artichoke with an olive oil 
and lemon juice dip.

SNACK 

Beet Chips
Preheat oven to 177°C. 
Arrange �-inch-thick 
slices of red and yellow 
beets on a baking sheet, 
brush with olive oil, and 
sprinkle with salt. Bake 
until slightly crisp, 12 to 
15 minutes, turning once 
halfway through. 

DINNER

Bean Burger over 
Artichoke Salad
Chop ½ onion and 
1 small beet. Mix with 2 
Tbsp ground rolled 
oats; 1 tsp each cumin, 
garlic powder, and 
lime zest; pinch of salt; 
and one 15.5-oz can 
black beans, mashed. 
Form into 4 patties. 
Bake at 204°C for 20 
minutes, fl ipping once. 
For salad, fi ll a bowl with 
water and juice of ½ 
lemon. Peel artichoke’s 
outer leaves and trim off 
top ¼ and stem. Cut in 
half and remove purple 
and hairy parts. Thinly 
slice crosswise, tossing 
leaves in lemon water. 
Drain and top with salt, 
pepper, and 2 tsp each 
olive oil and lemon juice.

DESSERT

Mango-Mint 
Granita*
In a blender, combine 
1 cup cubed mango, 
� cup water, and the juice 
of ½ lime, and puree 
until smooth. Transfer to 
a small freezer-safe 
bowl or pie plate and add 
1 tsp chopped fresh 
mint. Freeze for about 3 
hours, scraping the 
top with a fork every 
half hour to make shaved 
ice crystals.  

*Makes 2 servings 

✔ Almond milk
✔ Cinnamon
✔ Onion
✔ Vegetable broth

✔ Ground cumin
✔ Garlic powder
✔ Lime
✔ Lemon
✔ Fresh mint   

HAVE ON HAND 
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Okay, so it’s not the sexiest substance on the planet. But fi bre’s rep (all gas, no glam) is 
getting a much-deserved makeover. New research shows the nutrient could be a key to 
fi ghting fat. Swallowing just 30 grams daily—only fi ve more than the recommended 
25—can be as eff ective as diets fi lled with a bazillion rules and restrictions, per 
research published in the Annals of Internal Medicine. The nimble ingredient, which 
most women skimp on, keeps you satisfi ed on fewer calories by fi lling you up and 
curbing hunger pangs.

No need to mainline Metamucil or bran. A few simple upgrades can deliver the goods 
in totally delish bites—even with just a tweak or two to what you’re already eating. See 
the chart opposite for 30 fresh ways to score your 30 grams. Just add or swap, then drop!
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Scale Down

As in 30 grams. Of fibre. 
Every day. Hoover ’em down and lose your gut—trust us. 

By Mat thew Ka d e y, R . D.
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The seeds of the buckwheat plant 
add satisfying crunch to greens. 

Toasted buckwheat groats
TO SALADS

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
2 grams per 2 tablespoons 

2

SWAP

        Mushrooms
TO SCRAMBLED EGGS

        Plain popcorn
TO TRAIL MIX

 Sweet potato
FOR BUTTER

Kumquats
FOR ORANGES

        Coconut flour 
FOR BREADCRUMBS

Pear
TO GRILLED CHEESE

ADD

Unsweetened cocoa powder
TO OATMEAL

Chocolate for breakfast! Also try it in 
pancake batter and puddings.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
2 grams per 1 tablespoon

Canned navy beans
TO SMOOTHIES
YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
3 grams per ¼ cup

Dried unsweetened coconut
TO SALSAS

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
2 grams per tablespoon

Sun-dried tomatoes
TO COOKED GRAINS

Mild spelt and quinoa benefi t from 
the acidity and intensity.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
2 grams per ⅓ cup

Chia powder
TO WAFFLE OR MUFFIN RECIPES

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
4 grams per 2 tablespoons

Savour a shot of umami fl avour  
for next-to-no calories.  

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
2 grams for 5 shiitakes

        Hemp hearts
TO SOUPS

These nutty-tasting seeds pack 
protein and omega fats, too.

YOUR FIBRR GAIN: 
2 grams per 2 tablespoons

        Cacao nibs
TO COFFEE
YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
3 grams per tablespoon

        Butternut squash
TO PIZZA
YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
3 grams per ½ cup

        Peas
TO TOAST
YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
3 grams per ½ cup 

         Almonds
TO TUNA OR EGG SALAD
YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
1 gram per 2 tablespoons

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
2 grams per 2 cups

Trade 1 cup of pureed yams for 
1 stick of butter in baked goods.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
 8 grams per cup

 Soba noodles
FOR SPAGHETTI

The Japanese buckwheat fl our 
noodles are naturally gluten-free.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
3 grams per 2 ounces

Blackberries
FOR STRAWBERRIES

Tart and antioxidant-loaded, they’re 
yummy with cottage cheese.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
4 grams per cup 

Chickpeas 
FOR CROUTONS

Toss with herbed oil and bake until 
crisp (40 minutes at 204°C).

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
5 grams per ½ cup

Parsnips
FOR CARROTS

Use the paler root veg anywhere 
you’d eat its orange cousin.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
3 grams per cup

You can even eat the rinds of these 
bite-size citrus fruits.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
2.5 grams for 5 kumquats

Brussels sprouts
FOR CABBAGE

Use a mandolin to make shredded 
raw sprouts that are primo in slaws.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
2 grams per 2 cups

        Spelt
FOR BROWN RICE

Soaking the grain overnight slashes 
cooking time by about 30 percent.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
4 grams per cooked cup 

Mash with a little paprika and lime 
zest for a spread rich in healthy fats.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
7 grams for ½ avocado

        Lentils
FOR GROUND BEEF

When cooked, their hearty texture 
makes them ideal in meatballs.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
5 grams per ⅓ cup

        Dates
FOR SUGAR

Soak in boiling water, then blend to a 
paste and use as a natural sweetener.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
3 grams for 2 dates

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
7 grams per 2 tablespoons

        Baked potato
FOR MASHED

Nearly half of a spud’s fi bre lives in 
its skin, so down the whole thing! 

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
3 grams per potato

        Dark rye bread
FOR WHOLE-WHEAT BREAD

Make sure the ingredient list starts 
with coarse or whole rye fl our.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
1 gram per slice

d

Make a grown-up version with fontina, 
sliced pear, and arugula.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
3 grams for ½ pear

Raspberries 
FOR VINEGAR

Blitz with olive oil, Dijon mustard, 
and garlic for the ultimate vinaigrette. 

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
2 grams per ¼ cup

        Avocado
FOR MAYO

1

Dried apples 
TO ROASTED VEGETABLES

Drying concentrates fl avour, lending 
a sweet kick to turnips and rutabaga.

YOUR FIBRE GAIN: 
4 grams per ½ cup 
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Air-popped kernels add volume to 
nuts, dried fruit, and seed mixes.

Grind them along with your java 
beans for a mocha-like brew. 

Drain and blend with your usual 
mélange—you’ll never taste ’em.

Puree it and slather on a premade 
crust with your toppings of choice.

Sprinkle it into the mix before 
dressing with fresh lime juice.

Mash with chopped mint, olive oil, 
lemon zest, chilli fl akes, and salt.

Chopped or slivered, nuts add 
crunch to picnic faves.

Blend chia seeds or buy them 
pre-ground at a health-food store. 

Coat shrimp or chicken in it for a 
sweet crunch with island overtones.
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Dim Sum Delight

The Place:
Yum Cha Brunch at Yuan;  
atlantisthepalm.com.

What It Promises:
Table-service brunch at 
one of Dubai’s best dim sum 
spots (from Dhs188). 

The Verdict:
A sophis’ yet chilled brunch 
with a mouthwatering 
variety of perfect dim sum. 

Our Experience:
Ordinarily, I am not a 
brunch kinda gal—at least 
not when brunch means a 
rowdy, overcrowded buffet. 
But yum cha at Yuan—with 
its relaxed atmosphere, 
table service, resident DJ, 
and fresh, delicious 
morsels and cocktails—was 
the perfect way to spend a 
Friday catching up with a 
girlfriend. The food was 
also a cut above. You can 
order anything from the 
menu but we chose to stick 
to the famous dim sum, and 
it was hands down some of 
the best I’ve tasted—no 
gloopy dumplings filled 
with indiscriminate mush 
(as is too often the way) but 
a diverse array of distinct 
tastes and textures, all 
beautifully crafted and 
presented. Crisp, 
wholewheat dumplings 
stuffed with meltingly 
tender crab; powdery soft 
white buns spilling over 
with barbequed meat; 
herb-heavy rocket salad 
studded with chunks of 
pomelo and breadcrumbed 
chicken; duck rolls with 
tart mango accents—each 
dish offered a tasty twist on 
a Chinese favourite. 

The Place
Hakkasan Dubai’s Taste of 
Hakkasan, hakkasan.com

What It Promises
A sampling of this high-end 
haunt’s authentic, delicious 
Chinese dishes (from Dhs188)

The Verdict
An irresistible way for anyone to 
try this elegant venue’s lush 
Cantonese cuisine without 
breaking the bank: Don’t miss it!

Our Experience
As someone who grew up not 
only eating Chinese food—and I 
mean real Chinese food, not the 
Westernised versions of it that 
feature items like bright orange-
hued Kung Pao Chicken and a 
greasy bowl of Lo Mein—but also 
hailing from the country that has 
spawned what’s widely touted as 
the best dim sum restaurant in 
the world, I can be a tough critic 
when it comes to East Asian 
cuisine, and even more so when 
it involves dim sum (or as we call 

it where I’m from, Yum Cha). As 
a restaurant with a seriously on-
trend reputation thanks to its 
chic interiors, celebrity fanbase 
and stylish clientele, Hakkasan 
could easily be the kind of place 
that serves up an interpretation 
of Chinese cuisine so modern 
that it fails to make die-hard dim 
sum fanatics like myself happy, 
but happily, this isn’t the case at 
all. In fact, I think I’d even go so 
far as to say it’s probably one of 
the best places to enjoy dim sum 
in this city. First off, the fact that 
much of the staff is actually from 
the Far East lends it an authentic 
seal of approval. The ingredients 
are also of the highest quality, 
and the chefs here take pleasure 
in turning the shared plates into 
an art form, with beautifully-
designed renditions of classic 
dumplings that taste as exquisite 

as they look. The tasting menu, 
which provides an affordable 
chance to sample their best-
sellers for bookings starting from 
6-7:30pm, is a treasure. Starters 
are a delight, with a crispy duck 
salad, mooli puffs, sweetcorn 
soup and  unctuous steamed 
dim-sum. For mains, the stir- 
fried tiger prawns were juicy and 
piquant thanks to the spicy sauce, 
offset by a zesty pineapple twist 
(the chicken clay pot, steamed 
snapper with ginger  and Wagyu 
beef are also utterly delectable), 
while for dessert, the decadent, 
crackling hazelnut Jivara bomb is 
a must-try way to round it off.

Food Spy
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My Week on a plate
A nutritional peek into a week in the life of Zahirah Variawa, 

Founder of Think Liquorice, a boutique PR and brand 
management agency, and Presenter at Physique TV

Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri SatSun

8:00am
A bowl of luxury 
Bokomo muesli 
with strawberry 

and yoghurt 
drops

11:00am
A weak 

cappucino

1:00pm
Chicken Caesar 
salad with extra 

chicken and 
sparkling water

7:00pm
A delicious plate 
of oysters, with 
red grapetiser 
along with a 

shared grilled 
seafood platter, 
with savoury rice

I start most work 
days with a bowl 
of muesli cereal—
always the same 

fl avour and 
brand. It fi lls me 
up and tastes 

yummy too. I’m 
not a good diet-
food person, nor 

do I diet well. 
Fortunately, 

healthy grilled 
seafood is my 

ultimate favourite 
food to eat! 

7:30am
A fresh fruit 

smoothie with a 
small serving of 
muesli cereal

10:30am
A weak 

cappucino

1:30pm
Sushi platter with 
sparkling water

4:30pm
A weak 

cappuchino and a 
client tasting of 
various dishes

8:00pm
Grilled steak fi llet 

with roasted 
vegetables 

Sushi is always a 
great lunch or 

dinner meal. It is 
light and fi lling 
and, depending 
on the toppings 

and type, it is 
usually quite 

healthy too. I have 
been making an 

effort to cut 
down on fi zzy 

drinks lately, but 
sparkling water is 
still a big favourite 

of mine.

10:30am
Poached eggs 
with salmon, a 

weak cappucino 
and orange juice

12:00pm
Pineapple slices

2:00pm
Falafels with 
humous and 

Lebanese bread

5:00pm
A cup of tea with 

biscuits

8:30pm
Pizza

I’ve only recently 
started eating 

egg whites again. 
Growing up I’d 

cut the yolks out 
and only eat that. 
I’ve found I enjoy 
poached eggs 

with anything for 
breakfast.
Pizza is the 

week’s cheat 
meal—I’m not a 

believer in 
starving my body 
of anything. It just 
means I need to 
work harder in 

the gym if I make      
a naughty 

choice.

9:30am
Muesli and a 

piece of toast 
with a protein 

shake

1:30pm
Picnic in the park!

Grilled chicken 
wings, roasted 
sweet potato 

strips, calamari 
rings, fi sh tacos, 
watermelon and 
mango blocks

6:30pm
Coffee and toast 

with avocado

9:00pm
A glass and a half 
of coconut water

I love picking! I’ll 
always opt for a 

meal made of lots 
of different small 

plate options 
over one big dish. 

Entrees are 
always my 

favourite to mix 
and match— 

which is why a 
picnic of small 
plates is one of 
my favourite 

weekend outings.
I fell in love with 
coconut water 
through Bikram 
yoga and now 

cannot live 
without it!

7:30am
I start my working 
week bright and 

early, with a 
simple but 

energising bowl 
of muesli

10:00am
Mid-morning 

caffeine fi x, in the 
form of a weak 

cappucino 

12:30pm
Beetroot and 
goats cheese 

salad and 
coconut water

4:30pm
Protein shake

7:30pm
Grilled Black Cod

Beetroot and 
goat cheese are a 

delicious 
combination— 
Urban Bistro 
does various 

versions of it in 
tarts and salads, 

and I am 
obsessed! 

I’m quite a picky 
fi sh eater (not 

when it comes to 
shellfi sh though ) 
and black cod is 
certainly at the 
top of my list.

8:00am
Avocado served 
on brown toast 
with lime, chilli 
and coriander

10:00am
Strawberry 

yoghurt shot

2:00pm
Soba noodle stir 
-fry with coconut 

water

8:00pm
Homemade 
spaghetti 

bolognaise 
(Spag-Bol!)

Avo on toast is 
something I’ve 

loved since 
childhood. 

During my recent 
travels I’ve seen 
some interesting 

takes on this 
simple and 

relatively healthy 
dish in New York, 
Mebourne and 

South Africa—like 
adding pickles, 
chilli, coriander, 

lime or simply salt 
and ground black 
pepper. I think it’s 
a perfect anytime 

snack.

8:00am
A fruit platter 
followed by 
some muesli

11:00am
A packet of jerky

1:30pm
Seafood marinara 

pasta

8:30pm
Grilled salmon 

and garlic roasted 
potatoes, 

followed by a Tim 
Tam with a scoop 

of vanilla ice 
cream for dessert

Salmon plays a 
very big role in 

my diet—at 
breakfast, lunch 

and dinner. 
I try to include a 
serving of it at 
least once a 

week, and prefer 
to have it with 
breakfast over 

sausages or some 
fried meats.
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Eat Smart

MISO + SWEET POTATO

Tastes Better Together

Three More 
Delicious Recipes
1. Crab cakes: Stir ¼ cup plain 
Greek yoghurt with 2 tsp white 
miso; set aside. Mash 1 peeled 
and steamed sweet potato with 
1 beaten egg white, ¼ cup panko 
breadcrumbs, and 7 oz crab meat. 
Divide mixture into 8 cakes and 
freeze for 15 minutes. Meanwhile, 
whisk 1 egg white with 1 tsp water. 
Dredge cakes in egg mixture, 
then ½ cup panko to coat. Heat 
2 Tbsp olive oil in a skillet and fry 
cakes until golden brown, about 

2 minutes per side. Drizzle 
with yoghurt sauce, and garnish 
with scallions.

2. Baked potatoes: Preheat 
oven to 204°C. Halve 2 sweet 
potatoes lengthwise, brush with 
1 tsp olive oil, and place cut-side 
down on a parchment-lined 
baking sheet. Bake for 30 to 35 
minutes. Combine 2 Tbsp room-
temperature unsalted butter, 
2 Tbsp white miso, and 1 minced 
garlic clove. Divide miso butter 
on sweet potato halves to serve.

3. Creamy dip: In a food 
processor, whirl 1 peeled and 
steamed sweet potato with 
1 Tbsp water until smooth. Add 
1 Tbsp white miso and ¼ cup 
mayonnaise and process until 
well combined. Garnish with 
chives and serve with crudités. 

Miso-Glazed 
Sweet Potato and 
Broccoli Bowl 
2   medium sweet 

potatoes, peeled and 
cut into 1-inch pieces

1   large head broccoli, 
cut into fl orets

2   Tbsp olive oil, divided
1   Tbsp white miso
1   Tbsp creamy unsalted 

peanut butter
2   tsp honey
1   tsp rice vinegar
2   cups cooked brown 

rice

>  Preheat oven to 190°C. 
Place sweet potatoes on 
a baking sheet coated 
with cooking spray and 
bake for 15 minutes. Add 
broccoli to baking sheet, 
drizzle with 1 tablespoon 
olive oil, and return to 
oven for 15 minutes more. 

>  In a bowl, stir together 
miso, peanut butter, 
honey, vinegar, and 
remaining tablespoon 
of oil until smooth. Toss 
with warm vegetables. 
Serve over rice.  

MAKES 4 SERVINGS Per serving: 
340 cal, 10 g fat (1.5 g sat), 58 g 
carbs, 9 g sugar, 290 mg sodium, 
9 g fi bre, 9 g protein

Orange or 
purple, these 
root veggies 

get a salty kick 
from miso, a 

soybean paste.

so-Glazed
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TKTKT tank. Eva 
Mendes Exclusively 
at New York & 
Company Kristina 
lace skirt.

            
    Eva Mendes is well-rounded—  

  beyond her bangin’ curves.

        A
ctress, mother, entrepreneur: 

            
       The woman can multitask like 

         a
 boss! Snag a few secrets 

 of her success, right here.

 
 

 
By Amy S pe nce r

             VIVA 

       LA  
                E

VA!

Splendid tank;
Eva Mendes 

Exclusively at New 
York & Company 

lace skirt

Cover 
Exclusive

+ lovelife
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“Cinching 
your waist can 
give an outfi t 
the little extra 
love it needs.”

You know Eva Mendes as the sultry actress who 
stole Ryan Gosling from you. Then she went 
and had his baby. The only obvious reaction for 
a smart, independent, 21st-century woman to 
have? Fervent jealousy, natch. So when I meet 
Eva, 41, on the set of her WH photo shoot in 
Venice, California, I’m not surprised that she’s 
even more drop-dead gorgeous in person than 

on fi lm. Or that she’s super-
friendly (of course Ryan’s 
girl is, right?). What does 
throw me is that the actress, 
clothing designer, and new 
mum isn’t the brazen sexpot 
I was imagining my movie-
husband’s mistress to be. 
She’s more...proper than I’d 
expected. Dare I say demure?

Post-shoot, clad in a 
sleeveless blue polka-dot 
dress, Eva lowers herself onto 
the edge of a couch and 
crosses her legs like a lady. 
“People always talk about how 
‘I just want my day off  to be 
jeans and a T-shirt,’ but I think 
it’s so much easier to be in a 
dress like this—something 
non-body-conscious. That’s 
what I feel best in,” she says.

Despite the fact that she 
gave birth to daughter 
Esmeralda in September, Eva 
looks just like she always has 
to us: not overcompensating-
for-her-pregnancy skinny, not 
mama-voluptuous, just…
normal. Which, in her case, is 
pretty hot. And pretty cool: 
Unlike so many new-mum 
celebs, she’s not fl aunting how 
she got back her abs in record 
time. In fact, she’s not 
partaking in the post-baby 
body conversation at all. She’s 
more interested in the baby. 
“Can I check this real quick?” 
Eva asks, lifting her phone. 
“It’s Baby. I mean,” she laughs, 
“it’s baby-related.” 

While Eva will talk about 
life with Esmeralda, one thing 
she won’t discuss is baby 
daddy Gosling (who’s also the 
director  of the fi lm Lost River, 
in which she appeared this 
April). “Just because people 
are asking doesn’t make me 
feel like I have to answer,” she 

explains, not unkindly. “It’s 
not much deeper than that, 
you know?” 

I do know. But as someone 
who’s here asking her things, 
that’s kinda not what I want to 
hear. A couple of times she 
tells me she has an answer to 
my question—but that it’s a 
private one she won’t reveal. 
That’s when it hits me: Eva 
seems to not only like a little 
mystery but also encourage it. 
Because keeping us guessing 
can be a lot more fun.

Luckily, she wasn’t so coy 
about everything. Take a peek 
into the three biggest roles in 
her life—the three faces of Eva, 
if you will—and steal a few 
takeaways for your own.

Day Birger Et 
Mikkelsen blazer;
opposite page: 
Anna Sui pants. All 
other clothing in this 
story by Eva Mendes 
Exclusively at New 
York & Company, 
nyandcompany.com

Cover Exclusive
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T H E  R I G H T 
P R OJ EC TS 
“For me, it’s about the people 
I want to work with,” she says. 
Take the HBO fi lm Clear 
History, in which she appeared 
alongside Kate Hudson, Jon 
Hamm, Michael Keaton, and 
Larry David—“really amazing 
actors,” she says. “I’ve taken 
on roles that haven’t been very 
rewarding [in some way] to 
work with people I admire.”

H E R  W I S H - L I ST 
D I R EC TO R S 
“David Lynch and Pedro 
Almodóvar. There’s something 
really light about them. 
I don’t like super-gritty 
drama. I don’t really get into 
it, you know? I need a little 
magic, a little humour.”

T H E  R E D  C A R P E T 
“I fi nd [it] incredibly 
embarrassing. You’re just, like, 
modelling in front of people. 
I’ll see pictures later and I’m 
like, ‘Oh, there’s my detached 
look, or ‘There’s my cute, 
approachable look.’ And then  
I have this crazy eyebrow. 
I just want to get it over with 
as fast as possible.” 

T H E  PA PA R A Z Z I 
“I believe there is a public self 
and a private self. My sisters 
and my good friends are 
experiencing that now [with] 
Facebook and Instagram. 
When they freak out about 
a friend of theirs posting 
a bad picture of them, I’m like, 
‘Well, imagine how I feel! 
Get used to it!’” 

Considering that her 

fi rst movie was 

Children of the Corn V 

(it wasn’t all Training 

Day, folks!), it’s
 a relief 

to hear that Eva 

doesn’t take her day 

job too seriously. Listen 

in as she dishes on…

Fitness 
“I realised a long time ago 

that I needed to have some 
kind of routine,” she says. 

“I don’t love it, but I’ve 
made peace with that.” She 
runs, incorporating sprints, 

and lifts light weights—
“nothing too heavy, 

because my muscle bulks 
up pretty easily. I mix it up 
with yoga, or sometimes I’ll 

hike with my trainer.”

“Finding the 
right jewellery 
is about what 
works for you. 
As long as it 
speaks to you, 
you can’t go 
wrong!” 

H E R  M I N D - B O DY  CO N N EC T I O N S
Eva looks good—and feels it, too. The deets:

Food
“I haven’t eaten meat in 
about six years, because 
I don’t agree with factory 
farming here. This is just 
what worked for me, it’s 

important to say, but when 
I cut that out I immediately 
felt better. And also, after a 

year of eliminating it, my 
skin looked brighter and 

healthier overall.” (We can 
attest: It’s perfection.)

Mental 
Wellness

“Having [a therapist] who’s 
totally objective and who 
points out my patterns—
I find that really helpful. 

And I’m lucky to work with 
someone who doesn’t 

just sit there and nod her 
head, you know? I need 
to hear what you think! 

Tell me what’s wrong with 
me so I can fix it!” 
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“For creating 
a bigger eye, 
I don’t close 
my eyeliner at 
the corners 
of my eyes. It’s 
a lifesaver!”

WHAT SHE’S 

NEVER WITHOUT
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1  /  F I N D  T H E  VO I D.
In the market, that is. “There’s 
always a woman asking, 
‘Where did you get your 
dress?’ So when New York & 
Company came to me with 
the opportunity for this 
collaboration, I was like, ‘Well, 
I’d be really excited about 
this if I can bring women 
something I feel is lacking,’ 
which is a more vintage cut 
that really fl atters.”

2  /  CO N S I D E R 
YO U R  C U STO M E R .
“When I started wearing 
makeup at 15, it was drugstore 
makeup. That’s where I feel 
most comfortable. I want to 
provide a quality product at a 
low price. That’s where I think 
of the little me out there who’s 
going to the drugstore, who 
can’t aff ord anything else.” 

H E R  H O M E 
“I grew up in the Silver Lake area [in Los Angeles], and I was lower-middle class. Very lower. And 
I would wish for a beautiful home,” Eva recalls. “I would look out into these streets on Los Feliz 
Boulevard. And about seven years ago I bought a home in that area. Visualisation has worked for 
me.” Except, perhaps, when it comes to the decor inside that home. “I have this feeling that my 
house is never quite done. But I love that.” What she is decisive on? Fresh fl owers—“Always. 
Peonies and lilies.” And some very particular artwork: “I collect, like, lady paintings. Paintings of 
ladies. I don’t know why.  Some of them are really spooky. They’re all over the house.”

H E R  FA M I LY
Eva’s come a long way in life since those early days, but she’s never left the comfort of close friends 
and family behind. “I’ve had the same girlfriends  since I was 12, and I’ve made amazing girlfriends 
since,” she notes. “And my mum and my two older sisters have always been there telling me I could 
accomplish anything. We have each others’ backs in the best way.” 

H E R  B A BY
She’s now nurturing Esmeralda with that same support. “I’m actually enjoying the sleepless nights 
because it’s bonding with my little girl,” she says. Not that she’s ready to dole out too much motherly 
advice yet. “I don’t feel like I’ve really earned the right,” Eva admits. “I want to respect all the mums 
out there. They’re going to be like, ‘You know what? You’re a few months in. Just shut up.” ■

While Eva’s fronted for brands like Revlon and 

Pantene, her two current collaborations put her 

squarely in the driver’s seat. Her New York & 

Company Collection, launched in 2013, now 

includes Eva’s Bridal Party Collection and 

footwear. And then there’s Circa, her beauty line, 

hitting Walgreens shelves this month. Wanna 

start your own successful side hustle? The 

important elements, Eva-style:

Want to get Eva really 

talking? Mention her 

house. Or her daughter. 

Or her mum. Really, 

anything about 

domestic life (except, 

of course, R.Gos). She 

tells us what she loves 

most about life off  the 

clock— specifi cally…

        T
HE 

ENTREPRENEUR

     THE 

        FAMILY

  WOMAN

3  /  U S E  W H AT 
YO U  LOV E .
“I was really involved in 
designing the packaging [for 
Circa], which is architectural, 
so that was very exciting for 
me. There’s a little Chrysler 
Building in [the packaging]…
there’s a little Frank Lloyd 
Wright. I love buildings and 
architects; one of my favourite 
books is Ayn Rand’s The 
Fountainhead. Gaudí’s one of 
my favourites, and Wright.”

4  /  K N OW  W H AT 
YO U  D O N ’ T  K N OW.
“There are people who know 
how to do it way better than 
you, and you should ask for 
their help, always. If I really 
don’t know—and there are 
very few times I’m confi dent 
that I know what I’m doing—I 
ask. I think maybe it’s because 
I’m the baby of my family.”

Circa Vivid 
Vinyl Eyelining 
Fluid in Vibrant 

Emerald

Circa Color 
Absolute Velvet 
Luxe Lipstick 
in Maria 

Circa Color Focus 
Eye Shadow Single 

in Exceptional
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1
As a “tech guy,” how do you 
feel about people checking 
their phone (e.g. to look at 
Instagram) on dates?
If one is compelled to check 
it whilst on a date, then they 
would do well to wait until the 
other person has gone to the 
bathroom. Alternatively, be 
present; don’t check it. You’ll 
probably get more points 
for resisting than the self-
gratifi cation of checking. 

5
What’s the first 
thing you notice 
about a woman? 
How she carries 
herself. My wife has 
such a graceful walk, 
and it blows me 
away. 

What’s the best  
way to make up 
after a fight?
To do something 
you both love. 
Being together and 
appreciating the things 
that bring you together, 
make you laugh, and 
reinforce why you’re 
with that person.3

Finish this 
sentence: A 
woman looks her 
best _______
In her element. 
When I see my wife 
Niove surfi ng, it’s epic. She’s 
totally at home, and feeling 
incredible. 

2

          32, co-founder of  Styck,
(StyckApp.com) a movement 
app that rewards users for 
adopting an active lifestyle

Alex 
Light,

5 JUICY
 QUESTIONS 

FOR...

Fast Talk 
>>  Fave dish to cook?Fave dish to cook?
 If I’m cooking, 

homemade pizza. 
But if my wife is 
cooking, ceviche!

> > Go-to karaoke Go-to karaoke 
song?song?

 Don’t Stop Me 

Now by Queen.

> > Bedtime?Bedtime?
 10 p.m.

> > Short hair or Short hair or 
long?long?

 Long.

> > Bromance crush?Bromance crush?
 David Beckham. 

What still boggles your 
mind about women?
Their ability to endure the 
annoyance of drying their hair 
and doing their make-up every 
day. I still can’t imagine how 
that would become a 
manageable habit!
 - Yi-Hwa Hanna
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          Boost Your
                                   Willpower 

Whether you want to steel your resolve against eating sweets 
                            and texting your ex, or take control of compulsive Facebook 
checking, these science-backed strategies will do the trick.
                                                   By S h eila Mo n a gh an  /  P H O T O G R A P H S  B Y  T U R E  L I L L E G R A V E N

Gimme, Gimme, 
gimme, gimme, 
gimme.gimme.

When You Want to 
Avoid Temptation…
Doughnuts, bad boys, and 
second (and third) cocktails—
just a few of the things that 
put our willpower to the test. 
It can also be hard to resist 
nonmaterial pleasures, like 
compulsively checking your 
Instagram likes when you 
really should be working.
How to start: 

Ditch the D Word
Making willpower a form of 
deprivation can set you up for 
backsliding. “You have to be 
motivated to exert self-control, 
and if you think of willpower 
as a form of punishment, you 
can lose that motivation,” says 
Ethan Kross, Ph.D., an assistant 
professor of psychology at 
the University of Michigan. 
Instead, give it a positive spin: 
Think of temptations as mini 
challenges to tackle, says Kross. 

dd Do you marvel at 
your best friend, who 
can take two spoonfuls 
of Chubby Hubby and 
promptly return the carton 
to the freezer? Or at your 
husband, who updates his 
résumé every three months 
just in case opportunity 
knocks? Well, you, too, can 
acquire both of these types 
of willpower—the kind  
of self-control you need 
when you’re trying to avoid 
something (such as treats) 
and the version you need 
when you’re trying not 
to avoid something (like 
professional responsibility). 
Read on to learn how to 
cultivate inner discipline. 

Life Skills
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Just allow yourself some wiggle 
room. Trying to steer clear of 
sweets? Keep them out of your 
kitchen cabinets, but indulge 
when eating out.

Distract Yourself 
It sounds counterintuitive, 
but to focus your willpower, 
you may want to get a little 
unfocused. “A lot of data 
suggests that it helps to turn 
your attention to an engaging 
alternative,” explains Kross. “It’s 
the out-of-sight-out-of-mind 
approach.” When temptation 
strikes, stand up and take a 
quick walk around your offi  ce, 
or break out your sketch pad or 
guitar and get creative. 

Fuel Your Resolve 
According to a paper published 
in the Journal of Personality and 
Social Psychology, some patterns 
of poor self-control can be 
attributed to drops in blood-
glucose levels. “Glucose works 
to fuel brain activity,” says study 
coauthor Roy F. Baumeister, 
Ph.D., a professor of social 
psychology at The Florida State 
University. That’s why hunger, 
fatigue, and stress—all of which 
deplete glucose levels—leave 
your brain less able to resist the 
lure of any temptation. Fuelling 
up frequently on small, protein-
rich meals can help keep your 
willpower humming all day. 

When You Want to 
Tackle Something 
You’re Avoiding… 
Who doesn’t want a bikini body 
and a balanced budget? But 
because accomplishing these 
things involves doing stuff  
you’d rather resist, it might seem 
as if you need the self-discipline 
of a monk. Not true. Try these:

Start Small 
When you want to make 
a sweeping change, you’ll 
improve your chances of 
long-term success if you take 
baby steps. “Regularly engaging 
in small acts of willpower can 
help increase your capacity 
for self-control in the long 
run,” says Mark Muraven, 
Ph.D., an associate professor of 

psychology at the University at 
Albany, U.S. For example, start 
by working out twice a week 
before shifting into high gear, or 
banking the cash you’d usually 
spend on a daily latte. 

Time It Right 
When the area of your brain 
largely associated with 
willpower—the prefrontal 
cortex—becomes overloaded 
with info, your resolve 
weakens. In a study published 
in the Journal of Consumer 
Research, one group of people 
had to memorise a seven-digit 
number, and another group 
a two-digit number. When 
off ered either a slice of cake 
or some fruit salad, the seven-
digit bunch was more likely to 
choose cake. Why? “Cognitive 
load makes people more likely 
to make decisions based on 
emotions instead of reasoning,” 
explains study coauthor 
Alexander Fedorikhin, 
Ph.D., an associate professor 
of marketing at Indiana 
University Kelley School of 
Business, U.S. So if your goal 
is to log daily treadmill time 

Even Even 
the iron-the iron-
willed willed 
need a need a 
lift. lift. 

Life Skills

or make healthier picks at the 
grocery store, it may be better 
to do those things in the a.m., 
when your brain is less likely to 
be overloaded with details. 

See Your Success 
Willpower outages often 
happen when we’re caught up 
in the moment and forget about 
the bigger picture. You might be 
dying to fi nish a project for the 
boss so you can show off  your 
work chops, but your dawdling 
tendencies push it further out 
of reach. A study published 
in the Journal of Personality and 
Social Psychology found that 
people experienced a rise in 
self-control when they thought 
about their larger goals. “When 
the impulse to procrastinate 
arises, remind yourself of what 
is really important to you,” 
says study coauthor Brandon 
Schmeichel, Ph.D., a professor 
of psychology at Texas A&M 
University. Write out your 
to-do list and place it in plain 
view, or tack up a photo of the 
Louboutins you’ve promised to 
buy yourself when you fi nally 
snag that promotion.  ■

Re-Light The Fire
Sing it from the rooftops: 

September is here and the 
summer social slump is 

over! If you and your man 
have spent the muggiest 
months holed up in AC, 

glued to the TV and slowly 
becoming one with your 

sofa, now’s the time to get 
into your glad rags and 

take each other out on a 
date. Here, fi ve of the most 
romantic spots in Dubai...

Pierchic
Set on stilts out in the sea 

at the end of a wooden 
boardwalk leading from 
the Madinate Jumeirah,  

this sophisticated seafood 
restaurant is as close as 

Dubai gets to the Maldives. 
Call 04 366 6730 to book. 

The Ivy
Hark back to the days 
of good old fashioned 
romance with dinner 
at this classic British 

restaurant. The dark wood 
and leather interiors make 

for an intimate vibe, and 
on Thursday nights there’s 
live jazz. Call 04 319 8088   

to book  a table.

Jetty Lounge
This chilled out beach 

bar always feels a world 
away from work and life 
worries. Grab a couple 

of bean bags on the sand 
looking out to sea and 
you’re all set for some 

romantic reconnecting.  
For reservations, call 

04 399 9999.

La Serre
If French is the language of 
love, the unctuous burrata 

served in this elegant 
French-Mediterranean 

bistro is the food.  To book, 
call 04 428 6969.

Casa De Tapas
Spice things up a little with  

an evening over Spanish 
tapas—sharing is caring, 

after all! A live band playing 
fi ery Latin music and 

stunning views over the 
Creek help set the mood. 

For reservations, call 
04 416 1800.
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Life and Love

        Flying Solo
Think booking into a healthy holiday means 

restricting yourself to gruelling bootcamps or zen 
yoga retreats? Think again. We headed to the 

idyllic Maldives for a week of head-to-toe wellness 
with a top celebrity trainer… B y  Y i -Hw a  Ha n n a

Think of the Maldives and 
your fi rst reaction will 
probably be to envision 
images of honeymooning 
couples blissing out on 
powdery beaches of white 
sand, and beautiful villas 
set on stilts atop an ocean 
of azure waters so clear 
you can see right through 
to the bottom. Then think 
of a fi tness retreat, and 
you’re likely to conjure up 
thoughts of endless hours 
of yoga anywhere from the 
beach to the mountains, or 
military-esque bootcamps 
that will leave you gasping 
for breath after each work-
out and hobbling back to 
your room only to collapse 
in between meals, likely 
doled out as part of a very 
restrictive meal plan. If 
you’re anything like us, 
and vacation time isn’t 
always easy to come by,  
it can be tough choosing 
between the two: Do you 
opt for an escape that will 
leave you feeling relaxed 
and rejuvenated, but will 
need you to put your usual 
fi tness regime on hold 
(leaving you itching to pick 
up the weights by the time 
you get home, inevitably 
with a bit of the dreaded 
holiday weight), or do you 
go for the other end of the 
spectrum, which could 
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During the evenings, I would 
just settle down with a good book 
rather than my nose stuck into a 
glowing computer screen

Life and Love

leave you fi tter and stronger, 
yes, but possibly needing 
another holiday afterwards?
Well, how about a way to marry 
the two? This was the mission 
Coco Palm Resorts, a collection 
of destinations in the Maldives, 
decided it was time to tackle. 
They enlisted a top celebrity 
fi tness trainer and nutritional 
expert to create a programme 
that would blend the chance to 
keep your heart rate pumping 
while enabling you to relax at 
the same time, making sure you 
go home feeling better in every 
possible way. And with it being 
off ered for the fi rst time, yours 
truly was a willing guinea pig. 

By the time I arrived in the 
Male airport, fresh off  an early 
morning fl ight from Dubai,   
I wasn’t feeling particularly 
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed.  
I was already apprehensive 
about the programme—despite 
the fact that I love to keep fi t 
and work out often, mixing up a 
huge variety of sport and active 
pursuits in my daily life, and eat 
considerably healthily, when 
you hear that you’re heading off  
to a literal island in the middle 
of the ocean to spend a week 
taking on intensive exercise 
and nutritional guidance,  
you can’t help but wonder how 
you’ll feel by the end of it. Don’t 
get me wrong—I was incredibly 
excited, since here was a chance 
to fi nally come away from a trip 
feeling both refreshed and 
fi tter than when I left home 
(this is harder than you think!), 
but was I going to be able to 
keep up, both from a physical 
perspective as well as mentally, 
with no-one but me, myself and 
I to turn to as I hobbled back 
solo to my room each night? 

Fortunately, I was greeted at 
the airport by the incredibly 
friendly and welcoming staff  of 
my home for the next week, the 
Coco Palm Dhuni Kolhu. Coco 

Resorts boasts several 
properties in their portfolio, 
with Coco Palm Dhuni Kolhu 
being the more relaxed of their 
destinations. The resort boasts 
a fi ve-star experience set on its 
own idyllic private island in the 
Baa Atoll, just 124km from the 
Maldivian capital of Male. After 
a quick hop and a skip to the 
local seaplane airport, I was 
buckled into my seat on a Trans 
Maldivian Airways  fl ight, and 
30 minutes of stunning aerial 
views later, we landed at a small 
strip in the middle of the ocean. 
“Welcome to Coco Palm!” the 
waiting staff  cried out with a 
smile, lugging my bags onto a 
traditional dhoni boat that was 
to whisk us to the resort just a 
few minutes away. 

Island Bliss
Embracing a “barefoot luxury” 
concept, the entire island of 
Coco Palm Dhuni Kolhu can be 
explored free-footed if you so 
wish. Their commitment to 
maintaining an eco-friendly 
environment is evident in 
everything from the greenery—
rather than keeping the lush 
surrounds overly manicured, 
here stray leaves are swept 
aside into the underbush to 
reignite the natural cycle, 
lending  the pathways a truly 
tropical feel—to the rooms, 
where guests are encouraged to 
keep the aircon and lights off  
any time they’re not in use and 
you’re supplied their in-house 
Coco water in place of branded 
mineral water. The thatched-
roof villas manage to strike the 
ideal balance between quaint 

and luxurious, with four-poster 
beds swathed in netting (doing 
the double duty of both keeping 
you bug-free and encouraging a 
nostalgic bygone-era feel), with 
stunning ocean views. If it’s the 
classic houses on stilts you’re 
after, they do off er lagoon-style 
villas perched atop the azure 
waters complete with Jacuzzi 
bathrooms and splash pools on 
private sun decks. There’s just 
one caveat—hand in hand with 
the back-to-nature ethos is the 
fact that rooms don’t include a 
TV, and internet is not widely 
available on the island, with 
WiFi only to be found in three 
spots. While I did, at fi rst, 
bemoan the inconvenience of 
not being able to check my email 
on the regular, by my third day I 
started to embrace the concept. 
Not only did it ensure I couldn’t 

COCO COLLECTION
The award-winning Coco 
Collection’s luxury resorts in the 
Maldives offer two picturesque 
options, each with a different 
feel. Coco Palm Dhuni Kolhu 
(cocopalm.com) is an eco-
friendly escape ideal for those 
seeking a more laid-back and 
communal vibe, while Coco 
Palm Bodhu Hithi (cocobodu 
hithi.com) is ideal for travellers 
seeking a luxurious, well-heeled 
experience. Their wellness 
retreats start from US $2,528.
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BY THE BOOK
If you’re looking to make a 
change and achieve your best 
possible body when it comes to 
your diet, nutrition and overall 
health, Dave says the following 
four factors are key:
1) Controlling insulin
2) Improving digestive health
3) Enhancing metabolism
4) Optimising hormones
While every individual should 
seek what works best for their 
body, some foods that are best 
to avoid in general include: Soy 
milk, refi ned sugar, non-organic 
dairy, and processed wheat.

sequester myself away in my 
villa working, instead of taking 
lunchbreaks that, in my regular 
life, I often forgo, it also meant 
that during the evenings I would 
settle down with a good book 
rather than my nose stuck to a 
glowing computer screen. 

From The Inside Out
With my surrounds taking care 
of the mental and emotional 
part of my escape, it was time to 
focus on the rest of what I’d 
come for: a physical revival. My 
trainer for the week was Dave 
Catudal, a wellness expert 
currently based in Thailand, 
where he was formerly Health 
Director of revolutionary detox 
and fi tness retreat Phuket 
Cleanse, and is now an author, 
personal trainer and nutrition 
expert who is developing his 
own natural supplements line. 
Prior to moving to Thailand, 
Dave was based in Los Angeles, 
where as a celebrity trainer, his 
clients roster included A-list 
celebrity names such as Kate 
Hudson, Jenna Dewan-Tatum 
and Emily Deschanel. Hailing 
from Canada, the digestive 
health and hormone specialist’s 
career was inspired by his 
family’s own health issues. 
After having spent a lot of his 
time in hospitals by the age of 
17, Dave became very interested 
in disease prevention and as 

such, he has also worked with 
cancer and HIV patients. 

Perhaps it’s this personal 
interest that makes him so 
passionate about his mission, 
and within minutes of meeting 
the man whose clients dub him 
a “physique transformation 
specialist,” I was already 
fascinated by his views into my 
lifestyle. First, I discovered my 
body type, and I’m not talking 
about your usual fruit-related 
comparison that tells you if 
you’re an apple or pear shape. 

According to Dave, there  
are three basic body types: 
Endomorph, Ectomorph and 

Mesomorph. “Do you have any 
friends that can eat whatever 
they want and they just never 
seem to gain any weight? Well, 
they’re Ectomorphs,” he said, 
explaining the characteristics 
of each type. I soon discover 
that my ability to easily put on 
muscle, my hourglass shape of 
wider shoulders and hips with a 
narrow waist, and an overall 
naturally athletic frame, mean 
that I’m a mesomorph, a type 
shared with many of the world’s 
leading fi gure skaters. That 
must explain why I have such  
a penchant for skater dresses 
then, I decide, and I soon learn 

that understanding what body 
type you are is the fi rst key in 
creating a programme that can 
target your body’s unique way 
of storing fat, putting on muscle,  
and generally reacting to 
various types of exercise and 
food. A quick session with some 
dreaded callipers tells me that 
I’m at a pretty healthy level of 
body fat, but why, then, is it that 
I constantly struggle with what 
feels like an abnormal level of 
excess fat around my belly and 
hips, especially considering my 
healthy diet and regular work-
outs? It’s all down to my pesky 
hormones, apparently, and, 
after an analysis of my dietary 
habits, I was prescribed a 
combination of natural 
supplements and vitamins to 
help me balance out my cortisol 
and oestrogen levels, so that my 
metabolism can function at its 
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DAVE’S DETOX SHOT
Want to cleanse your system? 
Try Dave’s classic detox shot, 
which he recommends you take 
each day in the morning before 
breakfast, and again later in the 
afternoon or evening. To make 
it, mix together the following, 
adjusting the water and spices 
based on whether you prefer a 
“spicier” shot or a taller drink:
- 1/2 lemon, squeezed to juice
- 50-150ml water
- 125mg turmeric
- 50mg cayenne pepper
- 10mg black pepper
- 100mg chlorella

Dave Catudal is a celebrity 
fi tness trainer, certifi ed nutrition 
consultant, and international 
health educator who has 
dedicated the last 14 years of 
his life to wellness and 
optimising human perfor-
mance. From professional 
athletes, top models and 
Hollywood celebrities, to busy 
parents and professionals, Dave 
has helped thousands of people 
to realise their holistic wellness 
and aesthetic physical goals.
He is the author of The Physique 
Transformation Book—A 
Complete Guide to Optimal 
Health and a Better Body. His 
methods of teaching involve an 
emphasis on the importance of 
organic nutrition and creating a 
more active and balanced 
lifestyle, while incorporating 
positive thinking and stress 
reduction techniques to compli-
ment the mind-body connec-
tion. To fi nd out more, visit 
TrainToTransform.com, or visit 
his new site, TranzendBody.
com, set to launch this month.

MEET DAVE

Life and Love

best. I couldn’t wait to get home 
and put them to the test.

The Sweat Life
Now that my body was taken 
care of from the inside, it was 
time to focus on getting more 
lean and strong. Unfortunately, 
my hectic lifestyle means it’s 
not always easy to fi t in as many 
workouts as I’d like, which is 
why I was glad to see Dave’s 
programme focused on HIIT to 
help me achieve great results in 
as little time as possible. We 
began with a tabata workout on 
day one, a form of high intensity 
interval training that originated 
in Japan. On day two, it was 
time for an intensive legs and 
booty session, before we moved 
on to work my upper body and 
abs, and add in some heavier 
weights and strength training 
on the following days. With 
each workout, I could already 
feel myself growing stronger, 
able to push myself harder each 
day—all while sweating buckets 
in the often roasting Maldivian 
sunshine. While the workouts 
were undoubtably challenging, 
I was thrilled to fi nd that they 
put such little pressure on my 
joints (the fact that Dave is 

intent on ensuring proper form 
helped immensely) that I was 
never too sore to give it my all 
the next day, even with the 
deliciously satisfying DOMS I 
woke up to each morning. As I 
can’t always make it to the gym, 
Dave also suggested some great 
moves I could do with nothing 
more than a mat and some body 
weight from the comfort of my 
own home for the days where 
even heading out is too diffi  cult. 
The idea of balancing out your 
intensive workouts with a few 
strategically-planned massages 
is often too pricey to handle in 
everyday life, but Coco Palm’s 
spa off ers such aff ordable rates 
that here, it was entirely 

possible, and I looked forward 
to my daily massages from my 
head to my toes as much as I did 
my workouts. During my 
downtime, I spent my days on 
the ocean: The resort off ers 
plenty of excursions from 
fi shing (Bonus: They’ll cook 
what you catch!), dolphin 
watching, snorkelling, diving, 
kayaking, sailing, and wind- 
surfi ng, with paddleboarding 
soon to be added to the list. At 
mealtimes, grilled fresh reef fi sh 
with sauteed vegetables and 
sweet potato became a fast 
favourite, and a reminder that 
eating healthy is often best when 
dishes are kept simple. 
Loneliness was never an issue, 
with plenty to keep my days full. 
By the time I returned home, my 
muscles feeling tighter and my 
insides feeling lighter, topped off  
with sun-kissed skin and a 
genuinely relaxed vibe that saw 
me sleep better than I had in 
months, I felt like a new woman.  
What better way was there to 
spend a solo vacation? Going on 
holiday alone, especially to a 
retreat like this one, could be 
one of the best gifts you ever give 
to yourself, and I couldn’t 
recommend it enough.   ■
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Life Stylist

Let Me Help You…
Boost Your Online Influence

Aliza Licht (@AlizaLicht) is the 
SVP of global communications at 

Donna Karan International and 
Twitter personality DKNY PR Girl. 
Her new book, Leave Your Mark, is 

a guide to the modern, always-
plugged-in working world.

1/  Mind the clock. Social 
media moves at the speed 
of light, so apologise ASAP. 
Simply say, “I’m sorry.” 
Don’t try to make excuses 
or shift blame. 

2/ Apologise just on the site 
where you made the gaffe. 
Why alert Facebook followers 
to an ill-advised tweet they 
didn’t know about because 
they’re not on Twitter?

3/ Let the apology sink in. Wait 
a few hours to start posting 
on a different topic. With 
any luck, the whole episode 
will be pushed down on 
your timeline and forgotten.

Don’t Post 
and Run
For two years, no one knew 
that I was the person behind 
the @dkny handle (I’d racked 
up almost 400,000 followers 
while posting anonymously). 
Seconds after I sent out this 
reveal tweet, I lost reception 
on my phone and spent the 
next four hours stressing since 
I couldn’t reply or comment 
on any reactions. Losing 
the signal wasn’t my fault, but 
it was still a lesson learned: 
Posting and running is like 
inviting people to a party and 
then not showing up yourself.

    If you don’t hang around, 
you’ll miss the opportunity to 
amplify your message with 
retweets and replies, or pacify 
any negative response that 
could lose you followers (see 
“Damage Control,” below).

Play to Your Strengths 
I live-tweet Scandal because 
I’m a fan and it shows 
off  my personality. These 
tweets get less favourites and 
retweets than, say, posts 
about a celebrity we dressed 
in Donna Karan, but they 
allow me to bond with the 

community. And the more 
you know someone, the 
more likely they are to RT or 
favourite you in the future. 

 Plus, my Scandal posts 
caught Net-a-Porter’s eye, and 
they asked me to interview 
Kerry Washington for their 
online magazine (!), an off er 
I never dreamed I’d get. 
If you’re authentic and post 
what you know, you might get 
tapped for interesting gigs, or 

at least meet like-minded 
virtual friends. For example, 
if you love to cook, share fun 
tips that position you as an 
expert. If you like to stay home 
watching movies, perhaps 
you can post reviews socially.

 Treat Work Like Vegas
In other words, what happens 
there should stay there. (It’s 
my actual job to share what 
happens at work—this adorbs 

shot of our offi  ce mascot, 
Pepper Paprikash, on a 
fashion week seating chart is 
PR 101 —but that’s not the case 
for most people.) Social media 
has broken down the wall 
between professional and 
personal, and while people eat 
up insider stuff , you have to be 
careful. A lot of what goes on at 
the workplace is proprietary, 
so read your company’s social 
media policy before posting 
anything. One more crucial 
rule: Never gripe about your 
gig or trash-talk your boss, 
unless you want current (or 
future!) employers to see it. 

 Know Your Place
Think about the assets you 
have and where they make the 
most sense to live. Instagram 
photographs need to be pretty 
or at least tell a compelling 
story, or people will unfollow 
you. That’s why the photo 
above, of the ceiling of the 
Bellagio hotel in Las Vegas, was 
perfect for the platform. The 
lighting is great, the colours are 
beautiful, and it almost looks 
as if a professional took it. With 
Twitter, on the other hand, 
you have more leeway. Once, I 
just took a shot of the inside of 
my makeup bag. It was poorly 
lit, but revealed my (very 
relatable!) makeup problem, so 
I posted that pic on Twitter.  

Leave Your Mark: Land 
Your Dream Job. Kill It in 
Your Career. Rock Social 
Media. (Grand Central 
Publishing). Available 
wherever books are sold. 

DAMAGE CONTROL 
In an uncaff einated moment, you tweeted a controversial remark 

about sports, politics, whatever—and it went viral (or just caught the attention 
of your boss). To manage a social media crisis…

Gaining more followers isn’t merely an exercise in ego: Your social 
media activity is your online résumé (#sh*tjustgotreal). Use these 

strategies to build meaningful connections, uncover opportunities—
and possibly even change the course of your career.



We’ve got your social calendar covered

September

Movie Night!

Ice Cool

’Avin’ A Bubble In Season
Pomegranate: The iconic 
Middle Eastern fruit is 
at its prime right now, so 
pop some ruby red seeds 
in your morning granola 
for a powerful dose of 
antioxidants.

Ride out the rest of summer with Movie Mondays at Tribeca, 
JBR. Once a week, the bar will be showing a classic movie in a 
chilled setting—think sofas and bean bags—with an organic 
beverage, bag of popcorn and handy Bluetooth headset on the 
door. Catch cult faves like Back to the Future, Rocky and Star 
Wars this September—all while munching on organic sweet 
potato fries… Dhs50; visit Tribeca.ae or call 05 343 6067.

Already doing the Desert Warrior? Make sure you 
keep your cool in the run-up with the Ice Warrior 
Challenge at Ski Dubai on 2 October. Snowy 
obstacles include net crawls, monkey bars and a 
black run climb. Get yourself signed up, stat! Dhs250 
per entry, with proceeds going to the Dubai Centre 
for Special Needs. Register at premieronline.com.

How’s this for a kawaii treat? 
Bubbleology, London’s cult 
bubble tea café, has opened in 
Dubai’s Box Park, serving its 
signature flavoured Taiwanese 
teas (best-sellers include 
passion fruit, strawberries and 
cream, and banoffee pie) filled 

Jazz@PizzaExpress has 
long been a favourite way for 

Dubaians to spend an evening, 
and at last Abu Dhabi can get 

in on the act, too! The new 
restaurant, opening in The 

Mall at World Trade Centre, 
won’t just serve up Pizza 

Express’s delicious dishes (if 
you haven’t tried the super-
spicy Calabrese, order one 

now!) but also live music from 
resident band Uptown every 
night. For more information, 

visit pizzaexpressuae.com.

WHME NEXT FITNESS STARAre you the Middle East’s next fi tness sensation in waiting? Our annual competition is launching soon—follow @WomensHealthME on Instagram and watch this space for details on how to enter!

This Month

 Have Yourself A 
Fruitful Day

One of the loveliest packages 
to arrive at WHME HQ this 
month? A box from Fruitful 

Day, a brand new, UAE-based 
company that delivers fruit 

to offices across the country. 
All of the fruit is locally grown 

in the Middle East (within 
the GCC where possible) and 

packaged in biodegradable 
bags and cartons—oh, and 

it’s fresh, juicy and delicious! 
So skip the vending machine 

munchies and order a healthy 
box for your workplace from 

fruitfulday.com.

And All 
That Jazz

with the strange little tapioca 
pearls that give it the bubbly 
name. A little unnerving 
at first, very quirky, highly 
Instagrammable, and actually 
totally yum. Check it out at 
Boxpark on Al Wasl Road or 
on bubbleology.ae. W
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‘
Dear Sam,
They say life begins at the end 
of your comfort zone and boy, 
are they right. It’s hard to 
imagine that you will end up in 
the tech industry, a world that 
must seem so alien considering 
you haven’t updated your 
iPhone software since the day 
you got it and you still have no 
idea how the DVD player works. 
But, believe it or not, despite 
protesting at school on careers 
day because “Editor of Vogue” 
was not an option, being a 
journalist is not what you’ll end 
up dedicating your life to. 

First up, don’t panic—that 
degree will be put to good use, 
and you’ll have a fantastic 
career in magazines. You’ll jet 
to Florence for dinner with the 
Ferragamo family, interview 
everyone from Michael Kors to 
the Missoni matriarchs, and 
share one entertaining evening 
driving around Kuwait with 
Kim Kardashian while trying 
to avoid the paparazzi (by the 
way, she’s pregnant with North 
at this point and hasn’t told 
anyone—you could have been 
the fi rst to break the story!)…
but all of this will, remarkably, 
still leave you feeling a little 
lost in the big wide world. 

It’s hard to pinpoint the 
exact moment you’ll have a 
change of heart, but let’s just 
say dad has something to do 
with it. Being the daughter of 
an entrepreneur, you were 
bound to catch the bug at some 
point. And luckily for you, even 
though tech isn’t an area you 
have a wealth of experience in, 
your family will be behind your 
new career move 100 percent. 
How could they not? You’re a 
woman creating a product for 
women. Always remember 

Letter To My Younger Self

that, especially when outspoken 
members of the industry start  
to tell you “it’s never going to 
work,” and believe me, they’re 
lining up to tear you down.
For this reason and so many 
more I have to warn you, it’s 
going to be tough. You’ll pay a lot 
of money to learn a lot of lessons 
the hard way but, luckily, you’re 
a good student and you’ll pick it 
up quickly as you go. Be nice to 
your family, they’re only trying 
to help—they may not always  
say the right thing, but they’re 
learning about the business with 
you as you go. 

Save every cheesy quote about 
success you see on Instagram to 
your phone: These will come in 
handy at least once a day when 

Life really does 
begin at the end of 
your comfort zone!

you hit yet another brick wall, 
and even though they only off er 
a moment of clarity, they’ll 
ultimately help change your 
attitude towards your career 
entirely. You’re not put on this 
earth to work, pay your bills and 
die. You’re here to live, explore, 
smile, laugh and to help make a 
diff erence, so s top caring about 
what other people think. As your 
phone background now reads, 
“A fl ower does not compete with 
the fl ower growing next to it. It 
simply blooms.” Keep your chin 
up, the best is yet to come.

Love, Sam
P.S. Don’t dye your hair brunette; 
you’ll only end up going blonde 
again and trust me, you can’t pull 
off  the awk ginger phase in between.

Rapid Fire
> Current fave workout? 
 I'm a no-fuss morning 

run kinda girl. Twice a 
week, iPod on, and just 
run until my feet hurt. 

> Fave healthy meal?
 The Za'atar chicken 

salad from the 
Hamptons Café on 
Jumeirah Beach Road.

> Current fave song?
 Blue Jeans by Lana Del 

Ray—it’s still the fi rst 
song I put on in the 
morning. 

> Last thing you did that 
made you really happy?

 I gave myself the day 
off and headed to Bab 
Al Shams for a little rest 
and relaxation—bliss!
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Samantha Hamilton-
Rushforth is the Founder 
of BEEM, Dubai’s fi rst 
beauty salon-booking 
app. Visit beem-me.com



The biggest reward was 
realising how big a gift this life is,  
and that we should always try 
to make it worth something.

CHRISTINE KESSERWAN, 
40, CANCER SURVIVOR; FOUNDER OF AMRITA, A LINE OF RAW AND 
ORGANIC HONEY; MANAGING PARTNER OF BLOSSOM&BLOOM

Lived to Tell

       BEEN THERE, DONE THAT…

                       SURVIVING
          CANCER

   It’s difficult to take anything 
positive from the gruelling experience 

of battling cancer, but Christine made 
light from the dark by launching a line of 

therapeutic honey to help other sufferers

Cancer hit me while I was going 
through a bad divorce. It was 
extremely difficult dealing with 
two different heartbreaks at 
the same time. Being diagnosed 
with cancer can be traumatising 
for anyone, especially if you’re 
a single parent with two young 
daughters to look after. The 
most difficult part is making 
yourself wake up every day with 
a strong will to live, and telling 
yourself that you can’t give up. 
However, I was lucky to have 
friends and family to provide 
me with support and courage. 

My treatment was successful, 
but the radiotherapy was 
really painful. Then I met an 
older lady at the hospital and 
during a casual conversation, 
I mentioned the severe side 
effects that the therapies were 
having in the form of burns and 
rashes on my skin. That’s when 
she told me how people in her 
village use raw heather honey to 
treat burned skin. After a little 
research, I found out that honey 
actually has amazing, almost 
magical, healing properties.  
I decided to give it a try, and it 
worked wonders for me. I saw a 
visible difference within three 
days and, with continuous 
usage, I went through all 30 
sessions of radio without any 
problem at all. 

It wasn’t easy finding pure, 
organic, high quality honey. It 
took a lot of effort and research, 
and I promised myself that, 
after beating cancer, I’d try 

He learned about my journey, 
supported my case, and 
encouraged me all the way. 
He was happy that raw honey, 
free from any additives and 
pesticides, would be available 
to his people and wanted this 
healthy product to be used by 
his community and country.

Honey has become an 
essential part of my everyday 
life. In the morning, I take 
a teaspoon and give it to my 
daughters as well; I put it in tea 
and in their milk. I’ve almost 
completely replaced sugar with 
honey. While I recommend it 
to everyone, weight watchers 
should be a little bit more 
careful as it is high in calories, 
although that isn’t necessarily  
a bad thing. 

My ambition now is to 
expand to providing a diverse 
variety of premium products 
in the UAE, as well as in 
other countries.  My venture, 
Blossom&Bloom, provides 
everything from gift items to 

my best to make things easier 
for other people in similar 
situations. 

With that promise to myself, 
I went on to launch Amrita. I 
put all my effort into ensuring 
the honey was of the best 
quality because I wanted 
everyone to take advantage of 
this natural healer. It took me 
a year and a half to prepare my 
brand and bring it to the UAE. 
It’s been an extremely difficult 
and challenging journey, but it 
was absolutely worth it. 

His Highness Sheikh 
Mansour is a big supporter of 
healthy living—and a honey 
connoisseur—so I’m really 
proud that he personally 
tried my honey and liked it. 

pure and organic food products. 
Anyone who has fought 

cancer and succeeded knows 
how rewarding that experience 
is in itself. However, for 
me, the biggest reward was 
realising how big a gift this life 
is, and that we should always 
try to make our lives worth 
something. A casual chat with 
a stranger in a hospital led to 
the inception of a whole brand 
focused on wellness and good 
health. I’ve learned that even 
the smallest act of kindness can 
change someone’s whole life. 
That’s my biggest take-away 
from this whole experience. 

 My message is to value the 
life you are blessed with. To 
value your life means a lot more 
than we typically understand. 
It means taking care of your 
health and aiming for wellness 
and goodness, not just our own 
but for others. Your life is worth 
something and you can’t realise 
its true worth without a healthy 
body and mind.   

   

                  

Christine beat cancer 
while being a single mum 
to her two daughters
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T E C H  TA L K

Hot Squeeze
Love a freshly 
made juice after 
your sweat sesh to 
replenish those 
essential vits? This 
nifty gadget will 
slowly squeeze 
your fruits and 

veggies to the core, no matter how hard or 
soft they are—and the best part? It’s also 
totally dishwasher-friendly, so there’s no 
fussing around with cleaning gritty little 
bits afterwards. Here’s a hot tip: Don’t 
throw away the pulp when you’re done, 
since it comes with a recipe book that tells 
you how to use all of your fi ve-a-day. 
Juicepresso, Dhs230, Lakeland

Track Star
Jawbone’s latest offering, the replacement 
to the UP24, once again manages to strike 
all the right notes when it comes to having 
a smart coach on your wrist. The UP2, like 
its predecessors, connects easily to your 
smartphone via an app, and while this one 
isn’t waterproof, it retains the best features 
of its fancier cousin the UP3, but at a rather 
friendlier price tag. While the new UP2 isn’t 
waterproof, it does come in a jewellery-like 
new design (that’s surprisingly comfortable 
—trust us, we’ve tried it!), and it does still 
offer the movement and smart alarms that 
we so love. Yep, Jawbone’s nailed it again! 
Jawbone, Dhs479, Virgin Megastore

Aural Pleasure
Stylish headphones have now become an 
almost ubiquitous accessory for music fans 
of any genre. While it isn’t always easy to 
fi nd a set that marries both fashion and 
substance, these babies manage to hit 
both qualities with aplomb. A timelessly 
chic, polished fi nish combined with 
high-quality sound that can handle the 
deepest bass and block out ambient noise; 
they even fold up easily for your travels. 
Bowers & Wilkins P3, Dhs735, iStyle
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Dar Al Shifa Hospital 
daralshifaa.net
Derryn Brown 
derrynbrown.com
Dr. Sulaiman Al Habib Medical Center 
drsulaimanalhabib.com
Dubai Hair Doctor
www.dubaihairdoctor.com
Health Bay Polyclinic 
04 252 4511
German Heart Centre 
04 362 4797
Health Psychology UAE
www.healthpsychuae.com
Ignite Wellness 
ignite-wellness.com
Mafraq Hospital 
www.mafraqhospital.ae
Platform 3 Fitness 
p3dubai.com
The Change Initiative 
800 824
The Lighthouse Arabia 
04 380 9298
Well Woman Clinic 
04 332 7117
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40 Kong
www.40kong.com 
Sho Cho
www.sho-cho.com 
Vii
www.viidubai.com
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www.bareface.com
Bikini World
04 345 0434
Dima Ayad
www.dimaayad.com
Epicure Restaurant
04 602 9333
Madiyah Al Sharqi
www.madiyahalsharqi.com
Morgan
04355 9690
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www.olaswimwear.com
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www.bebe.com 
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www.charleskeith.com
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www.coach.com
Forever 21
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www.hm.com
Sivvi 
www.sivvi.com
Steve Madden
04 325 3052
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Bloomingdale’s Dubai
04 350 5333
Bourjois
www.bourjois.co.uk
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04 325 3935 
Coach
www.coach.com

Diesel
www.diesel.com
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www.gaudi.it
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www.hm.com
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www.illamasqua.com
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04 441 4571
Lipsy
www.lipsy.co.uk
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www.namshi.com
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www.sallyhansen.com
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www.saksme.com
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www.tomford.com
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www.naya.ae
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www.detox-delight.ae
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www.goldsgym.ae
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www.smartfitness.ae
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www.hakkasan.com
Yuan at Atlantis
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LIVED TO TELL
PAGE 90
Amrita 
www.amritahoney.com

TECH TALK
PAGE 91
iStyle
www.istyleme.com

Lakeland 
www.lakeland.ae
Virgin Megastore
www.virginmegastore.me

BEAUTY BONUS
THE WHME BEAUTY HOT LIST
PAGE 4
Amazon
www.amazon.com
Aveeno
www.aveeno.com
Bloomingdale’s Dubai
04 350 5333
Bobbi Brown 
www.bobbibrown-me.com
Boots 
www.me.boots.com
Christian Louboutin 
04 325 3935 
Diptyque
www.diptyqueparis.com
Elemis spas
at www.elemis.com 
Harvey Nichols
www.harveynichols.com 
Inglot
www. inglotcosmetics.com 
Kiehl’s
kiehls-me.com
Lush
www.lushmena.com
Mac
www.maccosmetics-me.com
Mikyaji 
www.mikyaji.com
Paese
www. paesecosmetics.com
Sephora
www. sephora-me.com
The Body Shop
www.thebodyshop.com
The Pop Band
www.thepopband.com
Tips & Toes
www.tipsandtoes.com
Virgin Mega store
www.virginmegastore.me 

BEAUTY BUZZ: FACIAL 
THERAPY
PAGE 14
Cryo Health 
www.cryohealth.com
Heavenly Spa 
www.heavenlyspadubai.com
Kaya Skin Clinic
www.kayaskinclinic.me
Lime Spa
04 602 9311
The Organic Pharmacy
www.theorganicpharmacy.com

POWER LIFT
PAGE 18
Cover Girl 
www.covergirl.com
Eylure
www.eylure.com
Givenchy 
www.givenchy.com
Physician’s Formula
www.physiciansformula.com

MELT-PROOF MAKEUP
PAGE 22
Benefit
www.benefitcosmetics.com
Lime Crime
www.limecrime.com
Make Up Forever 
www.makeupforever.com
Nars Cosmetics
www.narscosmetics.com
Urban Decay
www.urbandecay.com

BEAUTY SPY
PAGE 23
SensAsia
www.sensasiaspas.com
The Cure
www.thecure.ae
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YOU: THE INSTANT EXPERT

Never serve mooing burgers or a Never serve mooing burgers or a 
hockey-puck fillet again. hockey-puck fillet again. 

“IS IT DOOONE YET?”

Cook for: Eight to 12 minutes  Eight to 12 minutes 
each side for medium rare; each side for medium rare; 

12 to 14 minutes each side for 12 to 14 minutes each side for 
medium (both cook times medium (both cook times 
for a one-inch-thick steak)for a one-inch-thick steak)
Done when:Done when: You make an  You make an 

incision and it’s your desired incision and it’s your desired 
shade of pink inside.shade of pink inside.

Cook for: Two to three minutes  Two to three minutes 
Done when:Done when: It is warm  It is warm 
and shows grill marks.and shows grill marks.

Balsamic Glaze
3 cups aged balsamic vinegar3 cups aged balsamic vinegar

1 clove garlic, smashed1 clove garlic, smashed

Pinch of red pepper fl akesPinch of red pepper fl akes

2 Tbsp fi nely chopped fresh 2 Tbsp fi nely chopped fresh 
herbs (rosemary, basil, thyme, herbs (rosemary, basil, thyme, 
parsley, or a combination of all)parsley, or a combination of all)

Pinch of saltPinch of salt

No Patio? No Problem
City dwellers, meet your new bud: the cast-iron grill City dwellers, meet your new bud: the cast-iron grill 
pan. When you use it on the stove, its raised ridges pan. When you use it on the stove, its raised ridges 
add restaurant-esque marks and let the fat drip away add restaurant-esque marks and let the fat drip away 
for healthy meals that taste like summer.for healthy meals that taste like summer.

Top That

It’s simple and spicy-sweet—and you can slather it on everything, It’s simple and spicy-sweet—and you can slather it on everything, 
swears Flay, host of Food Network’s swears Flay, host of Food Network’s Barbecue Addiction.Barbecue Addiction.

The Single Best Marinade

Combine vinegar and garlic in a medium Combine vinegar and garlic in a medium 
saucepan and bring to a boil over high saucepan and bring to a boil over high 
heat. Reduce the heat to medium and cook heat. Reduce the heat to medium and cook 
until balsamic is thickened and reduced until balsamic is thickened and reduced 
to 1 cup. Remove garlic, stir in herbs and salt, to 1 cup. Remove garlic, stir in herbs and salt, 
and let cool to room temperature. Drizzle and let cool to room temperature. Drizzle 
over just-grilled veggies, meat, or fi sh.over just-grilled veggies, meat, or fi sh.

To thicken and sweeten barbecue sauce, mix it with maple syrup, ketchup, To thicken and sweeten barbecue sauce, mix it with maple syrup, ketchup, 
or molasses. Brush it on chicken or fish mid-grill or on a just-grilled burger. or molasses. Brush it on chicken or fish mid-grill or on a just-grilled burger. 

Safety First
HOW TO KEEP YOUR COOL 
WHILE THINGS HEAT UP

GRAB YOUR APRON AND TONGS—IT’S BBQ SEASON, GIRL!

Source: Ben Ford, executive chef 

and owner of Ford’s Filling Station 

in Los Angeles 

! Set your grill well awaySet your grill well away
from the exterior of from the exterior of 
your home, deck railings, your home, deck railings, 
and plants, all of which are and plants, all of which are 
extremely flammable.extremely flammable.

! If you’re lighting a gas grill, If you’re lighting a gas grill, 
start it with the top open. start it with the top open. 
If it doesn’t ignite within If it doesn’t ignite within 
10 seconds, wait 10 minutes 10 seconds, wait 10 minutes 
before trying again to prevent a before trying again to prevent a 
gas buildup that could causegas buildup that could cause
a dangerous blaze.a dangerous blaze.

! When firing up a charcoal grill, trade When firing up a charcoal grill, trade 
the “lighter fluid, match, and a the “lighter fluid, match, and a 
prayer”method for a charcoal chimney prayer”method for a charcoal chimney 
(a gadget that lights charcoal (a gadget that lights charcoal 
before you pour it into the grill) to before you pour it into the grill) to 
avoid scary-huge flames.avoid scary-huge flames.

Cook for: Three minutes on one  Three minutes on one 
side, four to five minutes 

on the other side for medium; on the other side for medium; 
three minutes on one side, three minutes on one side, 
six to seven minutes on the six to seven minutes on the 

other side for well doneother side for well done
Done when:Done when: You make an  You make an 

incision and it’s your desired incision and it’s your desired 
shade of pink.shade of pink.

Cook for: Four to five minutes  Four to five minutes 
per side for a one-inch-thick filletper side for a one-inch-thick fillet

 Done when: Done when: 
It’s flaky and opaque.It’s flaky and opaque.

Cook for: Three to four minutes  Three to four minutes 
for most, eight to 10 minutes for most, eight to 10 minutes 
for harder types like carrots for harder types like carrots 

Done when: Done when: It’s firm but you can It’s firm but you can 
pierce it with a fork or skewer.pierce it with a fork or skewer.

COURTESY OF THE EXTREMELY 
EXPERIENCED GRILLING GURU 
MR. BOBBY FLAY HIMSELF

Must-Knows for Newbies

1

2

3

When in doubt, undercook rather When in doubt, undercook rather 
than overcook your meat. You than overcook your meat. You 
can always put it back on the fire.can always put it back on the fire.

It’s fine to use what you’ve got, It’s fine to use what you’ve got, 
but given the choice: A gas grill is but given the choice: A gas grill is 
better for quickly cooking basics better for quickly cooking basics 
such as burgers, steaks, and chicken such as burgers, steaks, and chicken 
breasts; charcoal is ideal for fare breasts; charcoal is ideal for fare 
that takes longer to cook and that takes longer to cook and 
benefits from the smoky embers benefits from the smoky embers 
(think brisket, leg of lamb, and (think brisket, leg of lamb, and 
pork shoulder if you eat it).pork shoulder if you eat it).

Don’t play with your food—you Don’t play with your food—you 
usually need to fl ip it just once, usually need to fl ip it just once, 
and only after a crust has formed and only after a crust has formed 
on the bottom side (that’ll keep it on the bottom side (that’ll keep it 
from falling apart on the grill). from falling apart on the grill). 

Cook for: Six to eight minutes  Six to eight minutes 
per side boneless, 10 to 15 per side boneless, 10 to 15 
minutes per side bone-in minutes per side bone-in 

Done when: 
The juices run clear.The juices run clear.
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BURGER

STEAK

CHICKEN

FISH

TOFU



Middle East
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PRESENTED BY

C O M I N G
2 0 1 5

Muscle-burning challenges designed to 
test your endurance, strength, mobility and pure toughness.

1 8  O B STAC L E S  OV E R  1 0 K M

ARE YOU TOUGH ENOUGH?
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The Treatment
The Cooling Leg Treatment 
with Pedicure at The Cure 
Spa; thecure.ae

The Treatment
The Thai Yoga Stretch 
Massage, plus a Peppermint 
Intensive Foot Rescue and 
Lighter Legs treatment at 
SensAsia; sensasiaspas.com.

What It Promises
A pedicure with a soothing 
add-on that’ll leave your 
legs refreshed; Dhs140

What It Promises
An intense, Thai-inspired 
stretching massage with added 
refreshing, tension-relieving 
pick-me-ups for legs and feet 
(from Dhs399 for the massage). 

The Verdict
With a pedicure add-on this 
good for just Dhs20 extra, 
it’s too good to pass up!

The Verdict
If you’re popping in for any kind 
of body treatment at SensAsia, 
I’d thoroughly recommend 
adding a foot-thanking 
refresher. The massage will 
have you feeling loose and 
limber all over, while the add-
ons ensure your legs and feet 
can keep their cool—the perfect 
summer saver!

Our Experience:
Whether your feet have 
spent the summer being 
beaten down in flip-flops, 
mashed into stuffy shoes, or 
you’ve just earned yourself 
a lil’ treat after an intense 
leg day workout, this is an 
absolutely delightful and 
totally affordable way to 
kick your next pedicure 
up a notch. After being 
welcomed with a lemon-
mint water, I settled into 
the spa’s lush sofa-style 
seating with a headset 
(they play Friends episodes 
here!) and a stack of mags 
while my therapist set 
about buffing and shaping 
my nails, and scrubbing my 
poor, weathered feet, after 
applying a soothing balm 
on my calves and wrapping 
them in clingfilm to ensure 
maximum moisture. Once 
the wraps were removed, 
my legs—which tingled 
delightfully thereafter—
were given a stimulating 
yet relaxing massage, felt 
super-soft, smooth and 
refreshed. By the time we 
finished up with a head, 
neck and shoulder massage 
at the nail drying bar, I was 
practically walking on air. 

Our Experience
I’ve spent far too much of the 
scorching Dubai summer in 
closed-toe high heels, because 
I’m a glutton for punishment, 
apparently. So when I went for a 
massage at SensAsia, I opted to 
go ‘a la carte’ and added some 
foot-pleasing side orders to my 
main muscle melter (bonus—

there’s usually a discount for 
doing this!). First, dead skin was 
sloughed off  my feet and lower 
legs with a pleasingly tingly 
peppermint scrub, which was 
then removed with steaming 
towels for a refreshing 
cold-to-hot contrast. Then, my 
calves were treated to a deep 
tissue massage to relieve 
muscle aches (largely from 
those high heels, although I’m 
sure the gym should take some 
blame!), performed with a 
cooling lotion that kept my legs 
feeling chilled for hours after I 
left the spa and braved the 45+ 
degree heat. Sidenote: The 
Lighter Legs treatment would 
be fab for mamas-to-be 
suff ering from swollen calves 
and ankles. And as for the 
massage, the therapist 
continued the focus on legs (at 

my request), giving my muscles 
a much-needed stretch. As it’s a 
Thai-style massage, it’s done 
wearing pyjama-like clothes 
and without oil: The 
manipulation is deep and 
intense, and much of the relief 
comes from having your limbs 
contorted into diff erent 
stretches (like yoga, but with no 
eff ort on your part!). I left 
feeling revitalised, head to toe .

Happy Feet
Beauty Spy

23
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   K i r a n  F a r o o q ,  M a k e  U p  A r t i s t  a n d  B e a u t y  B l o g g e r ,  o n                     

                     Melt-Proof    
        Makeup

Beauty Innovator

After spending precious time 
perfecting your cat-eye and pin 
-pointing the best summer lipstick 
for your skin tone, there is nothing 
worse than looking in the mirror 
mid-afternoon and seeing a 
melted, faded mess. Are your 
products to blame for this—or is it 
us? Should I actually be applying 
more makeup to compensate for 
how quickly it wears off? Before 
you start asking yourself these 
questions, let me tell you, most 
makeup isn’t going to last eight 
hours if it’s not making it past the 
60-minute mark. 

The fi rst step towards making 
your makeup last all day? Primer. 
Primer is extremely important 
when it comes to making your 
“face” last. It’s like the foundation 
to your foundation. Face primers, 
like Benefi t’s Pore-fessional, 
create a fl awless base, diminish 
the appearance of pores, and help 
your makeup stay put. Smooth 
one on after applying your 
moisturiser, before foundation, to 
prevent creasing or melting.

An eyeshadow primer like 
Urban Decay’s Primer Potion will 
help your favourite shade go on 
more smoothly, as well as work as 
a barrier between your oily lids 
and eye makeup. 

Use a long lasting translucent 
powder to avoid looking greasy 
throughout the day. My absolute 
favourite is the Nars Translucent 
Pressed Powder in Crystal. Since 
it’s translucent, it’s perfect for all 
skin tones! It is also the perfect 
powder for setting the under-eye 
concealer so it doesn’t crease 
throughout the day.

To obtain blusher that will last,  
I recommend staying away from 
cream blushers as they wear off 
quicker than a powder blush or 
cheek stain. When using a powder 
blusher, a good tip is to always 
powder the cheek well before 
applying your colour as this will 
give an even fi nish and prevent 
your blusher looking patchy.

If you have oily eyelids or are 
prone to mid-day raccoon eyes, 
swap out your normal eyeliner for 
a waterproof formula (because of 

their wax-based formula, they’ll 
stay smudge-free). Try Make Up 
Forever’s Aqua black eyeliner, that 
doesn’t move for 12 solid hours! 

With lips, I like to apply a little lip 
balm before I start any makeup 
application, so that it has time to 

soak in while I apply the rest of my 
“face.” Swap out your glossy 
lipsticks for matte ones, like the 
Velvetines from Lime Crime 
Cosmetics, to keep your lipstick 
from fading. These stay for up to 8 
hours with no fading or feathering. 

Last but not least, always fi nish 
with a fi nishing or setting spray. It 
helps makeup melt into your skin 
without looking powdery, and it’ll 
keep it fresh for 10 hours! I love the 
Mist and Fix from Make Up Forever 
to combat the GCC heat. ■

TOP 
TIPS

for a truly 

budge-

proof face

Make sure you set your 
liquid foundation with a 

powder for a longer- 
lasting effect. Set it all 
with a pressed powder 
—never loose, as it can 
look ageing and cakey.

Do not apply cream 
blush, as it can break 

down your foundation 
and expose anything 

that you’ve just tried to 
conceal. Choose a 

powder blush instead.

Avoid using khol pencil 
and opt for gel eyeliner, 
since khol is bound to 
give you racoon eyes. 
The beeswax found in 

khol pencils slides 
when it heats up.



LIFT-SCRIPTION: 
False Lashes

We can thank Mrs. Kanye West for one thing: Faux lashes have gone 
totally mainstream—and they’re a great tool to make eyes appear 

rounder, more open, and, in turn, more lifted. Small clusters of lashes are 
easier to apply and more natural-looking than full strips, says makeup 
artist Brigitte Reiss-Andersen. Unless you’re literally trying to keep up 

with the Kardashians, choose a short or medium size; long is pretty over 
the top. Try Eylure Pro-Lash Individuals Fine to Full (from Dhs18). 

 To do: Dip the base of the lash into lash glue. Pick up the lash 
with a pair of tweezers, lift your eyelid with the other hand, and stick 

the falsie between your existing lashes, about a quarter inch from the 
outer edge of your eyes. Add two or three more to the same area, 
moving toward the middle. Let the glue dry for two minutes, then 

apply a coat of mascara to blend the real and faux lashes together. 

If you have undereye 
bags the size of 
your purse, there’s 
always a lower-lid 
lift. Or you can try 
Neotensil, a new 
OTC daily treatment 
cream that is “like 
Spanx for the eyes,” 
says Patricia Farris, 
M.D., a clinical 
associate professor 
of dermatology at 
Tulane University  
School of Medicine, 
who was a clinical 
researcher on the 
product (US $500, 
at derms’ offices). 
In less than an hour 
(sometimes as quick 
as 10 minutes), bags 
will flatten and eyes 
will look lifted—and 
results last for 16 
hours. “The polymer-
based technology 
forms an invisible, 
compressive film on 
the undereye. Long-
term benefits haven’t 
been studied, but 
the daily results 
are amazing,” 
says Farris. “And it 
also helps diffuse 
darkness, so most 
people won’t need to 
cover up.” Welcome 
news, as concealer 
can alter Neotensil’s 
effectiveness. � 

U N D E R 
S I E G E

LIFT-SCRIPTION: 

Magical  Makeup 
A few fl icks of the wrist…and we have liftoff !

EYE SHADOW: Smooth concealer over your 
eyelids (redness or darkness can make the 
area look droopy and closed in). Then dust a 
shimmery bone-coloured shadow over your lids. 
“A light shimmer will refl ect light, making your 
eyes look bigger,” says makeup artist Mally 
Roncal. Finally, “use a darker matte taupe shadow 
to contour the outer corner of the eye for a 
lifting effect,” says Surratt. Starting at each eye’s 
outer edge, slightly below the brow, sweep the 
shade into your crease, stopping above the pupil.

EYELINER: Draw a short, thin stripe of liquid 
liner along upper lashes, fl icking it up and out at 
a 45-degree angle at the edges. “This can lift 
eyes that are saggy or turn downward,” says 
Surratt. Trace your bottom lashes with a lighter-
coloured pencil liner. (If you used black as your 

top shade, go with brown on the bottom; with 
brown on top, opt for bronze, beige, or taupe 
below.) “Using a lighter shade on the bottom 
prevents the eye from looking closed in,” 
says Roncal. Try CoverGirl Bombshell Intensity 
Liner in Pitch Black Passion or Chocolate Kiss 
(from Dhs29) with Physicians Formula   
Shimmer Strips Custom Eye Enhancing Kohl 
Kajal Eyeliner Trio in Warm Nude Eyes (from 
Dhs44).

MASCARA: Curl your lashes to “open up the 
eye and disguise any hooding or crepiness,” 
says Surratt. Then brush waterproof mascara 
onto upper lashes only. “For a really lifted look, 
waterproof mascara holds curl better than 
regular,” says Roncal, who suggests pointing 
the tip of the wand toward the bridge of your 
nose while applying to fan out the lashes. 
A mascara with a super-tiny (i.e., very precise) 
brush is especially helpful to pull corner lashes up 
and out,” says Surratt. Try Givenchy Phenomen’Eyes 
Waterproof Mascara (Dhs114). 

FASHION EDITOR: JACQUELINE AZRIA. HAIR: TONY CHAVEZ FOR LIVING PROOF/TRACEY 
MATTINGLY.COM. MAKEUP: MAI QUYNH FOR LANCÔME/STARWORKS ARTISTS. OPENING SPREAD: 

HAUTE HIPPIE TOP, CLD STYLEHOUSE SUSPENDERS. THIS SPREAD: JENNIFER FISHER EARRINGS  21
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LIFT-SCRIPTION:

Boosted Brow s
Bushy brows are trendy, but let yours go too 
native and they can start to drag eyes down. 
“Creating a higher arch results in a more 
awake look,” says Sania Vucetaj, founder of 
Sania’s Brow Bar in New York City. First, make 
an outline of your desired brow shape with a 
brow pencil. (The basic guideline? “Brows 
should align with the top of the bridge of your 
nose,” says Vucetaj. Thickness is a matter of 
preference.) To ID your arch, fi nd the highest 
point—about three-quarters of the way out from 
where your brow starts. “If you naturally have a 

lot of space between your brows and lid, you 
will need to remove only one or two rows of 
hair; if your brows are lower, plucking three will 
get you a noticeable arch.” Hold up the top of 
the arch and tweeze the hairs that fall below 
your map. Fill in bald spots with a brow pencil 
in a colour that matches the darkest shade 
in your head hair. Try Lancôme Le Crayon 
Poudre Powder Pencil for the Brows (from 
Dhs96). 

Then—and this is key—extend the tail 
slightly upward with your pencil. “A rectangular 
brow shape visually lifts the end of the eye,” 
says makeup artist Troy Surratt. Use a spoolie 
brush to help blend in your original outline.LLLike your boobs, your 

booty, and members of 

AARP, your eyelids 

seem to head south 

with age. (Retirees fl ock 

to Florida—get it?) 

And while saggy eyes 

can make you appear 

older and exhausted, 

here’s the perky 

news: Recapturing that 

22-again, I-slept-like-a-

baby status doesn’t 

require injections, 

laser treatments, or 

going under the knife. 

In fact, all you really 

need is an eye lift—

and by lift, we mean all 

you need to do is lift 

your fi ngers and fake it 

with makeup.

Good thing, because 

the average cost for 

a real eyelid lift in 2013 

was almost US $3,000. 

What’s more, a recent 

JAMA Facial Plastic 
Surgery study found 

that eye lifts make 

women look a mere 

three years younger. 

(Kind of a rip-off when 

you consider the cost, 

pain, and average 

two-week recovery 

time.) So if your eyes 

have been looking 

smaller or more tired 

lately—or if they’ve 

always been droopy 

(thanks, genetic 

lottery)—don’t head 

to the doctor’s offi ce. 

With these simple 

cosmetic tricks, things 

are going to start 

looking up quick.
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        Open your eyes, woman! And we do mean literally: 
Drooping and sagging don’t only make you look 
                 tired—they also accentuate wrinkles and bags. 
But the path to fresher, younger eyes 
        isn’t expensive, painful, or even time-consuming;
 in fact, it’s right in your makeup bag. 

By Lesley Rotchford/  Photographs by Eric Ray Davidson

        Open your eyes, woman! And we do mean literally: 
Drooping and sagging don’t only make you look 
                 tired—they also accentuate wrinkles and bags. 
But the path to fresher, younger eyes 
        isn’t expensive, painful, or even time-consuming;
 in fact, it’s right in your makeup bag. 

By Lesley Rotchford/  Photographs by Eric Ray Davidson
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FACIAL FIX: DE-GUNKING & PORE-TIGHTENING

The Deep Cleansing Facial at Biolite 
Let’s face it: There’s only so much a home-use pore 
strip or mask can do if your skin has been neglected, 
and mine certainly was after months of travel (thank 
you, airplane cabins) and exercise outdoors. Being 
a skin clinic, Biolite is a go-to when you’re after 
serious results, but it is also relaxing thanks to its 
gently lit and spacious treatment rooms. I felt I 
was instantly in safe hands as my aesthetician, 
Sameera, inspected my face, agreeing that I 
was in dire need of some de-gunking. We 
began with a cleanse and scrub, before 
gentle facial steaming and a thorough 
extraction. I won’t lie—it hurt, but it was 
over quickly and it’s truly effective. Once 
your pores are “clean,” you can relax 
while a tickly high frequency laser zaps 
your skin so you’re safe from bacteria 
and pores are tightened up again. 
Next comes a soothing mask, toner 
and serum, with hand, arm, head, 
neck and shoulder massages while 
you wait. The next day, my skin did 
break out a little as it pushed out 
yet more toxins, but in a couple of 
days my face was noticeably clearer 

with smoother pores. Book this one 
in with a day or so recovery time—the 

  results are entirely worth 
   it, trust us! (Dhs450)

  
  

FACIAL FIX: BRIGHTENING & RADIANCE-BOOSTING

The Hydra Facial at Ahasees Spa, Grand Hyatt
This is a facial that does it all: It targets wrinkles, decongests, and 
helps handle hyperpigmentation while giving you a glow (all while 
sending you home feeling relaxed to boot) and is suitable for all skin 
types. Sound too good to be true? Well, it isn’t. We started with a 
deep cleanse, followed by a Vortex exfoliation, peel and extraction 
that felt like the junk was literally being vaccumed out of our pores, 
with a sucking sensation that was surprisingly gentle despite the 
scary-sounding name. By the time we were fi nished, our skin felt 
buffed and toned to perfection, as well as seriously nourished thanks 
to the hydrating hyaluronic acid and multi-peptide-rich moisturising 
serums. The facial also encourages lymphatic drainage: puffi ness, be 
gone! As the fi nal layer is a non-sticky application of sun protection, 
this is a treatment designed to allow you to stride out and on with 
your day right afterwards, and I did—my face looked so radiant and 
even-toned afterwards that I actually walked out of the spa’s luxe 
surrounds totally bare and makeup-free with confi dence, making it 
clear why this medical-grade treatment has been described as a 
“breakthrough.” And that glow? It lasted for an entire week. (Dhs450)
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Beauty Buzz

FACIAL FIX: TAILOR-MADE FOR MULTI-PROBLEM SKIN
The Skin Solutions Facial at The Organic Pharmacy
Using all—yup, you guessed it—organic products, this facial includes a 
skin consultation followed by a treatment customised to your specifi c 
needs. So after a soothing oil and hot cloth cleanse, the therapist 
inspected my skin up close. The diagnosis? Patches of congestion (that’s 
pimples—or soon-to-be pimples—to you and me) with a touch of 
dehydration and dullness. The prescription? Well, we began with gentle 
but thorough exfoliation using a lightly textured oat and rose petal mask 
massaged into my skin at length, followed by steaming. My therapist 
checked at the beginning that I was down for the mild discomfort that 
comes with extraction and I’d thoroughly recommend you grit your teeth 
and bear it, because it really works to rid your skin of those pesky 
almost-spots. After that, a seaweed mask to purify the deeper layers of 
my skin without drying out the surface, then a nourishing (and deliciously 
relaxing) oil massage across my face, neck and décolletage. To fi nish, my 
therapist applied a brightening serum and a collagen-enriching mask that 
would continue to sink into my skin throughout the evening. The result? 
Vastly improved skin texture and clarity, but without any tightness or 
dryness. When I met a friend for dinner afterwards, she actually 
commented on my “glowing” complexion—score! (Dhs420)

FACIAL FIX: ELASTICITY-BOOSTING

The Vital-C with K-Lift Facial 
at Lime Spa, Per Aquum Desert 
Palm
I’ll start by confessing that I still don’t 
entirely understand quite how this facial 
works, and have concluded that it must be 
some sort of skincare sorcery because the 
results were miraculous. The Vital-C section 
of the facial included deep cleansing and 
nourishment, all performed with rigorous 
facial massage to keep the emphasis on 
fi rming and toning. Then, for the K-Lift, my 
face was coated in a gel before being run 
over with the Kerstin Florian K-Lift machine. 
This consists of different wands covered in 
red LED lights, thought to boost skin 
density and stimulate collagen production.  
I was initially sceptical, since the only 
sensation was slight warmth (supposedly 
from increased circulation), but the results 
were astounding. While many facials 
actually make you look a little worse for a 
couple of days before the effects kick in (all 
that gunk coming out after a deep cleanse!) 
I looked instantly refreshed. While regular 
treatments are recommended to beat signs 
of ageing, I could already see that my skin 
texture was plumped up and the contours, 
particularly around my lips and jawline, were 
fi rmer—plus my skin tone and break -out 
areas were totally evened out. (Dhs480)
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FACIAL FIX: ANTI-AGEING

The Ultimate Age 
Defying Facial at Cryo 
Health
My skin was thoroughly polished 
thanks to several hot cloth 
cleanses and an exfoliation (using 
an all-natural orange-scented 
scrub by Elemental Herbology), 
interspersed with massage across 
the face, neck, décolleté and 
arms—great for toning the skin 
and relaxing the mind. There’s a 
real focus on relaxation for much 
of this treatment, which feels 
half-facial, half-massage. That is, 
until the last ten minutes where 
Cryo Health’s USP comes into 
play—yup, the bit where your face 
effectively gets frozen at -170°C. 
The way this works is a kind of 
wand is run over your face for ten 
minutes, blasting your skin with 
sub-zero liquid nitrogen. The 
effect is totally exhilarating (and a 
refreshing break from Dubai’s 
summer heat outside!) as it 
increases circulation, which is 
thought to boost the delivery of 
oxygen and nutrients to the skin 
and even ramp up collagen 
production. Afterwards, my skin 
felt plump, taut and fi rm and 
looked clear and glowy. (Dhs475)

FACIAL FIX: FIRMING & LIFTING

The Elemis Pro Collagen 
Facial at Heavenly Spa, The 
Westin Dubai Mina Seyahi 
As un-glamorous as it might sound, 
having a fi rm and tight face is a key 
part of retaining a youthful look no 
matter your age (loose jowls = not fun). 
While a healthy lifestyle is essential for 
this, gravity is a pretty unstoppable 
force and sometimes, we need a little 
help. Enter this treatment: Boasting 
clinically proven results, it’s designed 
to help reduce wrinkles and improve 
fi rmness. We began with a cleanse, then 
scrub, and layer after layer of serum and 
face mask, containing highly effective 
ingredients such as marine extract 
Padina Pavonica and a beautifully 
scented rose oil, all of which help 
boost collagen levels, cell turnover and 
rejuvenate skin. Each layer was applied 
using facial massage techniques that 
saw my face, upper neck and jawline 
massaged with powerful strokes that 
soothed my facial muscles. The next 
day, I awoke looking so plumped-up 
and refreshed that even my colleagues 
commented on how fresh, radiant and 
well-rested I looked! (Dhs650)

FACIAL FIX: iNTENSE HYDRATION

The Aqua Radiance Facial at Kaya Skin Clinic 
From Kaya Skin Clinic’s interior alone—more medical surgery than spa— 
I knew I was in for a thorough and effective facial, which was just what  
I needed at the height of summer. Dubai summer messes with my 
skin—my face is at once spotty, due to an icky combo of sweat and 
makeup, and dried out by intense air-con. To start, I was massaged with 
hydrating aloe vera gel—a cooling antidote to the sizzling heat outdoors 
—before the exfoliation began. This was like no other exfoliation I’ve 
experienced: Instead of a scrub, my skin was blasted by a tiny hose 
shooting out a small but powerful stream of water droplets (think: a 
miniature carwash for your face).  This sloughs off dead skin cells 
without abrading the texture, and the water pressure also aids lymphatic 
drainage. Plus, it’s enriched with vitamins and oxygen for ultimate 
rehydration. There was also some manual extraction—which got rid of 
the stubborn little milia around my nose piercing for the fi rst time in 
years—and then a nourishing mask. My skin was left looking clearer than 
ever and felt soft and quenched. (Dhs600)
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Beauty Buzz

Brightening, lifting, radiance-inducing, firming—with so many appealing 
buzzwords out there, how’s a girl to choose what facial is right for her? Whether 
it’s purging or polishing you’re in need of, we’re here to help you figure out which 

one to book yourself in for, no matter what visage fix you’re after                                        
B y  Ha n n a h  B a s s  a n d  Y i-Hw a  Ha n n a

 Facial Therapy
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angles and attempts and all the 
other ways the image has been 
manipulated.”  

In the worst case scenarios, 
these pressures can contribute 
to body dysmorphic disorder 
and eating disorders; at best,  
they can still seep into other 
areas of your life, Lavina said. 
“When you set up unrealistic 
standards for yourself and feel 
that you’re failing, that kind 
of thinking is not going to be 
limited to just one area of your 
life,” she said. “Whenever I’ve 
worked with somebody where 
I’ve identifi ed what’s called 
cognitive biases—that kind of 
all-or-nothing, or unrealistic 
thinking in one area—I 
inevitably fi nd that’s aff ecting 
other areas of that person’s 
life. Being perfectionist often 
goes hand in hand with a lot 
of stress, a lot of anxiety, and 
a massive sense of failure.” So 
it’s important to keep a healthy 
sense of perspective—as Ross 
Addison told me, “It’s normal 
to look in the mirror and be 

self-critical, and it’s normal 
to want to take pride in your 
appearance. However, if it’s 
having a signifi cant impact on 
your daily functioning, then 
it might be time to talk it over 
with a health professional.”

When we fi nished speaking, 
Lavina concluded that we’d 
had a “very depressing” 
conversation—but emphasised 
that there are simple steps 
you can take to protect 
yourself from the barrage of 
external pressures to look 
and feel “perfect.” Realising 
how unrealistic our self-
expectations are is, she 
said, a great fi rst step, and 
discussing the issue can only 
help. “Women tend to have 
this horrible internal dialogue 
that keeps bringing them 
down,” she said. “Often part 
of the problem is that they 
think they’re the only one who 
struggles with these thoughts, 
and that for everyone else 
life—and looking good—is 
eff ortless. But when you sit 

down and honestly talk to 
other women, you realise that 
everyone else has the same 
insecurities.” 

And that’s exactly what 
we wanted to do in May this 
year, when Women’s Health 
Middle East hosted a body 
image discussion panel, in 
collaboration with fi tness 
store Hautletic. A few months 
on, I wondered what our 
panellists had taken away from 
the day. “I don’t think it’s about 
simply telling yourself to be 
positive,” said TV presenter 
Gabriela Miloda, who hosted 
our panel. “If you’re eating 
burgers and cakes all day and 
not doing anything to keep 
fi t, no amount of positive 
affi  rmation is going to make 
you feel better about yourself. 
But what will make you 
positive, in my view, is to 
give your mind and body the 
respect it deserves—and that, 
for me, involves keeping a 
healthy level of control over 
what I eat and making sure I 
lead an active lifestyle.” She 
added: “Most of us don’t have 
the time to try to look like 
cover girls, and nor should we! 
Those girls get paid to look 
the way they do and I’m pretty 
sure they go to hell and back to 
be cover page-ready, so I really 
don’t try to be like them!” 
FlyBarre instructor Buff  
Jashanmal “loved what was 
said about focusing on your 
best bits when you look in the 
mirror rather than the worst 
bits—fl ip your view!”

And as for me? I try to hold 
onto the realisation I had 
on the cusp of womanhood. 
I’d always hated the dark 
freckles smattered across my 
brown skin—I’d never seen 
anyone else with the same 
pigmentation. Emerging 
from my typically turbulent 
teenage years, I realised that 
anyone who’d ever loved me 
had adored my freckles—that 
it’s the things that make us 
diff erent that we tend to 
hate most, and yet they’re 
the things that make us most 
beautiful to others. ■

KEEPING YOUR 
HEAD UP

Psychologist and WHME 
Advisory Board member 
Dr. Melanie’s Schlatter’s 
top tips for dealing with 
ugly thoughts...
 
1.  Please know that it’s 
totally normal to have 
negative thoughts about 
yourself—and you probably 
always will. It’s how you 
deal with the thoughts that 
matters. If you focus on 
them and listen to them, 
they will affect you 
negatively and sabotage 
your efforts, but if you can 
acknowledge them 
calmly—“here’s anxiety”… 
“there’s the thought that 
I’m ugly”—then you will be 
more able to take control, 
and shift focus. 

2.  When a thought pops 
into your mind, ask yourself 
if that thought is helpful or 
allowing you to pursue an 
exciting, meaningful life 
(you should have a good 
mental picture as to what 
this life might look like). If 
not, proceed with all the 
things you would do if you 
had a better body image 
right now! 

3. How would you talk to 
your best friend? You’d 
probably try to be 
motivating, encouraging, 
inspirational, and helpful. 
Make an effort to talk to 
yourself the same way.

4. Get used to immediate 
self-care, and doing 
whatever it is that you 
might be putting off until 
that later date when you 
hope you will be thinner, 
prettier, or happier. Paint 
those nails, start taking that 
fun dance class, buy that 
dress you always wanted, 
get used to taking salads to 
work, put your hair up in 
that new style, have a 
relaxing bath every night... 
Develop a sense of 
self-compassion and 
acceptance—because  
you are worth all the effort 
right now.

5. Stay mindful of your 
values. What do you want 
to stand for in life? How do 
you want to be 
remembered by people? 
You’ll fi nd that these things 
will start overshadowing 
your desire for better looks. 
The latter are surface goals, 
so discover your core 
values—such as humility or 
kindness—and try to 
embody them.
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best number plate—it can 
get pretty ridiculous.” Ross 
Addison, a counsellor at 
Camali Clinic and member of 
the WHME Advisory Board, 
agreed that the UAE, and 
Dubai in particular, is a highly 
“competitive” environment: 
“Many people see it as ‘the 
place to be.’ It’s home to many 
successful businesspeople on 
higher salaries than in other 
regions of the world, and so 
possessions start to feel much 
more accessible. This can 
result in individuals becoming 
materialistic, engaging in 
obsessive attempts to keep up 
with current trends, possibly 
as a way of demonstrating 
their success to their friends, 
constantly comparing 
themselves to others and 
striving for perfection.”

He added that the prevalence 
and relative accessibility of 
cosmetic surgery contributes 
to the pressure to look 
“perfect”. The UAE has one of 
the highest concentrations of 
cosmetic surgeons in the world 
with one for every 18,000 
people, beating even the 
notoriously plastic surgery-
obsessed Brazil, which has 
one surgeon per 44,000 of the 
populace. And intriguingly, 
a good deal of their patients 
are men—47 percent last year, 
compared to roughly nine 
percent in the UK and US—
which seems to back up Lavina 
and Ross’s belief that the 
UAE is a somewhat uniquely 
competitive, appearance-
focused environment. 

A Social Shift
After Dr. Thomas told me 
his theory that body image 
problems tend to “blossom 
in the gaps left by rapid social 
change,” I started thinking 

it comes to body positivity 
and diversifying our idea 
of beauty—but for every 
#strongisbeautiful hashtag, 
there’s a slew of Photoshopped 
babes in bikinis. I asked 
Lavina why it feels like we’re 
taking a backwards step—
there was a period where it 
seemed, for a moment, that 
feminism had broken ground 
on the body image front. She 
believes that new technologies 
have actually caused some 
regression: The danger with 
social media is that it claims 
to show real people and real 
lives, and yet they’re as likely 
to be fi ltered and airbrushed 
as anything you see in some 
magazines, she explained. 
It adds to the pressure, 

particularly on women, to be 
perfect when it’s presented as 
something that’s attainable 
for ordinary girls, and not just 
celebs. “I tried to take a selfi e 
on my phone the other day,” 
she joked, “and it has this 
feature called ‘Beauty Face’ 
that automatically smoothed 
out my skin and minimised all 
my blemishes. You can even 
apply makeup on your smart 
phone!” She added that the 
proliferation of selfi es—yup, 
even the ones hashtagged 
#nomakeupselfi e—can have 
a negative impact on their 
viewers: “People will take a 
dozen pictures of themselves 
and just post the best one. 
The people looking at it won’t 
have seen the dozens of other 

about other social changes 
taking place in the region—and 
one that’s undeniably aff ected 
young people from all walks of 
life is the explosion of social 
media. Instagram—arguably 
the most visually-focused 
social media platform—is 
huge in the UAE: Last year 
we posted more photos than 
any other Arab nation. In 
some ways, social media has 
been a force for good when 

The UAE has one of the  
world’s highest concentrations 
of cosmetic surgeons with one 
for every 18,000 people.

Life and Love

When you When you 
look in the look in the 
mirror, what mirror, what 
do you see?do you see?
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so—living in Dubai, I’ve had 
far more conversations with 
friends about feeling unhappy 
with our appearances, or 
obsessing over someone 
else’s weight loss or new lip 
fi llers, than I ever had back 
in London. So I started to 
wonder whether the UAE has  
a particular problem with body 
image, or whether the global 
epidemic takes on a certain 
local colour here.

I did some digging. Hard 
stats on issues such as body 
dysmorphic disorder and 
low self-esteem are hard to 
come by in any country, and 
even more so in the UAE, 
but I uncovered a landmark 
2013 study conducted 
by researchers at Zayed 
University and the American 
University in Abu Dhabi, led 
by Dr. Justin Thomas. The 
results are upsetting: Of the 
UAE university students 
surveyed, three-quarters said 
they were unhappy with their 
bodies, a quarter were thought 
to be at risk of developing an 
eating disorder, and one in fi ve 
were already showing signs of 
disordered eating.  Another 
study, conducted three years 

earlier on Emirati women 
students, came to similar 
conclusions: A quarter were 
categorised as possibly having 
some degree of eating disorder. 
And an Al Ain University study 
of 900 younger girls, aged 13 to 
19, found that 1.8 percent were 
suff ering from anorexia. By 
comparison, the rate for girls 
of a similar age in the UK is 
just one percent, according to 
eating disorder charity BEAT. 

Dr. Justin Thomas of Zayed 
University told me that he was 
motivated to research body 
image and eating disorders 
within the UAE because he’s 
interested in how cultural 
and social change impact 
psychological wellbeing. 
“Eating disorders are a great 
example of disorder that is 
infl uenced by sociocultural 
factors,” he said. “Anorexia 
and bulimia were once rare, 
then came massive social 
change in the 1960s and boom: 
Anorexia was no longer a rare 
psychiatric oddity. By the 
1990s it was a household name. 
Eating disorders blossom in 
the gaps left by rapid social 
change.” Dr. Thomas believes 
social change in the UAE has 
arisen from a phenomenon 
that’s been dubbed “West 
goes East syndrome”—in a 
country that’s very rapidly 
imported both Western fast 
food consumer culture and 
Western body ideals, it’s 
not surprising that we have 
double the global obesity 
average and double the eating 
disorder rate for a western 
counterpart. When I asked Dr. 
Thomas what the particular 
environmental factors are 

I wondered whether I was 
the only one—going from 
pretty body-confi dent on a 
good day to feeling insecure 
about my fi gure after moving 
to a country where it’s 
bikini season all year round; 
suddenly thinking that a trip 
to the surgeon to fi x that bump 
on my nose wouldn’t be such 
an outlandish idea; feeling the 
urge to put on makeup just 
for a milk-and-eggs dash to 
Spinneys. But it didn’t seem 

that might make the UAE a 
hotbed for disordered eating, 
he answered: “Change, 
change, change. Changing and 
confl icted roles for women, 
changes in diet, changes in 
economy, changes in body 
image ideals—thin is now in.” 

But of course, it’s not only 
the local population that’s 
dealing with rapid change—
my instincts (well, that 
and listening to me and my 

expat friends talk) told me 
that foreigners also face a 
specifi c set of pressures here. 
Lavina Ahuja, a counselling 
psychologist at LifeWorks, 
said that, “Dubai can be such 
a showy place. The focus is on 
appearance, the focus is over 
the top, on the perfect—on 
making appearances perfect. 
It’s all about who has the 
best mobile phone, who has 
the best car, who has the P
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Life and Love

With 78 percent of UAE women saying they’re 
unhappy with their looks, it seems bad body image 
is an epidemic affecting almost all of us—yup, even 

the girls you thought had it easy... 

B y  Ha n n a h  B a s s
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 Social Moments 
   Hitting up a brunch, bar, or  Hitting up a brunch, bar, or 
   bday do? Party vibes are your    bday do? Party vibes are your 
cue to mix it up with playful cue to mix it up with playful 
    colours and statement looks     colours and statement looks 

SATIN LIPSTICK, 
CHRISTIAN 
LOUBOUTIN

With packaging as 
pretty as the 
power-pout colour, 
this is the ultimate 
party accessory. 
(Dhs440)

PUSH-UP LINER, 
BENEFIT

Master cat eyes 
in a wink with a 
slanted liner. 
(Dhs125, 
Sephora)

LONGWEAR 
FOUNDATION, MAC

From brunch to 
beach, this does not 
budge. (Dhs190)

EYESHADOW, URBAN 
DECAY

Densely pigmented 
formula, mysterious 
iridescent shimmer. 
(Dhs95, Sephora)

EYELINER, MARC 
JACOBS BEAUTY

Brighten eyes 
with a glint of 

gold. (Dhs100, 
Sephora)

ALIEN ESSENCE 
ABSOLUE INTENSE 
EAU DE PARFUM, 
THIERRY MUGLER

Make this 
distinctive amber 
fragrance your 
calling card. 
(Dhs430, 
Bloomingdale’s 
Dubai)
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Beauty Bonus

 At The Offi  ce 
            Put your best face forward  Put your best face forward
 and keep confidence levels  and keep confidence levels 

 on point with power products on point with power products
 that work as hard as you do that work as hard as you do

FREEDOM SYSTEM PALETTES, INGLOT

Mix’n’match magnetised palettes 
cut down on handbag space for 
your everyday essentials. 
(From Dhs180)

BROW SHAPER, 
BOBBI BROWN

Neat brows are 
a morning 
meeting must. 
(Dhs103)

GLOSSING CREAM, 
FREDERIC FEKKAI

Sleek hair is an easy 
way to look 
executively 
groomed. (From 
Dhs44, Amazon)

CHUBBY STICK, 
CLINIQUE

Lip colour that’s 
subtler and 
more 
moisturising 
than lipstick—
we love this 
sweet Woppin’ 
Watermelon 
shade. (Dhs105, 
Harvey Nichols)

HAND CREAM, 
AVEENO

Keep by your 
keyboard for air-
conned hands. 
(From Dhs19, 
aveeno-me.com)

NAIL POLISH, 
CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN

There’s an office-
approps nude nail 
for everyone in this 

collection. (Dhs240)EAU DE LAVANDE 
ROLL-ON, DIPTYQUE

Calming lavender 
scent in a handbag-
friendly roll-on. 
(Dhs195)

BODY BUTTER, 
BODY SHOP

If this super-rich 
skin nourisher 
isn’t already part 
of your daily 
routine, get on 
it—stat! (Dhs75)
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 At The Gym 
         You work hard for that bangin’  You work hard for that bangin’ 
          bod        bod——back it up with a beast back it up with a beast 
mode beauty routine that mode beauty routine that 
          won’t let the side down           won’t let the side down 

ACHING MUSCLE 
SUPER SOAK, ELEMIS

Defeat DOMS with 
this soothing bath 
soak. (Dhs285, at 
Elemis spas)

CLINICAL 
PROTECTION 
DEODORANT, 

DEGREE

The Summer 
Strength 
formula 

means bye 
bye, Sweaty 

Betty. (Dhs16, 
Amazon)

DRY SHAMPOO, 
COLAB

Light workout? 
Refresh your 
tresses sans 
shower. (Dhs39, 
Virgin Megastore)

WATERPROOF 
MASCARA, 

MAYBELLINE

Avoid sweat-
induced panda 

eyes (not so 
cute on 

humans). 
(From Dhs45, 

at pharmacies)

HAIR TIES, POPBAND

Perfect your ponytail 
with snag-free hair ties in 
cute colours. (Dhs34, 
thepopband.com)

SHAMPOO, RAHUA

This all-natural 
shampoo won’t 
strip your hair, 
even with 
frequent post-
gym showers. 
(Dhs210, Harvey 
Nichols)

GEL MANICURE, 
TIPS&TOES 

Pumping iron? Make 
sure your manicure 

stands up to the task—
for us, only gel nails will 

do. (From Dhs110)
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Beauty Bonus

 On Vacation 
           Give your bulging beauty bag    Give your bulging beauty bag 

 a break and engage  a break and engage 
 natural beach babe mode for a natural beach babe mode for a

 carefree (sun-safe!) vacay  carefree (sun-safe!) vacay 

PHOTODERM MAX SPF100, 
BIODERMA

A whopping dose of SPF 
without the slimy texture—win. 

(Dhs113, Boots) 

REVOLUTION LIP GLOSS, 
URBAN DECAY

Swap lipstick for fuss-free 
gloss on vacay. (Dhs105, 

Sephora) 

TONER WATER, 
LUSH

Keep your cool 
with regular 
spritzes of 
mineral water. 
(Dhs47)

BAMBOO POWDER, 
PAESE

Set makeup and 
stay shine-free 
with this paraben-
free translucent 
powder. (Dhs42)

HUILE 
PRODIGIEUSE OR, 
NUXE

Slick onto 
tanned legs for 
a sunkissed 
shimmer. 
(Dhs224, Boots)

THIRSTY 
CLEANSE, 
GLAMGLOW 

A clay mask-
meets-face 
wash for 
deep but 
gentle 
cleansing. 
(Dhs170, at 
Tips & Toes 
salons)

ARGAN HAIR PAK, 
KIEHL’S

Nourish sun- and 
surf-stressed hair 
without weighing 
it down. (Dhs170)
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ILLUMINATOR, NARS

Nars’ blush named after the big-O 
is a classic for a reason—now it 

comes in a creamy illuminator for 
easy strobing. (Dhs159, Sephora)

 Date Night 
         Whether you’re meeting a new  Whether you’re meeting a new 
        beau or spending quality time         beau or spending quality time 
with your S.O., deploy these with your S.O., deploy these 
    sultry weapons of mass seduction    sultry weapons of mass seduction

FRANGIPANI MONOI 
BODY OIL, ELEMIS

This body oil 
delivers both silky 
smooth legs and a 
sensuous scent. 
(Dhs264, at 
Elemis spas)

BLACK ORCHID EAU DE 
PARFUM, TOM FORD

Keep him guessing with 
this unusual after-dark 

fragrance. (Dhs475, 
Harvey Nichols)

ROUGE INFUSION LIP STAIN: THE NEUTRALS, SEPHORA

Nude shades to suit every skin tone in a no-
texture, smooch-proof formula. (Dhs79)

22K HYPNOTIZING KAJAL 
EYELINER, MIKYAJY

Get sexy, smokey eyes in 
seconds. (Dhs65)

NAKED SMOKY PALETTE, URBAN DECAY

The cult fave gets a smouldering 
makeover. (Dhs279, Sephora)
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We know life’s too short and you’re too damn 
busy to be dealing with a dud beauty product. 

That’s why everything you see on our 2015 
Beauty Hot List has been tried, tested and loved 

by the WHME team. From failsafe skincare to 
statement lipstick, this is all the kit you need to 
shine at your brightest, no matter the occasion

  The       WHME             Beauty      Hot List








